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A THRUST CONTROLLE R FO R THE DYNAMIC TEST BED OF THE FLIGH T
MANAGEMENT SYSTE M
MOUSSADDY, Abdel-Rahman
ABSTRACT
The following study presents the Thmst Controller (TC) design and validation for a large
civil aircraft, the Boeing 747. The TC works with the Automatic Flight Control System
(AFCS) and the Flight Management System (FMS) to provide automatic, full-flight-regime
energy management with minimum pilot inputs. The controller is to be coupled to the pitch
charmel of the AFCS to eliminate any altitude variation during thmst manoeuvres and will be
available throughout the entire flight envelope. The proposed system is integrated within the
Dynamic Test Bed (DTB) developed by CMC Electronics and its partners. In fact, in an
attempt to minimize costs and reduce "in air" testing, CMC wishes to ftilly develop the
concept of a real-time DTB, a simplified aircraft simulator, and to expand it into a
comprehensive FMS design and test tool, capable of certified service. The goal of the present
study is the design, simulation, integration and qualification of the TC using the DTB as the
integration platform.
After a brief review of the command law synthesis methods for aircraft thmst control two
concepts were studied. First the thmst controller was developed using a classic single inputsingle output controller based on the Proportional-Integral-Derivative stmcture and was
validated over the full flight envelope. The controller is coupled to the pitch chaimel using
an altitude variation dependant gain on the speed channel to eliminate altitude variation
during speed control manoeuvres using thmst increase and decrease. The second design
architecture proposes a modem state-feedback controller that fiilly couples pitch and speed
chaimels. Feedback gains were chosen for every linearized point using the Eigenvector
assignment method for system robustness. A controller was thus designed for every
linearized point and the TC system switches between controllers according to flight
conditions. Many improvements were then added to both controllers' architectures to add
speed and thmst limitations and placards protections prior to nonlinear integration.
The integration of the modem controller could not be validated within the nonlinear DTB
framework in the scope of the current project due to autopilot and platform limitations. On
the other hand, the classical controller proposed is integrated and tested within the nonlinear
conditions of the DTB.
To qualify the TC as a design and test tool and integrate it in the DTB we sought to ensure its
smooth functioning and to reach the performance awaited while respecting the various limits
and placards. A set of qualification tests was written and mn for that purpose. The results
were judged satisfactory as the aircraft settles within the required limitations while
improvements can be made and recommendations are presented.
Keywords : control, command, speed, pitch, state-feedback

UN SYSTEME D E CONTROLE DE LA POUSSEE POUR LE BANC D'ESSA I
DYNAMIQUE D U SYSTEME D E GESTION DE VOL
MOUSSADDY, Abdel-Rahman
RESUME

Nous presentons dans cette etude le systeme de controle de la poussee d'un avion civil, le
Boeing 747. Le systeme propose, couple a I'autopilote et le systeme de gestion de vol, assure
un control automatique de la poussee avec un minimum d'interaction par le pilote.
Dans le but de minimiser les frais de developpement CMC developpe un banc d'essai pour
leur famille de systemes de gestion de vol (FMS). Ce banc d'essai est utilise comme outil de
test, certification et demonstration. Le but du present projet et de developper le systeme de
controle de la poussee et de I'integrer au banc d'essai, tout en le qualifiant comme outil de
test faisant partie du banc. Afin de pouvoir qualifier le banc d'essai comme outil de tests,
plusieurs etapes rigoureuses doivent etre considerees durant le developpement des
composantes du banc d'essai, dont le controleur de poussee fait parti. Parmi ces etapes nous
retrouvons 1'identification des requis, la proposition du design qui satisfait ces requis, et
finalement les tests de validation du systeme selon les exigences initiales, le tout dans un
environnement controle.
La tache primaire du controleur etant d'assurer une commande de poussee en utilisant la
manette de gaz, il est necessaire que le controleur permette de poursuivre une commande de
poussee et ce, sans depassement ni erreur en regime permanent. Puisque la poussee n'est pas
une entite mesurable directement, nous utilisons un ratio entre la pression a 1'entree et la
pression a la sortie des turbines (Engine Pressure Ratio -EPR-) comme mesure de la force
appliquee. De plus, couple a I'autopilote, le controleur doit pouvoir poursuivre une
commande de vitesse a I'aide du controle de la poussee, et ce sans affecter I'altitude de
r avion. Or, une variation de vitesse entraine necessairement une variation de portance et
done une variation d'altitude. II est done necessaire de coupler le controle de la poussee au
controle de tangage de I'autopilote pour minimiser les variations d'altitudes durant les
variations de poussee. Afin d'assurer une securite accme, les limites de vitesses, de poussee
ainsi que d'acceleration doivent etre respecte. Finalement le controleur doit etre valide sur
I'enveloppe de vol entiere. L'integration du systeme de commande est faite sur le banc de
test dynamique developpe par CMC Electronique et ses partenaires. Cette integration ajoute
done un requis, soit la necessite que le systeme soit compatible avec la plateforme et qu'il
soit developpee en langage C.
Deux architectures de controles sont etudiees. Premierement le systeme est developpe en
utilisant un controleur Proportioimel-Integral-Derivee (PID) classique et validee sur
I'enveloppe de vol entiere. Le controleur utilise deux boucles de controle PID independante,
une pour le controle de la poussee et une pour le controle de la vitesse. La selection entre les
differentes boucles de controle est faite selon le mode d'autopilote choisi. En mode montee
ou descente, comme au decollage, le controleur commande la poussee pour assurer une
variation d'altitude pendant que I'autopilote controle la vitesse en utilisant les elevateurs.
Une fois que I'altitude desiree est atteinte, le controleur de poussee a le mandat de controler

VI

la vitesse tandis que I'autopilote, toujours en utilisant une commande de tangage sur Tangle
des elevateurs, assure le maintien de I'altitude. Durant la transition entre ces deux phases de
vols d'importantes variations de poussee sont observees. Cette variation cause une variation
d'altitude, et une importante acceleration, qui est ensuite armulee par la commande de
tangage. Pour pouvoir assurer une transition douce sans variation d'altitude la commande de
poussee et la commande de tangage sont couplees. Nous proposons une commande de
poussee proportioimelle a la variation d'aUitude pour assurer une transition lisse. Le gain
dans la boucle de controle de vitesse est done proportionnel a la variation d'altitude.
La deuxieme architecture propose un controleur modeme a retour d'etat qui couple vitesse et
tangage. Cette architecture n'utilise pas de boucles independantes et done permet d'assurer
un controle en utilisant les elevateurs et la poussee conjointement pour atteindre une altitude
et vitesse dormee. Cela permet d'eviter les variations d'altitude dues aux variations de vitesse
ainsi que les variations de vitesse dues aux variations d'angle de tangage. Les gains de retour
d'etats sont calcules par placement de vecteurs propres pour assurer la robustesse du systeme.
Un controleur distinct a ete valide pour differentes positions de I'enveloppe de vol et le
systeme de controle selectionne les gains du controleur selon la zone de I'enveloppe de vol
courante.
Plusieurs autres ameliorations ont ete apportees aux deux architectures pour assurer la
protection des limites dynamiques de vitesses et poussees.
L'integration du controleur a retour d'etat, systeme de commande moderne, au banc d'essai
tut impossible du aux limitations de I'autopilote et de la plateforme de developpement. Cette
integration necessite une action directe sur la manette des gaz et sur les elevateurs.
Cependant, une loi de commande des elevateurs inteme est incorporee dans la plateforme et
les elevateurs sont controles via I'angle de tangage seulement. Pour pouvoir acceder
directement a Tangle des elevateurs une modification a la plateforme doit etre effectue ce qui
tombe malheureusement a Texterieur des limites de cette etude. Cependant le controleur
classique fut integre et teste. Pour qualifier le controleur comme outil de test et
developpement integre sur le banc d'essai il a fallu demontrer le respect des exigences et
Tatteinte de la performance desiree. Plusieurs tests ont ete ecrits a cette fin et les resultats ont
ete concluants. Le controleur assure une poursuite de poussee et de vitesse sans depassement
ni erreur en regime permanent. II permet aussi de poursuivre une vitesse sans affecter
I'altitude. Les contraintes de vitesse, de poussee et d'acceleration sont de plus respectees.
Plusieurs ameliorations possibles sont aussi presentees pour ameliorer le respect des limites
de vitesses durant les manoeuvres de poursuite de poussee.
Mots-cles : controle, commande, poussee, vitesse, tangage, retour d'etat
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INTRODUCTION
During the design of any new avionic or aircraft control system many challenges arise and
many requirements have to be taken into account. Any new avionic development and design
should show low development, implementation and certification costs. Furthermore, a new
airplane control system must demonstrate more than just good dynamic response to be
seriously considered as a replacement for existing systems. In the last couple of decades the
dramatic increase in the price of oil, cost of manpower, and amount of air traffic have meant
additional constraints on developing a new system. The result of these constraints is that a
new system must be designed for:

1. Fuel economy and efficiency
2. Maximum safety
3. Minimum development, implementation and certification costs

A major part of the costs attached to the design of any avionic system are those in regards to
the system testing and certification. During system validation, many hours are spent in flight,
requiring high expenses in ftiel and aircraft use not to mention the cost of manpower. While
these tests are necessary to prove the efficiency of the developed system, one has to think of
other venues that are more affordable, envirorunent friendly and cost effective. In this regard,
an attempt was made to rethink the development, implementation and certification
procedures by the CRIAQ (Consortium for Research and Irmovation in Aerospace in
Quebec), with the collaboration of its partners CMC Electronics, Engenuity Technologies,
Ecole de technologie Superieure and Concordia University. The main objective of the
research project proposed by the CRIAQ is to ftilly develop the concept of a real-time
Dynamic Test Bed (DTB) and to expand the existing system prototype into a comprehensive
Flight Management System (FMS) design and test tool, capable of certified service. The test
bed, which includes a control station or an operator/instmctor station, may create artificial
failure conditions in the different systems (engine fire, landing gear malfimction, electrical
problems, and navigation system problems) and allows the pilots and other crew members to

practice their response to these situations and measure their level of proficiency. This
technology is developed in parallel for airplanes and helicopters.

Principal Benefits of the research project to Industry
•

Provide a more systematic, less error-prone and more efficient design and
development envirormient for the FMS product line of CMC.

•

Facilitate a comprehensive testing in a controlled laboratory setting, while
substantially reducing the prohibitively expensive flight testing in actual aircraft.

•

Use the DTB in lieu of actual flight testing to the maximum extent possible, with
accreditation from the relevant aviation regulatory bodies, such as Transport Canada
Civil Aviation fTCCA), U.S. Department of Transportation (DoT), Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) and others.

Therefore, the DTB serves as a development and testing tool in which the FMS can be
integrated and tested. Many efforts are being put into the development of the DTB in hope of
certifying the DTB as a test tool, and hence the possibility to later certify the new line of
FMS products, or any other avionic system for that matter, on ground and thus minimizing
the in air certification costs.

The Dynamic Test Bed is effectively a simplified aircraft simulator, which recreates the
signals for an avionic system such as the FMS. The development of the DTB leads to several
other needs. The DTB includes a flight model, environment model, various avionics models,
aircraft control models, etc. The simulation, fidelity and integration of such models are
critical to the development and well functioning of the DTB. The FMS, which is at the heart
of the developed DTB, is usually coupled with many control and navigation systems.

The present study presents the design, development, simulation as well as the integration
within the DTB of one of these critical systems: the Thmst control system.

Thmst control systems, or autothrottle systems, are systems that help the pilot control the
engine's thmst. These systems are used on jet aircrafts, particularly commercial jet aircraft,
to provide automatic control of engine thmst.

The purpose of the Autothrottle is to enhance the ease, economy, and safety of flight
operations. The Autothrottle works with the Automatic Flight control System (AFCS) and
the Flight Management System (FMS) to provide automatic, full-flight-regime energy
management with a minimum of pilot inputs. Several architectures are used in the industry,
and several others are proposed in the literature. The goal of the present study is to present a
modem control design, capable of coupling pitch and thrust to achieve the desired control.

Throughout this study, we will present the thmst control system, its present design, its
performance, its integration and simulation. We will push the study further, comparing
design architectures and exploring modem design architectures and their possible
advantages. We will develop a modem controller based on the state feedback method using
Eigenvector assignment to determine feedback gains. Since the DTB is not only a test tool,
but also a dynamic test bed which serves as a design environment, autothrottle architectures
will be implemented, compared and tested within the DTB.

We will start by a general introduction to aircraft dynamics and longitudinal modelization,
presenting the model of the aircraft on which this study will be carried. We will then present
an overview of the autothrottle systems, the used architectures and a general literature review
of thmst control. Chapter 3 will present the general requirements of our system, requirements
that will be used throughout the design and validation process. In chapter 4, the autothrottle
architecture and classical control laws will be studied, we will then carry on with the modem
control design in chapter 5. Chapter 6 however will present the security features added to our
control system. Chapter 7 will study the integration and interface of the thmst controller
within the DTB. Chapter 8 will present the simulation and testing procedures and results.

CHAPITRE 1
THRUST CONTROL: A LITTERATURE REVIE W
1.1 Introductio

n

Thmst control systems, or autothrottle systems, are systems that help the pilot control the
engine's thmst. These systems are used on jet aircrafts, particularly commercial jet aircraft,
to provide automatic control of engine thmst. Thmst is increased by advancing the throttle
and decreased by retarding the throttle. Such a change in thmst is obtained by altering the
quantity of the fuel flowing to the engines by means of the throttle actuator. The flow of fuel
to the engines of the aircraft is metered by the engine control in response to the throttle
inputs.

The purpose of the Autothrottle is to enhance the ease, economy, and safety of flight
operations. As shown in Figure 1.1, the Autothrottle works with the Automatic Flight control
System (AFCS) and the Flight Management System (FMS) to provide automatic, full-flightregime energy management with a minimum of pilot inputs.

Autothrottle
Flight
Controls

Control

Flight

-N
1^ Mzinagement

Roll Autopilot
Pitch Autopilot

Surfaces
•V

Figure 1.1 Simplifie d schemati c of an autoflight system.
Flight economy is improved by accurate speed control and thmst management, while safety
is enhanced by protecting maximum placards airspeeds, observing engine limits, and by
reducing pilot workload. Further, aircraft parameters optimized by the FMS can be coupled

to the Autothrottle for effortless tracking of commands. Of course, the Autothrottle can
always be set to maintain manually-selected values.

Aircrafts having both, automatic flight control systems and autothrottle systems, are referred
to as fully coupled, whether the systems work independently or in a complimentary mode, as
in performance management systems for controlling the vertical path of the aircraft or flight
management systems for controlling both the vertical and horizontal path of the aircraft.

In view of the substantial increases in fuel costs, aircraft operators are very desirous of
increasing fuel efficiencies throughout the entire vertical flight profile of their flight plans by
assuring the most cost-effective operations possible. A particular objective of such operations
is to obtain smooth, stable and accurate airspeed control during cmise and when the
automatic flight control system commands the aircraft to accelerate, decelerate or change its
flight path in the vertical plane. Further, during the capture of a cmise altitude, it is desirable,
if not mandatory, to maintain the aircraft's speed within predefined limits. Once the aircraft
has reached the desired altitude, the engine thmst must be increased or reduced to that value
which will maintain the desired airspeed.

We will present in this chapter a brief overview of the autothrottle system. Our main concern
in this chapter will be the examination of control laws presented in the literature, classical
and modem, used in the autothrottle system.

1.2

Autothrottle modes

Autothrottle modes are closely tied to Flight Guidance modes and can also be influenced by
the Flight Management System (Navigation and Performance Computers). The control and
indication associated with the multiple autopilot and autothrottle modes are provided by a
Flight Mode Selector Panel (FMSP) which enables the selection of the principal modes and

also provides information confirming that the various modes are correctly engaged and
functioning properly.

Several modes are attributed to the thmst controller. We can observe two types of modes,
thrust modes and speed modes. Both these types use the autothrottle to control engine thmst.
In thmst control modes, we usually control the engine's pressure ratio (EPR). EPR is a direct
measure of the force the engine generates. We can also control the engine's fan speed if
desired like in some control systems (low speed spool fan speed, also expressed as NI and
the high speed spool fan speed, also expressed as N2). Generally we have two modes under
thrust modes, EPR and IDLE. In EPR mode we want to maintain a desired or actual EPR.

Under the speed modes, we have two different modes, which are MACH and IAS. In MACH
mode, we will want to track and maintain a desired MACH number, and in IAS mode, the
objective is to track and maintain a desired indicated airspeed.

It is important here to specify that Mach Hold modes, or IAS hold modes, can also be found
on the autopilot controls. In this case, the control law is achieved using pitch and not thmst.
We will only address in this study the control of speed using thmst. Basically, the
Autothrottle sets engine thmst for Takeoff, Flight Level Change (FLCH), and Go-Around
modes. At all other times it controls airspeed.

As presented by Bader D.L. (1990), the best way to describe Autothrottle modes is to step
through a typical flight and discuss system operation along the way. Figure 1.2 gives an
outline of Flight Guidance and Autothrottle modes for each phase of flight.
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Figure 1. 2 Basi c autothrottle functions ove r the flight profile .
Table 1.1
Basic autothrottle functions over the flight profile

FLIGHT

FLIGHT

AUTOTHROTTLE

AUTOPILOT

PHASE

DIRECTOR MOD E

FUNCTION

FUNCTION

1

Takeoff

Takeoff

2

Climb-out

Flight Level Change

3
4

Small-step
Climb
Large-step
climb
Top-ofclimb
Cmise

Flight Level Change
Flight Level Change

Maximum rated thmst
OR manually-set thmst
Takeoff to climb thmst
transition
Reduced climb thmst
for smooth transition
Full climb thmst

7

Top-ofDescent

Flight Level Change

8

Descent

Flight Level Change

9

Approach

Glideslope Track

10

Landing

N/A

Transition to airspeed
control
Airspeed control
Transition to minimum
thmst
Maintain minimum
thmst
Airspeed control.
Protect flap/gear limits.
Disengage

11

Go-Around

Go-Around

Maximum rated thmst

5
6

Altitude Capture
Altitude Hold

N/A
Airspeed
control
Airspeed
control
Airspeed
control
Altitude
capture
Altitude hold
Airspeed
control
Airspeed
control
Glideslope
track
Disengage
Disengage

1.2.1 Takeof

f

In a typical takeoff mode, as the aircraft taxis out to the mnway for takeoff, the pilot enables
the Autothrottle system by pressing the arm button on the Flight Guidance Panel. Takeoff
mode is typically selected by pressing the Takeoff/Go-Around button on either throttle. Once
the aircraft has been cleared for takeoff, the pilot moves the throttles above a minimum
Engine Pressure Ratio (EPR) threshold and engages the Autothrottle. Throttles are then
automatically advanced to the required engine power setting for takeoff. On some aircrafts
the appropriate EPR is read from a table and entered manually while on recent aircrafts the
Autothrottle Computer has data stored internally to determine the appropriate EPR for a fullpower takeoff (as a function of altitude and temperature). Ideally, each throttle is driven
independently by a separate servo which allows accurate closed-loop EPR control of both
engines.

1.2.2 Clim

b

Once the aircraft is airborne, the pilot normally engages the AFCS (Autopilot) and selects
Flight Level Change (FLCH). When FLCH climb is initiated, the Autothrottle smoothly sets
thmst to an appropriate level to accomplish the climb; the AFCS controls airspeed through
the elevator. In a large-step climb, the Autothrottle sets and maintains thrust at the selected
engine rating (usually Maximum Climb EPR). Without an Autothrottle, the pilots would have
to constantly monitor engine parameters and make throttle adjustments throughout the climb.
In a small-step climb, a unique proportionality scheme provides an appropriate energy level
while always ensuring a minimum rate of climb. This reduced-thmst-level feature for small
climbs has been popular with the pilots.

Other Flight Guidance modes can be used for climbing. Pitch hold is the default mode for the
AFCS. If the Autopilot is engaged without selecting a mode, it maintains current pitch angle

while the Autothrottle controls airspeed (within engine limits). When Vertical Speed mode is
selected, the AFCS controls the aircraft rate-of-climb and the Autothrottle maintains selected
airspeed.

1.2.3 Cruis

e

As the airplane nears the selected cmise altitude, the AFCS automatically initiates an
Altitude Capture and the Autothrottle smoothly transitions to controlling airspeed. Control
laws have to be developed to give a smooth transition with good speed control and without
excessive throttle movement. Altitude Hold by elevator control (AFCS) and Speed Hold by
throttle control (Autothrottle) are the normal modes of operation in cmise.

The goal in autothrottle control laws is to maximize passenger comfort and minimize
unneeded response to temporary environmental variations (e.g., a gust of wind). This is
especially tme in high altitude cmise where gradual throttle response is appropriate for
controlling speed, and large engine excursions are not desirable.

1.2.4 Descen

t

To descend, the pilot may select Flight Level Change (FLCH) mode. When FLCH is
selected, the Autothrottle smoothly reduces the throttle setting to a minimum thmst level to
allow the aircraft to achieve a reasonable rate of descent. The AFCS controls airspeed
through the elevator, as in FLCH climb. Other potential Flight Guidance modes for descent
include Vertical Speed and Pitch Hold. Also, a VNAV Path mode is available for descent
where the FMS coordinates with the AFCS to maintain a programmed path angle. The
Autothrottle controls airspeed (within engine limits) in all three of these descent modes.
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1.3 Contro

l Laws

Thmst control is achieved by providing a Throttle rate command. To be able to achieve the
desired behaviour in these different modes, control laws have to be designed and
incorporated in the autothrottle system. We can observe two main families of control laws,
either classical or modern. Most civil aircrafts use classical control laws. These laws work on
different charmels for each mode separately as a single input single output control law.

Cross-coupling errors in speed and altitude occur when manoeuvring due to the design of
autopilots and autothrottles as single input single output control systems. For example, a
speed change can not be accomplished by only a change in throttle setting, but must be
accompanied by an elevator retrim if altitude is to be maintained. Autopilot, autothrottle, and
flight management systems (FMS) control laws have been developed over a long period of
time which has led to the duplication of functions in the autopilot and FMS computer.

These problems led to many studies on the integration of modem control laws. The objective
of such studies was to develop an all longitudinal control modes for the autopilot/autothrottle
and flight management system using a common, generalized flight path and speed control
algorithm, thereby eliminating unnecessary control law replication and providing a flight
management system (FMS) simplification. Further elaboration on some of these methods is
presented later on in this chapter.

1.3.1 EP

R Control Law

The objective of an EPR control law is to capture a commanded EPR. Hanke & Nordwall
(1970) as well as Robbins & Simpson (1991) cite that the relationship between EPR and an
equivalent throttle rate command is a function of temperature as seen in Figure 1.4
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The curve between two points A and B for a selected temperature can be approximated by a
straight line. From this approximation, the slope of the line may be computed:
^EPR = K.^^T

(1.1)

The variation in the value of K compared to the change in temperature is small, as cited by
Robbins & Simpson (1991), and thus a constant value of K may be chosen for use at all
reasonable temperatures. The control achieves then the required EPR level by commanding a
throttle rate proportional to the EPR error.
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Figure 1. 3 EPR-Throttl e position curve, Robbins«& Simpso n (1991).
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Figure 1.4 shows the basic simplified block diagram for an EPR control device:
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Figure 1.4 EP R Control Block Diagram, Bader (1990).
Usually EPR control laws are used in flight level change mode or takeoff (and go-around).
These are the two main phases in a flight envelope where an EPR control system would be in
need.
As a matter of fact, takeoff is a critical stage of flight. The increased bandwidth requirement
during Takeoff (the commanded thmst must be attained prior to throttle-hold) calls for a high
loop gain. This could result in thmst overshooting the command if additional compensation
were not applied. A possible compensation used to preclude overshoots proposed by Bader
D.L. (1990) is in the form of command biases which are proportional to EPR rate and throttle
rate, as shown in Figure 1.5:
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Figure 1.5 EP R Control Block Diagram for Takeoff phase , Bader (1990).

1.3.2 Spee

d Control Law

Aircraft speed is controlled by changing the engine thmst. This is achieved by altering the
quantity of ftael flowing to the engines using the engines throttles. Typical automatic control
of the aircraft's airspeed can be achieved by a closed loop control system whereby the
measured airspeed error is used to control throttle servo actuators which operate the engine
throttles. The engine thmst is thus automatically increased or decreased to bring the airspeed
error to near zero and minimize the error excursions resulting from disturbances. Collinson
R.P.G. (1996) presents a typical airspeed control system as shown in the block diagram in
Figure 1.6.
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Figure 1. 6 Spee d control simplified bloc k diagram, Collinson (1996).
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In any closed loop system, the lags in the individual elements in the loop resulting from
energy storage processes (eg. accelerating inertias) exert a destabilising effect and limit the
loop gain and hence the performance of the automatic control system. The dynamic
behaviour of the engines over the range of flight conditions, the throttle actuator response
and the aircraft dynamics must thus be taken into account in the design of the speed control
system. Collinson (1996) cites that the response of the jet engine thmst to throttle angle
movement is not instantaneous and approximates to that of a simple first order filter with a
time constant which is typically in the range 0.3 to 1.5 seconds, depending on the thmst
setting and flight condition. Clearly, the lag in the throttle servo actuator response should be
small compared with the jet engine response. The aircraft dynamics introduces further lags as
a change in thmst produces £in acceleration (or deceleration) so that integration is inherent in
the process of changing the airspeed. The derivation of airspeed from the air data system can
also involve a lag.

The rate of change of forward speed, U', derived from a body mounted accelerometer with
its input axis aligned with the aircraft's forward axis, can provide a suitable stabilising term
for the control loop. A proportional plus integral of error control is usually also provided to
eliminate steady state airspeeds errors.

Bader D.L. (1990) proposes another approach, in which the EPR feedback is used as the
stabilizing term for the control loop. EPR which is a pressure ratio serves as a measure of
thmst and is hence usually proportional to acceleration. Having EPR in the loop presents
several advantages such as EPR and engines limits protection in the loop. However, the
design of such a control law would require an accurate EPR sensor modelization as well as
accurate EPR/Thmst curves representations.
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1.3.2.1 IA

S Hold Control law

In the Indicated airspeed hold loop suggested by Bader D.L. (1990) and presented in Figure
1.7, the commanded IAS is first compared to the measured IAS and a speed error is
generated. An EPR rate command is calculated by applying lead-lag compensation (with a
gain based on aircraft response) to the speed error. To enhance the performance, this
command is biased by a thmst prediction term which anticipates required thmst adjustments
that result from changes in aircraft drag. A second thrust prediction term which compensates
for changes in flight path angle can also be included during certain aircraft manoeuvres. The
EPR rate command is then integrated and bounded by engine limits to determine the
commanded EPR level.

Then a closed EPR loop, similar to the one in the EPR control law section, provides an
increased degree of stability and accuracy to the Autothrottle system during Speed Hold
operation. As cited before, the resulting throttle rate command is proportional to EPR error.
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Figure 1.7 IA S Control Block Diagram, Bader (1990).
To add speed protection and restrict speed to the speed limits, we may add a speed command
processor. The airspeed target input to the autothrottle is first evaluated by the mentioned
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processor. This processor ensures that maximum airspeeds are not violated (flap, gear, and
VMO/MMO limits).

Also we may apply a second order filter with rate limiting to speed target changes to achieve
smooth throttle movements. We may also add a complementary filter to the airspeed
feedback to reduce the effects of windgusts. A complementary filter is used when rate
information must be extracted from a signal containing high frequency noise terms. These
unwanted terms must be filtered out without the loss of actual signal information above the
cut-off frequency of the filter. The required compliment signal is the derivative of the control
signal. It is then important that the derivative be obtained from a different source to ensure
that it does not contain the unwanted noise. We can use for example the tme airspeed and as
another source for the derivative the aircraft inertial acceleration along the flight path.

1.3.2.2 MAC

H Hol d

The MACH Hold control law could be designed similar to the IAS Hold control law. It is a
speed ratio control law and MACH number is obtained directly from speed and air data
measures:
MACH = "^'"'P''^
Speed of sound

1.3.3 Thrus

(1.2)

t control with pitc h couplin g

If a pitch attitude variation is required, thmst has to be corrected to keep speed constant and,
conversely, action on thmst to increase speed induces a pitch movement. It is possible to
obtain such coupling by sending a thmst variation prediction term to the thmst control law as
cited earlier. Similarly, we may send an elevator variation prediction term to the altitude hold
or pitch control law to compensate for the pitch variation due to thmst action. Since the
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engine lag and slow thrust response usually limits the effect of elevator variation on thmst
control, it is of more interest to couple the thmst variation effect on the elevator to
compensate for any variation in pitch due to speed and thmst variation.

It is possible to determine a relation between pitch and thmst around a trim point, and thus
predicting the effects a pitch or thmst variation would have on the other control output. We
elaborate and present the relation further in section 3.7.4.

1.4 Moder

n integrated contro l laws: MIMO Systems

In this section we will present the main modem control methods, without citing major details.
As cited earlier in this review, cross-coupling errors in speed and altitude occur when
manoeuvring due to the design of autopilots and autothrottles as single input single output
control systems.

A multi-input pitch movement approach will make it possible to coordinate the two control
channels, by means of pitch and thrust control coupling, in order to perform pitch
manoeuvres at constant speed without adjusting thmst on one hand, and speed variations at
constant pitch attitude without acting on the stick, on the other. Such algorithms provide fulltime thmst and elevator control coordination for all modes and flight conditions, thus
eliminating speed deviation due to flight path manoeuvres and flight path deviations due to
speed manoeuvres. Two main methods have been cited in the literature:

•

The total energy control system

•

Longitudinal law using the eigenvector method

These methods will be presented briefly. A more detailed study could be necessary if such a
method would be used during the implementation of the autothrottle system.
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1.4.1 Th

e total energy contro l system

Bmce K.R. (1988) avoided the classical controls coupling errors by integrating a total energy
control system. The objective of the total energy control system (TECS) design was to
develop all longitudinal control modes for the autopilot/autothrottle and flight management
system using a common, generalized flight path and speed control algorithm, thereby
eliminating urmecessary control law replication and providing a flight management system
(FMS) simplification. Lambregts (2000) also proposes a total energy based flight system that
computes thmst and elevator commands. An overview of the controller architecture is
presented in Figure 1.8:
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Figure 1. 8 Tota l Energy Control System Block Diagram, Lambregts (2000).
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In the presented system, an integrated aircraft longitudinal flight control system uses a
generalized thrust and elevator command computation, which accepts flight path angle,
longitudinal acceleration command signals, along with associated feedback signals, to form
energy rate error and energy rate distribution error signals. The basic design philosophy of a
TECS is to compute an aircraft's total energy state and its desired energy state, as represented
by flight path, speed and their associated targets. The engine thmst command is developed as
a function of the energy rate distribution error and the elevator position command is
developed as a ftanction of the energy distribution error. For any vertical flight path and speed
mode the outer loop errors are normalized to produce flight path angle and longitudinal
acceleration commands. The system provides decoupled flight path and speed control for all
control modes previously provided by the longitudinal autopilot, autothrottle and flight
management systems. For all flight conditions, thmst is the most effective means to change
the aircraft's energy state, whereas elevator control provides an effective means to modulate
energy distribution and stabilize the aircraft's attitude.

1.4.2 Longitudina

l la w using the eigenvector metho d

The problem of multi-input multi-output control in this case is solved using the Eigenvector
theory. A number of constmctive methods for eigenstmcture assignment by state feedback
are described in the literature. Kautsky & Nichols (1985) describe a robust pole assignment
method that uses eigenstmcture assigimient to achieve robustness. It is possible, with this
approach, to control the aircraft closed loop dynamics, obtain good decoupling by a suitable
eigenvector stmcture while taking servo-controls engine time-constant and delays due to
computers and parameter acquisitions into account. Larramendy P. (1991) presents the steps
used for the design of such a controller applied to a civil aircraft.
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The interest in such a method lays in the fact that thanks to the use of the Eigenvectors, the
system will be implemented very easily. On each charmel in order to calculate the feedback
loop, all that has to be done is sum each aircraft parameter measured multiplied by a gain.

Figure 1.9 presents the block diagram of a typical state feedback controller. The theory and
design of such a controller is presented further in detail in chapter 5.

Pitch command
Airspeed command

Aircraft

K

Figure 1. 9 Bloc k diagram of a typical state feedback controller .
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1.5 Entir

e flight envelope validation

If we consider altitude and speed as variables, flight envelope can be given by the area which
gives for each altitude the values of speed tolerated (for a secured flight). This area varies
according to the aircraft gross weight. We may consider the weight constant over a certain
small lapse of time and hence study the envelope for a given weight.
For example, we may consider three weight configurations for the flight of a Boeing 747:

•

minimal weight, at landing = 450 000 lbs

•

median weight, at cmise conditions = 550 000 lbs

•

maximal weight, at takeoff = 650 000 lbs

The envelope of a simulated Boeing 747 for these weight configurations is then given by the
graph presented on the next page (Figure 1.10), as presented by Derbois A. (2002).

When one of these weights is chosen, it is considered constant throughout the simulation and
we then obtain a flight envelope considering mass is constant throughout the whole flight.
Hence it is not an exact envelope but a valid approximation if used in the correspondent
phase of flight.

We want to be able to apply the autothrottle control laws to the entire flight envelop. The
control laws presented previously have been studied for a linear system, and the aircraft
dynamics represent, as most systems, a nonlinear system. Hence, it is attractive to adopt a
divide and conquer approach whereby the analysis/design task for a nonlinear system is
decomposed into a number of linear tasks.
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The design of the Autothrottle system could then be based initially on linear conditions such
in cmise conditions of the aircraft. We may then address different modifications to ensure a
valid system for other phases of the flight.
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Figure 1.10 Fligh t envelope for various weight values, Derbois (2002).
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Gain-scheduling is a divide and conquer approach for the design of nonlinear control
systems. The conventional gain-scheduling design approach typically involves:

1. Linearize the nonlinear plant about a number of equilibrium points
2. Design a linear controller for each of the plant linearizations
3. Combine the linear controllers to obtain a nonlinear controller

Leith & Leithead (2002) present a survey of gain-scheduling methods. Nonlinear control
methods may permit to design an entire flight envelope system, but such approaches are
difficult to implement and analysis/design of nonlinear systems control is poorly developed.

CHAPITRE 2
SYSTEM REQUIREMENT S
2.1 Introductio

n

As any controller, the Thmst Confrol System must meet a list of requirements. These
requirements were subject to approval by CMC Electronics. In fact, CMC is the client to
which the TC is delivered, and so the controller has to meet a list of needs formulated by the
company. As a matter of fact, the requirements were formulated after extensive research
within the industry's controllers, and then submitted to CMC for approval. We will present
in the next sections the main requirements for our system. The requirements will later on be
the base on which the controller will be tested and evaluated for approval, as presented and
discussed in chapter 7.

As cited in the previous chapter, the purpose of the TC System is to enhance the ease,
economy, and safety of flight operations. These are the main guidelines that define the
controller's requirements. Flight economy is improved by accurate speed control and thmst
management, while safety is enhanced by protecting maximum placards airspeeds, observing
engine limits, and by reducing pilot workload.

The TC system will control the engine's thmst by outputting a throttle rate command to the
TLA (Thmst Lever Actuator) servo. All control laws will be developed around a Boeing 747400 aircraft model, the same model used within the DTB.

Requirements will be presented through the main TC features. The features of the proposed
TC System model shall include:

1. Thmst capture
2. Speed capture
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3. EPR constraints and engine limits
4. Speed and acceleration limits and placards
5. Flight envelope validity
6. Pitch coupling

2.2 Thrus

t captur e

The objective of thmst capture is to command thmst of the aircraft directly thm EPR. The
Automatic control of the aircraft's EPR can be achieved by a closed loop control system
whereby the measured EPR error is used to control throttle servo actuators which operate the
engine throttles. This mode is usually used during flight level change or takeoff where
maximum thmst is required. It may also be used during conditions where a certain IDLE
throttle position is to be attained.

When Thmst mode is selected, one of two sub modes can be selected. When FMS is in
Thmst mode EPR the Thmst Controller shall generate throttle rate conmiands to maintain the
engine at the desired EPR. When FMS is in Thmst mode IDLE the TC shall generate throttle
rate commands to retard the throttle.

For step command inputs, the response shall be smooth and overshoot free. To assure a
smooth change in thmst, throttle rate command shall be limited. Throttle rate command limit
shall be between 8 and 10 deg/sec, or 10% of thmst per second as proposed by Hanke &
Nordwall (1970).

2.3 Spee

d captur e

The objective of speed capture is to control the speed of the aircraft through throttle's rate.
Automatic control of the aircraft's airspeed can be achieved by a closed loop control system
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whereby the measured airspeed error is used to control throttle servo actuators which operate
the engine throttles. The engine thmst is thus automatically increased or decreased to bring
the airspeed error to near zero and minimise the error excursions resulting from disturbances.
Whenever a difference exists between the commanded airspeed and the indicated airspeed
the TC shall generate throttle rate commands to reach the requested IAS when FMS is in
Thmst mode SPD, with IAS selected, and throttle rate commands to reach the requested
MACH when FMS is in Thmst mode SPD, with MACH selected.

For step command inputs, the response shall be smooth and overshoot free.

A general idea conceming autothrottle performance on a Boeing 747 obtained from several
simulations presented by Hanke & Nordwall (1970) show that acceleration from Mach 0.65
to maximum speed (around Mach 0.85) would require around 4 to 5 minutes for gross weight
of 450 000 lbs and altittide of 35 000 ft.

The deceleration from Mach 0.85 to thmst IDLE position (around Mach 0.5) would require
around 3 minutes for gross weight of 450 000 lbs and altitude of 35 000 ft.

In general response time depends on the flight phase and flight conditions (approach, speed
constraints, e t c . ) . Response time should not be a specific constraint during this study. The
time the system would take to achieve minimum or maximum velocity will depend on the
throttle rate command limit. Throttle rate command shall be limited to a value of 8 to 10
deg/sec. or 10% of max thmst per second. This limit will assure a smooth change in thrust.

When the Autothrottle speed mode is engaged, an airspeed error greater then 10 knots shall
cause a waming visible to the pilot.
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2.4 EP

R constraints an d engine limits

The TC shall respect the EPR limit constraint from the FMS. The design should incorporate
foolproof safeguards to prevent stall and overboost of the engine for all modes and flight
conditions. It shall limit the forward and aft throttle motion. The forward position is set to
avoid exceeding the maximum allowable engine pressure ratio or temperature. The aft
position closely corresponds to the flight IDLE thrust value.

2.5 Spee

d and acceleration limits and placards

The airspeed target input to the autothrottle must first be evaluated to ensure that maximum
airspeeds are not violated (VMO/MMO limits). The TC shall then restrict the speed to the
VMO and MMO. These limits will be received during all phases of flight by the FMS. A
demand to capture a speed outside of the permitted limits shall cause a waming visible to the
pilot. If the pilot selects a speed to capture via the TC system outside of the permitted limits,
the TC shall modify the speed command in order to respect speed limits.

The speed shall not exceed 250 knots at 10 000 ft or below, as restricted by the FAA.

For our implementation case on a Boeing 747, placards are given by (Hanke & Nordwall
(1970)):
•

MMO (Mach Max Operating Speed): 0.85

•

MNE (Mach Never Exceed Speed): 0.92

•

VMO (Max Operating Speed IAS): 507 knots.

The TC shall maintain the speed over the Minimum Operating Speed to avoid stall. Stall
speed for a Boeing 747 at full flap/gear down is around 120 knots (Hanke & Nordwall
(1970)).
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The TC shall limit the acceleration imposed on the aircraft to within normal operating limits
(G limit) to guarantee passengers comfort. Passenger's comfort may be guaranteed by a Glimit of O.lg.

The speed protection shall be the highest priority protection between the TC protections
listed above (including EPR protection).

2.6 Fligh

t envelope validity

The TC should support operation over the flight envelope. There should be a consistent
response over the aerodynamic envelope. The control laws should not command the aircraft to
leave its envelope and commands should be restricted to within the flight envelope.

2.7 Pitc

h couplin g

When the autothrottle is commanding speed, the controller shall send a Short term deviation
command to the pitch inner loop to anticipate the pitch change due to speed acceleration
(maintain the altitude) if necessary. The main objective and requirement is to maintain
altitude while increasing or decreasing speed using thmst.

CHAPITRE 3
AIRCRAFT DYNAMICS AND MODELISATIO N
In this chapter, the equations of movement of the aircraft shall be presented. We will then
linearize and simplify these equations to obtain a simplified longitudinal model of the
aircraft, which will be used in our control law design, applied to a specific linear Boeing 747400 aircraft model. We will also present and study the general characteristics of our linear
model.

3.1 Basi
3.1.1 Force

c flight principles
s of flight

Four main forces are applied to the aircraft as shown in Figure 3.1: Weight, Lift, Drag and
Thrust.
UFT

DRAG

THRUST

WEIGHT
(gravity)

Figure 3.1 Force s of flight [30].
Weight: The weight of the aircraft is always directed toward the center of the earth.
The magnitude of the weight depends on the mass of all the airplane parts, plus the
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amount of fuel, plus any payload on board. The weight is distributed throughout the
airplane. It is however often represented as collected and acting through a single
point, the center of gravity. In flight, the airplane rotates about the center of gravity.
Flying encompasses two major problems; overcoming the weight of an object by
some opposing force, and controlling the object in flight. Both of these problems are
related to the object's weight and the location of the center of gravity. During a flight,
an airplane's weight constantly changes as the aircraft consumes fuel. The distribution
of the weight and the center of gravity also changes. So the pilot must constantly
adjust the controls to keep the airplane balanced, or trimmed.
• Lift : Lift is generated by the motion of the airplane through the air and is an
aerodynamic force. Lift is directed perpendicular to the flight direction. The
magnitude of the lift depends on several factors including the shape, size, and
velocity of the aircraft. As with weight, each part of the aircraft contributes to the
aircraft lift force. Most of the lift is generated by the wings. Aircraft lift acts through a
single point, the center of pressure. The center of pressure is defined just like the
center of gravity, but using the pressure distribution around the body instead of the
weight distribution. Aerodynamic surfaces are used to control the aircraft in roll,
pitch, and yaw.
• Drag : Drag is the aerodynamic force caused by the air resistance as the aircraft
moves through the air. Drag is directed along and opposed to the flight direction. Like
lift, there are many factors that affect the magnitude of the drag force including the
shape of the aircraft, the "stickiness" of the air, and the velocity of the aircraft.

•

Thrust: Thmst is the force generated to overcome drag using a propulsion system.
The direction of the thrust force depends on how the engines are attached to the
aircraft.
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3.1.2

Control surface s

Every aircraft has control surfaces or other means which are used to mainly modify the
aerodynamic properties of the aircraft, thus generating the forces and moments required to
produce the accelerations which cause the aircraft to be steered along its three dimensional
flight path to its specific destination. A conventional aircraft is represented in Figure 3.2. It is
shown with the usual control surfaces, namely elevator, ailerons and mdder. Such
conventional aircraft have a fourth control, the change in thmst, which is generally obtained
from the engines.

Vertical
stabilizer

..Rudder

Elevator

Figure 3.2 Basi c Aircraft Contro l Surfaces [28] .
The elevators which are on the tail section are used to control the pitch of the plane. A pilot
uses a control wheel to raise and lower the elevators, by moving it forward to back ward.
Lowering the elevators causes the plane nose to pitch down while raising the elevators
generates a pitch up movement. The two elevators move with the same angle and generate an
aerodynamic couple around the lateral axis, causing the pitching movement.
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The ailerons are disposed symmetrically with respect to the pitch axis, and move in opposite
directions. The pilot controls the roll of the plane by raising one aileron or the other with a
control wheel. For example, tuming the control wheel clockwise raises the right aileron and
lowers the left aileron, which rolls the aircraft to the right. The ailerons generate an
aerodynamic couple around the longitudinal axis, and thus causing roll movement.

The mdder works to control the yaw of the plane. The pilot moves mdder left and right, with
left and right pedals. Pressing the right mdder pedal moves the mdder to the right. This yaws
the aircraft to the right. Used together, the mdder and the ailerons are used to turn the plane.

Engine power is controlled using the throttle. Obviously, pushing the throttle increases
power, and pulling it decreases power.

We may find other control surfaces on aircrafts. It is possible that some aircrafts have two or
more control surfaces linked to produce coordinated manoeuvres. It is also possible to have
combined control surfaces as on the delta wings of a Concorde. In that case one control
surface may be used to roll or pitch the aircraft (same control surface used as elevators and
ailerons).

3.1.3 Coordinat
3.1.3.1 Inertia

e systems
l fram e

Often referred to as Earth centered Inertial or ECI, it has its origin at the Earth's centre. As
shown in Figure 3.3, the Z axis is on the rotational axis pointing towards North. X and Y axis
are in the equatorial plane, their direction is arbitrary. The Earth Centered Earth Fixed
(ECEF) frame is also presented in Figure 3.3. It is a particular case of the ECI frame, in
which the direction of the X axis indicates zero longitude and zero latitude.
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n N

—

z.z

ECI(x,y,z)

—• ECEF(x] y: Z-)
Eariti

il = 2a/•(I day)

Zero longitude,
Zero latitude

Sun

©

Figure 3.3 EC I and ECEF frame [31].

3.1.3.2 Eart h frame
Often referred to as NED frame, is located at Earth's surface. The centre of the frame is the
projection of the aircraft's Centre of Gravity onto the Earth's surface (moves with aircraft).
The X axis points towards North direction, Y axis towards East, and the Z axis towards the
centre of gravity of the Earth (along the Gravity direction), hence the name NED: North,
East, Down. The plane defined by the X and Y axes is tangent to the surface of the Earth.
Figure 3.4 shows the NED frame.
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Figure 3.4 Eart h frame [6].

3.1.3.3 Bod

y fram e

The set of body axes is specially chosen to coincide with the principal axes of the aircraft.
The origin is the Centre of Mass of the aircraft. The X axis, same as the aircraft longitudinal
axe, points towards the aircraft's nose. The Y axis points towards the right of the pilot,
usually in the right wing direction, while the Z axis points down. Figure 3.5 shows the body
frame:
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^ Pitc h
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I
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^^^^ 1

Roll

- ^ Ya

3

w

1

Figure 3.5 Bod y frame [19].
Variables and notations in the bodyfi'ame
The speeds, angular velocities, forces and moments in the body frame are defined as follows:

U:

Longitudinal speed, along X body axis

V:

Lateral speed, along Y body axis

W:

Vertical speed, along Z body axis

P:

Roll angular velocity, around the body X axis

Q:

Pitch angular velocity, around the Y body axis

R:

Yaw angular velocity, around the Z body axis

X:

Force applied to the aircraft along the X axis

Y:

Force applied to the aircraft along the Y axis

Z:

Force applied to the aircraft along the Z axis
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•

L:

Roll moment

•

M:

Pitch moment

•

N:

Yaw moment

3.1.3.4
Euler angles
Any body rotation within a frame can be expressed as three fundamental rotations. In the
aeronautical community, the convention for the three rotations is as follows:

Yaw, *P, the angle of rotation around the body Z axis
Pitch, 0, the angle of rotation around the body Y axis, with respect to the horizon
Roll, O, the angle of rotation around the X body axis.

The angles of rotation *P, 0 and O are referred to as the Euler angles. These angles are used
to pass from the Earth (NED) frame to the Body frame and vice-versa.

3.1.3.5 Win

d fram e

The wind frame is oriented with respect to the aircraft flight path, time varying terms which
correspond to the moments and cross products of inertia appear in the equations of motion.
Such terms considerably complicate the analysis of aircraft motion and, consequently, the
wind frame is not used within this study. However, a couple of notations are relevant to note.
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Aircraft airspeed, or velocity vector VT
The aircraft velocity with respect to the Inertial frame is the sum of the Aircraft airspeed
(velocity of the aircraft with respect to the air), and the speed of the air with respect to the
Inertial frame. In most references, the authors make the assumption that the air speed with
respect to the Inertial frame is zero, as mentioned by Mclean (1990), and that the aircraft
velocity is in fact the aircraft airspeed. The aircraft airspeed (Vj) is located in the body frame
using two angles, angle of attack (a) and the slide-slip angle (P).

Projecting the Velocity vector on the Body frame axes, we may write:

Uj- = Vj. cosy^cosor
VT =

sin J3

W^=\Vj.cosj3sina

(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)

It is important to note that the angle of attack is different from the pitch angle. While the
angle of attack is the angle between the X body axis and the velocity vector Vj direction, the
pitch angle is defined as the angle between the X body axis and the horizon. The angle
between the velocity vector direction and the horizon is defined as the path angle, y (Figure
6.4). We may then note (for longitudinal movement with no Bank angle):
G =a + r

3.2 Equation

(3.4)

s o f motion

In this section we shall study the aircraft movement with respect to the earth and air. It is
necessary to make a couple of assumptions in order to study the aircraft kinematics.
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We assume that:

1- The aircraft is a rigid body, and thus the movement of the aircraft is expressed as the
translation and rotation of its center of gravity. We can therefore apply Newton's
second law to obtain the equations of movement.

2- The inertial frame has no acceleration. The earth is fixed within space. Movement is
described with respect to the inertial Earth centered and fixed frame.

3.2.1 Translationa

l motio n

From Newton's second law it can be deduced that:

F = F,+AF =

where F

m~(v^)

(3.5)

represents the sum of all extemally applied forces. The subscript 0 denotes the

equilibrium component while the A represents the component to the perturbation. The axis
system being used is the Earth frame.

By definition, equilibrium flight must be unaccelerated flight along a straight path; during
this flight the linear velocity vector relative to fixed space is invariant, and the angular
velocity is zero. Thus F^ is zero.

The rate of change of VT relative to the Earth axis system is given by:

j;(^Tl=J;(^r)s+^xVT (3.6

)
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where (b is the angular velocity of the aircraft with respect to the fixed axis system.
Expressing the vectors in the body frame axis system, both vectors can be written as the sum
of their corresponding components, as follows:
VT=1U ^]V

^kW

a) = lP + ]Q + kR
j^(v,l=JU +

]V + kW

(3.7)

(3.8)
(3.9)

In a similar fashion, we can write:
AF = jAX + ]AY-^-kAZ

(3.10)

From which it can be inferred that:
AX = m{U + QW- VR)
AY = m{V + UR-PW)

(3.11)

AZ = m{W + VP- UQ)

3.2.2 Rotationa

l motion

From Newton's second law it can be deduced that:

M = M,+AM =

mj[ll)

(3.12)
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Where M represents the sum of all applied torques, and H is the angular momentum. The
subscript 0 denotes the equilibrium component while the A represents the component to the
perturbation. The axis system being used is the Earth frame. By definition, equilibrium flight
must be vmaccelerated flight along a straight path; during this flight the linear velocity vector
relative to fixed space is invariant, and the angular velocity is zero. Thus MQ is zero.

For a rigid body, angular momentum may be defined as:
H = Icd

(3.13)

The inertia matrix / is defined as:

XX

/=

xy

-F,

xy

-/
-/

^yy

-/,„

y^

y^

(3.14)

/ „

The rate of change of H relative to the Earth axis system is given by:

M = —H + cbxH
dt

(3.15)

Transforming from body axes to the Earth axis system allows equation 3.15 to be reexpressed as:

M= I

>
d ,
(O + COXO) •^3xH
dt
J

(3.16)

However (5 x tw = 0. Expressing the vectors in the body frame axis system, vectors can be
written as the sum of their corresponding components, as follows:
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a) = lP + ]Q + kR

(3.17)

— 3 = JP + ]Q + kR
dt

(3.18)

AM = JAL + jAM + kAN

(3.19)

Which leads us to the following results:
^=

IJ- I..

[R + PQ)+ [f. - lyy )QR

m^i^Q-fXP'-R'hii^z-h.)PR
AN = I J - IJ +

PQ(I„ -I^)+f.QR

(3-20)
(3-21)
(3.22)

AZ,, AM and A/V are the torques around the roll, pitch and yaw axes respectively.
The third term on the right hand side of equations 3.20 to 3.22 is a non-linear inertial
coupling term. Mclean (1990) cites that, for large aircraft, such as transports, which cannot
generate large angular rates, these terms are frequently neglected so that the moment
equations become:
AL = lJ-fXR +

PQ)

AM^I^Q-f,(p'-R')
AN = Fj-fXp-QR)

(3.23)
(3.24)
(3.25)
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3.2.3 Contributio

n o f the forces due to gravity

The forces due to gravity are always present in an aircraft. It can be properly assumed that
gravity acts at the centre of gravity of the aircraft. When the centre of mass and the center of
gravity coincide in an aircraft there is no external moment produced by the gravity about the
center of gravity. Hence, for the body frame, gravity contributes only to the external force
vector.
The gravity vector, mg, is directed along the Z axis of the Earth frame. We can express the
gravity vector as the sum of its components in the Body frame.

The Euler angles presented earlier can be used to pass from the Earth frame to the Body
frame, and thus express the gravity force in the body frame as follows:
SX = -mg sine
SY = mg cos Q sin <^
^ = wgcos0cosO

3.2.4 Linearizatio

(3.26)
(3.27)
(3.28)

n o f the Inertial an d gravitational term s

Inertial forces and the contribution of the gravitational forces on the aircraft may be
conveniently combined into components to represent the accelerations and forces along the
Body frame axes.
The extemal forces F acting on the aircraft can be re-expressed as:
F = IX + ]Y + kZ

(3.29)
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with

X^bX^SX
r = A7 + ^

(3.30)

Z = AZ + (5Z
The first term on the right hand side represent the aerodynamic and thrust forces while the
second term is the gravitational term.

For notational convenience AZ, AM and AA^ are now denoted L, M and N. Thus the
equations of motion of the rigid body, for its six degree of freedom, may be expressed as:
X = ma^^^=m{lJ^QW-VR^gs\n<&)
Y^ma^^=

m{V + UR - PW-g cose

Z = ma^^^ = m{W+ VP-UQ-g cose
L = lJ-f,(R +

(3.31)
sin O)

(3.32)

cosO)

(3.33)

PQ)+(f. -Iyy)QR

(3.34)

M = I^Q-fy-R')+{f.-lJPR

(3.35)

N = lJ-lJ +

PQ(l^-I^)+f,QR

(3.36)

where a^ , a^^ , a,^^ are the components of the acceleration along the Body frame axes.

The presented equations are non-linear. Some simplification is possible, and the linearization
of these equations can be done using the Taylor series. We consider the aircraft to comprise
two components: a mean motion which represents the equilibrium, or trim, and a dynamic
motion which accounts for the perturbations about the mean motion. We assume that the
perturbations are small. Thus every motion variable is considered to have two components,
for example:
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U = U,+u

(3.37)

The trim values are denoted by a subscript 0 and the small perturbation values of a variable
are denoted by the lower case letter.

At trim conditions there is no acceleration, and thus we may write:
X,=m{Q,W,-V,R,+gsine,)
Fo = m{U,R, - P^W, - g cos 0o sin O^)
Zo ^m{VoPo -U^Qo -gcose^cosC^Q)
Lo={f.-Iyy)QoRo-fAPoQo) (3-38

)

Mo=fM'-R<^'hi^x.-f.)PoRo
No=PoQo(l„-lJ^f.QoRo

The perturbed equations can be found by substituting eq. 3.37 into equations. 3.31 to 3.36,
expanding the terms then subtracting the set of equations 3.38. Considering the perturbations
from the mean conditions are small, the sines and cosines can be approximated to the angles
themselves and the value unity, respectively. Moreover, the products and squares of the
perturbed quantities are negligible.

Other assumptions and approximations may be applied. We may consider flight cases with
simpler trim conditions, a case of great interest being, for example, when an aircraft has been
trimmed toflystraight in steady, symmetric flight, with its wings level. This leads to the
following assumptions:

•

Straight flight implies 4^0 = 0^ = 0

•

Symmetric flight implies % = F^ = 0
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•

Flying with wings level implies OQ = 0

•

Within these cmise flight conditions, we may also add the assumption Qo, Po, Ro,
Vo=0

Therefore, the simplified equations of motion can now be written as follows:
X = m{;u-vqW^ - gGcose^
z = m{w-qU^^gGs\ne^)

(3.39)

y = m{v + rUQ - pW^ - g ^ c o s 0 o )
l = I..P-IJ

(3.40)

n = IJ-f2P
The equations not only have been simplified, but they can also be separated into two distinct
groups. The first group depends on u, w, q and 0 and these are confined to the longitudinal
plane. Similarly, the second group depends on the variables confined to the lateral plane r, v,
p and (p.

3.3 Linearizatio

n o f the longitudinal equation s of motion

To expand the left hand side of the equations of motion, a series of Taylor is used about the
trimmed flight conditions. Thus for example:
dZ dZ
. dZ dZ
. dZ dZ
. dZ „ dZ
. dZ
^ dZ
^
z = — u + — u + — w + — w + — q + —q + o^
+ ——S^ + Sj.
+——Sj. +...
du du
dw
dw
dq
dq
dS^
ddg
dSj.
dSj
(3.41)
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In the presented equation, the perturbed force z has a contribution from two control surfaces,
the elevator, 5E, and thmst variation, bj. However, if any other control surface on the aircraft
being considered were involved, additional terms would be used.

As an example, applying the previous decomposition to the following equation:
X = m{u+ qWo-gG cose o)

(3.42)

Results in:
dZ dZ

X =M

H

. dZ

UH W

dZ

HW

du du
dw
dw
= m{ii + qWg -gGcose^)

. dZ
H

dq

dZ
qH

dq

. dZ

q -\ C>

dd^

^ dZ
£H

dd^

^ 8Z

^-Og H

dSj

dj

^ dZ
.H

dS-,-

^
—Oj.

(3.43)
To simplify the notation it is customary to make the following substitutions:

^ . = - f
m oz
1 dZ
^.=-—
m dz

(3.44)

M.=yf

(3.46)

(3.45)

lyy dz

When this substitution is made, these coefficients are referred to as the stability derivatives.
From studying the aerodynamic data of a large number of aircrafts, it becomes evident that
not every stability derivative is significant and, frequently, a number can be neglected.
Without loss of generality it can be assumed that the following stability derivatives are often
insignificant, and may be ignored: X^,X^,X^,X^, Z^,

Z^,X ^,X^,Z^,Z^,M ^,

M^
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We can now rewrite the equations in the following form:
u =-WQq-Ggcoseo +X^u

+ X^w + Xg^Se + X^&

w = U(,q-GgsineQ +Z^u + Z^w + Zg^Se + Zg,St
q = M^u + M„w + M^w + M^q + Mg^Se-\-M^St

(3.47)

G=q

In the stability frame, the orientation causes Wo to be zero. Also, 0o=Yo+oio, where Uo is zero
cause this frame is oriented such as the X axis is in the wind direction. We can therefore
write:
u =-Gg COS/Q + X^U +

X^W +

Xg^Se + Xg^dt

vv = (/o9-%sin;>'o •\-Z^u + Z^w + Zg^de + Zg,dt
q = M^u + M^w + M^w + M^q + Ms^Se + Ms,a

(3.48)

G =q

3.4 Longitudina

l stat e equations

A state equation is a first order, vector differential equation. It is a standard form in which to
represent the equation of motion of an aircraft. It most general expression is:

x = Ax + Bu
where x

(3.49)

is the state vector and u the control vector. A is the state coefficient matrix and B

the driving matrix.

If the state vector is defined as:
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X =

u
w
q
G

(3.50)

and if the aircraft is being controlled by the elevators and thmst, then:

w = [& ^ J

(3.51)

The lincEir equations of longitudinal motion foimd previously in equation 3.48 may easily be
written under the state form, however the equation for q is written as:
q = M^u + M^w + M^w + M ^q+ M^& + M ^,81

It is obvious that a term in w exists on the right hand side of the equation. The state equation
does not admit on its right hand side terms involving the first derivatives of any of the state
control variables. Fortunately, w, itself, depends only upon x and u and therefore an easy
substitution is possible.

Earlier in equation 3.47 we have written:
w^U^q-Ggsiny^ +Z^u

+ Z„w + Zg^de + Zs,dt

Substituting for w in the equation for q yields:

^ = (M„-HM,Z> + ( M , + M , Z > + (M,+M,t/o)^-(gM,sin7o)^
+ (M^ + M,Z^ )Se + {M, + M,Z, )a

(3.52)
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which can now be rewritten as:

q = M^u + M„w + M q + M^G + M^& + M^rS^

(3.53)

where M„ =M„+M^Z„, M , = M „ + M , Z , , M^= M^+MfJ„
=
M, -gM^siny,,
M^ = M^+M^Z^

and M^ = M^ +M,Z^

And now, putting the equations in the state form, it is possible to write:
X.
A=

0

2.

-gcos;Ko
-gsiny^

0

Me
0

x„

0

1

(3.54)

And

B=

X^SeX
•"•

a

Z SeZ

^a

Ms. M,
0
0

(3.55)
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3.5 Longitudina

l stabilit y

The dynamic stability of the perturbed longitudinal model is most effectively determined by
the eigenvalues of coefficient matrix A. They can be found by solving the linear equation:
\XI-A\ = 0

(3.56)

In fact, as mentioned by Mclean (1990), an aircraft may be said to be dynamically stable if
all its eigenvalues, which are composed of real and imaginary parts, have their real part
negative. Zero or positive real parts will be translated into the fact the aircraft will be
dynamically unstable.

It has been observed that for the majority of aircraft types, the quadratic equation used to
determine the eigenvalues, invariably factorizes into two quadratic factors in the following
manner:
{Z' + 2C,,fiJ,, A + O)\H \ A ' + 2C,,6;,,A + co\p)

(3.57)

The first factor corresponds to a mode which is characterized by an oscillation of long period.
The damping of this mode is usually very low, and may be negative, so that the mode is
unstable and the oscillations grow with time. The low frequency associated with the long
period motion is defined as the natural frequency CDpf,; the damping ratio has been denoted
<^p^. The mode is referred to as the phugoid mode. The second factor corresponds to a rapid,
relatively well-damped motion associated with the short period mode whose frequency is o)^
and damping is Csp •
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3.6 Linea

r state space mode l

We shall now determine, in the same state-space model form presented earlier, the linear
model of the aircraft to which our controller will be applied. We shall also study the
characteristics of that specific linear model.

The Dynamic Test Bed used for the test and implementation of our control designs uses
FlightSim (refer to section 7.1 for further details) as the platform for the aircraft model and
simulation. Within that environment, a Boeing 747-400 aircraft has been modelized and is
used as the aircraft model for the simulation and integration of the DTB. The
"FlsimLinearization" script program provided with Flightsim provides an algorithm that
generates the linear equations model of the simulation at a desired trim position. This file is
provided to help design the aircraft control system. The FlsimLinearization program
considers that the state-space can be broken down into two independent modes. Longitudinal
and Lateral. For both of these, FlsimLinearization generates the A and B matrices.

We are only interested in the longitudinal model of the aircraft. Linearizing the model at
cmise conditions, an altitude of 12000 meters and a Tme Airspeed of 466 knots, we obtain
the following A and B matrices for the longitudinal state space model:

A=

•0.306613 -0.000529565 -0.00330512-0.000621396'
•0.531057 -0.00674625
0.0195349
-9.83466
237.123 -0.12062
-0.664316
-0.0195343
1

0

0

0
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B=

0.120458 0.0131793
0.0178595
2.09909
1.11696 -0.0916484
0
0

Matrices and other linear models at various other conditions have been generated and are
presented in Annex I.
It is important to note that in the state space model equation 3.A9: x - Ax + Bu, x

defines

the vector of states and u the controls. In the Flsimlinearization algorithm, the definition of
X differs from the definition presented in equation 3.50, where now x is defined as:

X =

Matrices A and B are defined accordingly.

3.7

Open loop characteristic s

The study of the open loop characteristics helps us fiirther understand the dynamic behaviour
of oiu- system. The open loop model characteristics for the longitudinal aircraft model are
presented. In the next sections, the dynamic stability of the system with respect to the speed
or altitude of the aircraft is studied. We shall also study the effect of thmst variation on the
static stability.
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3.7.1 Eigenvalue

s o f the longitudinal movemen t

Considering the linear model presented earlier, given by matrices A and B, a linearization at
trim point of 12000 meters of altitude and airspeed of 466 knots gives us matrices:

A=

0.306613 -0.000529565 -0.00330512-0.000621396
0.531057 -0.00674625
0.0195349
-9.83466
237.123
-0.12062
-0.664316
-0.0195343
1
0
0
0

B=

0.120458 0.0131793
0.0178595
2.09909
1.11696 -0.0916484
0
0

The natural longitudinal movement can be analysed using the system eigenvalues. This is
achieved using equation 3.58:
\AI-A\ = 0 (3.58

)

Using Matlab, the eigenvalues of matrix A are calculated:
Table 3.1
System Eigenvalues

Eigenvalue

Damping

Freq. (rad/s)

-2.29e-003+2.15e-002i

1.06e-001

2.16e-002

-2.29e-003-2.15e-002i

1.06e-001

2.16e-002

-4.87e-001 +8.69e-001i

4.89e-001

9.96e-001

-4.87e-001 -8.69e-001i

4.89e-001

9.96e-001
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In general, all civil aircrafts are staticly stable, and the longitudinal mode can be represented
by two conjugate modes: the short-period mode and the phugoid mode. The first 2
eigenvalues correspond to the phugoid mode, while to last two correspond to the short-period
mode. Looking at the eigenvalues we notice that all the real components are negative. The
system can therefore be considered stable in open loop. However, the phugoid mode roots are
very close to the origin of the root map, and leads us to expect a very slow dynamic. Using
the eigenvalues found, it is possible to determine the following parameters: half-time
response thaif, oscillation period T, natural frequency Wn, and damping coefficient (,. These
parameters have an important role in characterizing the dynamic behaviour of our system.
They can be calculated using the equations presented by Mclean (1990):

(3.59)

A, = "/ + ;w,
half ~

T=

0,693

(3.60)

2n

(3.61)

vf.
/2

c

, 2

(3.62)
('
(3.63)
v.-

ts are presented in Table 3.2
Table 3.2
Syste m Eigenvalues and ParaiTieters

Eigenvalue

thaif (sec)

T(sec)

Wn (rad/sec)

c

-0.00229 ±j 0.0215

302.62

290.88

0.0216

0.106

-0.487 ± j 0.869

1.423

6.3084

0.996

0.489

Looking at Table 3.2, we notice the following two modes and their characteristics:
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•

Short-period mode: corresponding to the eigenvalues -0.487 ± j 0.869, this mode
presents a small thaif, which indicates that the mode is fast, however presents some
oscillations that are quickly damped.

•

Phugoid mode: corresponding to the eigenvalues -0.00229 ± j 0.0215, this mode
presents a very important thaif, and a very small damping ratio. The result is an
important slow oscillation that is poorly damped.

We are mainly interested by the speed response in respect to the thmst control. From the state
u
space model, we can write the following transfer function of —:

u__
2.099.?' +2.029^^+25-0.08836
St ~ s^ +0.9777s^ +0.99675^ +0.005006^ + 0.0004645

(3.64)

The root locus graphic is presented in Figure 3.6:
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The open loop response in the time domain shows a settling time of around 2500 seconds, as
presented in Figure 3.7:
open loop step respcnse of iVdeHa
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Figure 3.7 Ope n loop time response.

3.7.2 Effec

t of speed and altitude variation on dynamic stability

By studying the effect of speed and altitude variation on the eigenvalues, we will have a
better idea of the dynamic stability of our system. The eigenvalues variation in the open loop
system will help us notice the degree of robustness of our system in open loop during small
speed and altitude variations.

3.7.2.1 Effec t of speed on dynamic stability

The variation of the airspeed or longitudinal speed of an aircraft has a major effect on the
time response of the longitudinal movement. Figure 3.8 presents the effect of speed variation
on the eigenvalues of our system:
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Effect o f speed variatio n o n eigenvalue s
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Figure 3.8 Effec t o f speed variation o n eigenvalues.
Effects on short-period mode
As speed increases over the envelope of flight, the eigenvalues move to the negative part of
the Real axis, hence into the stability area. These eigenvalues are always stable. The
imaginary part of the eigenvalues is also more important as speed increases. The oscillation
frequency will be more important as speed increases, and the period shorter.
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Effect o f speed variation on eigenvalues
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Figure 3.9 Effec t of speed variation on phugoid mode eigenvalues.
Effects on phugoid mode
Figure 3.9 shows us a closer look at the eigenvalues corresponding to the phugoid mode. We
notice the eigenvalues moving towards the positive side of the real axis; however they never
reach instability while we are in the flight envelope. The effect of speed variation is very
small on eigenvalues, but we still notice the imaginary part increasing as the real part of the
eigenvalues decreases, which will result into a smaller damping ratio as speed increases.

3.7.2.2 Effec t of altitude on dynamic stability

The variation of the altitude also has an important effect on the time response of the
longitudinal movement. Figure 3.10 presents the effect of altitude variation on the
eigenvalues of our system:
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Efliect of altitude variation on eigenvalues
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Figure 3.10 Effec t o f altitude variation o n eigenvalues.
Effects on short-period mode:
As altitude increases over the envelope of flight, the eigenvalues move in the positive
direction of the Real axis, however they remain in the negative part, the stability area. These
eigenvalues are always stable. The imaginary part of the eigenvalues doesn't vary much,
while the real part decreases. The oscillation frequency will be more important as altitude
increases.
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Effect ofait i tude \£iriation on eigenvalues
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Figure 3.11 Effec t of altitude variation on phugoid mode eigenvalues.
Effects on phugoid mode:
Figure 3.11 shows us a closer look at the eigenvalues corresponding to the phugoid mode.
The effect of altitude variation is very small on eigenvalues. It is important to note that
eigenvalues remain stable over theflightenvelope.
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3.7.2.3 Effec

t o f thrust on stability

The matrix B shows that a variation of thmst has a significant effect on the pitch rate:

B=

0.120458 0.0131793
-0.0178595
2.09909
1.11696 -0.0916484
0
0

In fact the negative value of-0.0916 shows that the increase of thmst will cause a moment
around the center of gravity of the aircraft that will cause a pitch down movement. The
moment is proportional to the thmst applied. The moment reduces the elevator deflection
angle at trim, reduces drag and enlarges the stability margin of the aircraft.

In conclusion, we notice that as speed and altitude increases, time response is shorter and
oscillations are more important. We will therefore use the linearized model at high speed and
high altitude as a reference for our study to present the overall benefits of the proposed
controller. The controller will then be fiirther developed for the entire flight envelope. We
also notice the effect of thmst on pitch variation, and the importance of coupling the pitch
and thmst channels to eliminate any unwanted altitude variation due to thmst activity. This is
further elaborated in the next section and considered in chapters 4 and 5 in the controller
design.

3.7.3 Thrus

t and pitch coupling at trim condition s

It is possible to determine a relation between pitch and thmst around a trim point, and thus
predicting the effects a pitch or thmst variation would have on the other control output
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Oshe'a J. (2000) shows that it is possible to evaluate the thmst variation effect on pitch by
studying the system around a certain trim point.

In fact, two outputs are of interest, the airspeed and the climb rate. Inputs are 5t (thmst) and
6e (elevator's angle).

At the trim conditions we have:
x'-O- Ax^

+Bu^

(3.65)

y^=Cx^ + DU^

(3.66)

We can write:
AB
CD

(3.67)

If a solution exists, then it must satisfy:

AB
CD

ye

(3.68)

We use the notation:
xy
uy

(3.69)

With
xy
uy

AB
CD

(3.70)
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For example, if;

(3.71)
And
u=

(3.72)

And we are interested in the airspeed u and climb rate h' (which is a function of w and theta)
as outputs, then we have

= Cx

y^

(3.73)

with C chosen accordingly.

We then calculate Nxy and Nuy, and we may now establish the relation given by:

A.

-^uy

A'.

(3.74)

Using equation 3.74, we can observe and evaluate the influence of 6t variation on the climb
rate around this point of stability. We can also, inversely, evaluate for a certain climb rate,
the commands needed. Since the thmst command is known, we can then evaluate the elevator
deflection needed to bring the climb rate to zero.
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Such calculations must be done prior to the implementation of the control loop. A linearized
model of the aircraft will be obtained for several regions of the envelope. Once this model
obtained. Matrices A, B, C and D will be available for each value of the speed and altitude of
the aircraft. We can then obtain using a simple computation the elevator's predicted
estimated variation, using speed and thmst measures. This predicted elevator's deflection
will then be sent to the pitch loop to compensate the effect of speed variation.

A prediction term will only be sent if the aircraft is in cmise mode, since it is essentially the
main mode in which the autothrottle controls airspeed, and in which the altitude variation in
unwanted.

Another mean of pitch-thmst coupling can be achieved through coupled multi input multi
output control, which will be presented in chapter 5.

3.8 Engin

e modelizatio n

In the previous sections, we have presented the aircraft model that shall be used throughout
this study. The outputs of the aircraft model are speed, pitch, pitch rate and vertical speed
while the inputs are elevator deviation command and thmst command. Thmst input can be
used to control the outputs of the model, however this model presents limitations to our
application since no Thmst output is available for thmst control. A model of the engines
should be available for thmst control design. Thrust control design shall be presented in the
next chapters.
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3.8.1 Turbofa

n multi-spool engines

Most modem jet engines are actually turbofans, where the low pressure compressor acts as a
fan, supplying supercharged air not only to the engine core, but to a bypass duct. The bypass
airflow either passes to a separate 'cold nozzle' or mixes with low pressure turbine exhaust
gases, before expanding through a 'mixed flow nozzle'.
High-pressure High-pressur
Fan compresso
r turbin
e
High-pressure
shaft

Low-pressure
compressor

e

Combustion Low-pressur e Nozzl e
chamber turbin
e

Figure 3.12 Turbofa n multi-spool engine [25].
Jet engines have pressure sensors mounted at various places inside. As air travels through the
compressor stages of an engine, its pressure increases. There are two probes, the front one
called PT2 and the back one is PT7. PT is Total pressure and the number is the engine station
(2 being the front of the first stage compressor/fan and 7 being just behind the last turbine
stage). These pressures are brought into the EPR gauge and compared to produce a reading.
The engine pressure ratio (EPR) is a parameter which provides an indication of total thmst
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output during both steady state and non steady state operation which is sufficiently accurate
for most purposes.

3.8.2 Engin

e Model

In steady flight, the thmst of an engine is given by:
^D^
T= W

(3.75)

v^y

Where W is the weight of the aircraft and

rT \

\Dj

is the Lift-Drag ration of the aircraft.

Considering the Boeing 747 case presented by Hanke & Nordwall (1970):
•

Maximvun Thmst=60000 pounds per engine

•

Weight=875000 pound (gross take-off weight)

•

Lift/Drag ratio= 17.5

Since 1 pound force = 4.4482216 Newton, we may write:

• TMAX
•W

= 4 X 6000 = 240000 pound = 1067573.184 Newton
= 875000 pound = 3892193.9 Newton

And the excess Thmst can be expressed by (Mclean D., (1990)) :

Te=T^AX-W

D

(3.76)
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And so, calculating the excess thmst we get: T^ = T^^ -W\ —= 845345.92 A^ewto«

If authority of engines is 10%, then allowed thmst to be changed is the excess thmst.

Mclean D., (1990) cites that for large aircrafts, the time response of the engine varies
between 0.3 and 1.5 seconds. Considering that the engine time response is 0.5 seconds, the
engine model becomes:
T

845345.92

m' 0.5s

+1

(3.77)

With T in Newton, and input thmst command <5r normalized between 0 and 1.

3.8.3 Engin

e Pressure Ratio

In controlling the thmst of a multi-spool turbofan engine and especially in causing selected
changes in the thmst output of such an engine, it is important that a thrust control system
provide both accuracy and stability. Providing acceptable accuracy and stability in such
controls has been a problem of long standing in the art.

The accuracy and stability of thmst control is determined in large part by feedback signals
from the engine and by treatment of these signals by the thmst control system. One approach
to stabilizing the operation of a two spool turbofan engine has been to monitor the difference
between the actual rotational speed of the high-speed spool (NI) and a selected rotational
speed for the high-speed spool and then control fuel flow to the engine in response to this
difference. However, it is known that certain engine pressure-related parameters are more
directly related to this difference, and are much better indicators of engine thmst than is the
speed of the high-speed spool. It is therefore more advantageous, in terms of accuracy, to
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utilize engine parameters such as engine pressure ratio (EPR) to control engine operation.
EPR is the ratio of the total pressure of the exhaust flow (static -i- dynamic) to the same
pressure in the engine inlet for a gas turbine. It is proportional to the thmst and therefore a
good indicator of engine output. 1.0 is essentially zero thmst. 1.8 is fairly high thmst,
depending on the engine.

Unfortunately, Larson & Stephan (1980) cite that in a multi-spool turbofan engine there is
more inertia associated with engine pressure parameters such as EPR than there is with the
speed of the high speed spool, so that although accuracy is improved with the use of
parameters such as EPR there is also some loss of stability. In addition the pressure signals
used to determine values of the relevant pressure related parameters usually include an
element of noise which must be filtered out, and the filtering step further delays response
time and have a negative impact on thrust control stability.

In order to modelize the EPR sensor, we shall elaborate the relation between Thmst and EPR.
Hanke &, Nordwall (1970) as well as Robbins & Simpson (1991) cite that the relationship
between EPR and an equivalent throttle rate command is a ftinction of temperature as
presented earlier in Figure 1.3.

The curve between two points A and B for a selected temperature can be approximated by a
straight line. From this approximation, the slope of the line may be computed, and a linear
relation between EPR and Thmst variation can be found, as presented earlier in equation 1.1,
in chapter 1.

The variation of the slope compared to the change in temperature is small (Robbins &
Simpson (1991)), and thus a constant value may be chosen for use at all reasonable
temperatures. The control achieves then the required EPR level by commanding a throttle
rate proportional to the EPR error.
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According to Hanke &. Nordwall (1970) the value of K can be considered linear in two zones
for the Boeing 747. At low thmst, K is given by approximately 90000 pound of Thmst per
EPR and at high thmst 45000 pound of Thmst per EPR. Using the international system, K
will be approximated to 400000 Newton per EPR at low thmst operation and 200000 Newton
per EPR at high thmst operation. However since the Thmst modelized is the thmst of four
engines, the EPR has to be measured accordingly. In fact every engine has its own EPR
sensor, so if the thmst used to measure the EPR is the total thmst, the EPR measure should be
divided by 4 to evaluate the desired EPR. Also, the thmst used in the model is only the
excess thmst (10% of the thmst). EPR is used to measure total thmst and hence the EPR
sensor gain has to be adjusted accordingly:

/s:

= — ^ EPR I Newton

(3.78)

Since EPR sensors are basically pressure and temperature sensors, the time response is
considerably slow and can be approximated to be around 2.5 seconds.

Hence, EPR sensor at high thmst is modelized by:
^EPR^
V -' yniGH

1
(80000)2.55 + 1

(3.79)

And at low thmst modelized by:
(EPR^ _
\T
iopf ~(l60000)2.5.5 + 1

^^'^^^
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It has to be noted that the Engine and EPR modelization are not based on the Flightsim
aircraft model since no engine data is available from this model. Therefore any design using
the engine and EPR sensor model will have to be fine-tuned upon integration within the
Flightsim environment.

In order to elaborate the relation between EPR and the thmst lever angle, we add the engine
model to the EPR sensor model to find the relation between EPR and ffT :
EPR T

_^

ST ST

EPR
T

_

K^

C

T^s

Kp^

y ""

C_

+ l T,pj,s-^l

845345.92

V

0.5s+

\

r

1

,, „,,

38 1^

(80000)2.5^ + 1

Or at low thmst
EPR

845345.92

1
=
x?
X
ST
0.55 + 1
(160000)2.55 + 1

(3.82)

It has been noted that the engine model used within the Flightsim modelization of a Boeing
747 is not available. However, using a normal engine power up at ground conditions, it is
possible to output the EPR and Throttle percentage during the engine power up. Using the 2
outputs, it is possible to present the EPR variation of the simulation model with respect to the
throttle position percentage, as shown in Figure 3.13:
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Figure 3.13 EPR-Throttl e positio n relation .
The data collected from the simulation is used to build a lookup table used in the
modelization of the EPR sensor model. The EPR sensor model is then used during the design
process to determine the appropriate design for EPR control. The EPR control design is
presented in the next chapter, section 4.2.

CHAPITRE 4
CLASSIC CONTROL DESIG N
4.1 PID

control

A proportional-integral-derivative controller (PID controller) is a generic control loop
feedback mechanism widely used in classical control systems. It attempts to correct the error
between a measured process variable and a desired setpoint by calculating and then
outputting a corrective action that can adjust the process accordingly.

The PID controller calculation (algorithm) involves three separate parameters; the
Proportional, the Integral and Derivative values. The Proportional value determines the
reaction to the current error, the Integral determines the reaction based on the sum of recent
errors and the Derivative determines the reaction to the rate at which the error has been
changing. The weighted sum of these three actions is used to adjust the process.

By "tuning" the three constants in the PID controller algorithm the PID can provide control
action designed for specific process requirements. The response of the controller can be
described in terms of the responsiveness of the controller to an error, the degree to which the
controller overshoots the setpoint and the degree of system oscillation. Note that the use of
the PID algorithm for control does not guarantee optimal control of the system or system
stability.
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Figure 4.1 PI D controller [34].

The output from the three terms, the proportional, the integral and the derivative terms are
summed to calculate the output of the PID controller. Defining u{() as the controller output,
the final form of the PID algorithm is:

u{f)=Kpe{f)+K,[e{x'\iT +

K,

de_
dt

(4.1)

and the tuning parameters are:

• Kp.

Proportional Gai n - Larger Kp typically means faster response since the larger

the error, the larger the Proportional term compensation. An excessively large
proportional gain will lead to process instability and oscillation.

• Kf.

Integral Gai n - Larger Kt implies steady state errors are eliminated quicker. The

trade-off is larger overshoot: any negative error integrated during transient response
must be integrated away by positive error before we reach steady state.
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• Kd'.

Derivative Gain - L arger Kd decreases overshoot, but slows down transient

response and may lead to instability due to signal noise amplification in the
differentiation of the error.

4.1.1

Loop gain tuning

If the PID controller parameters are chosen incorrectly, the controlled process input can be
unstable, with or without oscillation, and is limited only by saturation or mechanical
breakage. Tuning a control loop is the adjustment of its control parameters (gain/proportional
band, integral gain/reset, derivative gain/rate) to the optimum values for the desired control
response.

There are several methods for timing a PID loop, as presented by Van& Doren (2003). The
most effective methods generally involve the development of some form of process model,
and then choosing Kp, Kd and Kj based on the dynamic model parameters. Manual tuning
methods can be relatively inefficient. The best tuning method often involves subjecting the
system to a step change in input, measuring the output as a function of time, and using this
response to determine the control parameters. Numerical methods can be used to control the
gains value selection to modify the output in order to match pre-selected criterias. For
example, if gains are calculated to ensure a system response within predefined limits, a
constraint envelope is defined to fix the upper and lower bounds of the controlled variable.
Together with a number of tunable variables (Ki and Kp), a cost function is generated to
consist of a weighted maximum constraint violation. At each iteration, each tunable variable
is perturbed in turn and the resulting constraint values and cost function are evaluated. A
gradient search direction is determined from these results and a line search along the gradient
is performed in order to minimise the cost ftanction while satisfying the constraint envelope
criteria simultaneously. Once the system response is within the selected limits and the control
system requirements are met, the gains are held and used within the control loop.
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In case real-time application tuning is required, one tuning method is to first set the Ki and Kd
gain values to zero. Increase the proportional gain until the output of the loop oscillates, and
then the gain should be left set to be approximately half of that value for a "quarter amplitude
decay" type response. Then increase derivative gain until any offset is correct in sufficient
time for the process. However, too much derivative gain will cause instability. Finally,
increase the integral term gain, if required, until the loop is acceptably quick to reach its
reference after a load disturbance. However, too much integral gain will cause excessive
response and overshoot. A fast PID loop tuning usually overshoots slightly to reach the
setpoint more quickly; however, some systems caimot accept overshoot, in which case an
"over-damped" closed-loop system is required, which will require a proportional gain setting
significantly less than half that of the setting causing oscillation.

Table 4.1
Effects of PID parameters variation
Effects of increasing parameters
Parameter

Rise Time

Kp

Decrease

Increase

Small Change

Decrease

K,

Decrease

Increase

Increase

Eliminate

Kd

Small Decrease

Decrease

Decrease

None

Overshoot Settling Time S.S. Error

The algorithm used in this study will consist of two main steps:

1- Offline design: Using the numerical method presented earlier, and the linearized system
model, the gains are calculated first in order to insure that the linearized model output
behaviour is as desired.
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2- Real-time tuning: After integration, the gains will be adjusted manually to overcome any
desired effect introduced by the non-linear application of the system. The adjustment of
the gains will take into account the effects presented in Table 4.1 and the real-time tuning
method presented earlier.

4.2

Thrust contro l

The EPR control law achieves the commanded EPR level by commanding a throttle position
proportional to the EPR error. The throttle position is given by multiplying the EPR error by
a constant gain. An integral term will be added to remove steady state error. The output of
the Proportional-Integral compensator is the desired Throttle position.

CD'EPR feedback

CD ^ O

EPR command

EPR Integrato
integral
Gain

r

*o

•*CD

delta t c

f ^ > EPR
Proportional
Gain

Figure 4.2 EP R Capture control channel.
Thus, the thmst command in EPR capture mode is given by the following equation:
dt^ = Kp[EPR^^^ -

EPR)+ K,

\[EPR^^^

- EPR)dt

(4.2)
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The selection of the gains can consider different regions of the non-linear EPR envelop.
Using the Flightsim aircraft and engine model, the relationship between EPR and an
equivalent throttle command can be found, as presented earlier in section 3.8.3, Figure 3.13.

Using the model built with the look up table from the data presented in Figure 3.13, the EPR
control gains will be evaluated using a numerical optimisation method. Gains are calculated
to ensure a system response within predefined limits. A constraint envelope is defined to fix
the upper and lower bounds of the controlled variable. Together with a number of tunable
variables (Ki and Kp), a cost function is generated to consist of a weighted maximum
constraint violation. At each iteration, each tunable variable is perturbed in tum and the
resulting constraint values and cost function are evaluated. A gradient search direction is
determined from these results and a line search along the gradient is performed in order to
minimise the cost function while satisfying the constraint envelope criteria simultaneously.

The EPR control law gains that ensure proper stability and control are thus found during tests
and design procedures. They are presented in the following table:

Table 4.2
Gain values for EPR Control law
Kp

K,

0.33

0.23

At the output, the throttle position will be limited in rate to the throttle rate limit (10% of
maximum value per second) and in position to the defined speed limits.

Figure 4.3 presents the EPR controller simulation model used in Simulink.
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Figure 4.3 EP R controller Simulink simulation model .
Using the linear simulation model in Simulink, and the controller designed in the previous
section, the controller's outputs are computed and presented in Figure 4.4.

Comparing a limited throttle command to a general throttle command, we notice that the
thmst limitation does not affect the EPR controller to capture the desired EPR (step response
input). The EPR settles after appreciatively 20 seconds, and no steady state error is observed.
The controller respects well the system requirements as presented in chapter 2.
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4.3 Fligh

t level chang e

During flight level change, a reference altitude needs to be captured using thmst control. An
increase of thmst at constant speed will cause altitude climb, while a decrease in thmst
causes a descent. A variable thmst command is used in order to achieve altitude capture
without causing any speed variation at capture point. In fact, the autothrottle controller
transitions from thmst control to speed control at capture point, and the autopilot transitions
from speed hold to altitude hold. If a high level of thmst is commanded prior reaching that
point, an important speed variation will be observed while the controller tries to settle the
speed using thmst. The purpose of a variable thmst command during flight level change
would be to help achieve a level of thmst close to the level of thmst the autothrottle speed
controller would achieve while in speed control, therefore minimizing the thmst variation at
the transition point, and thus minimizing any speed variation. The variation of the gain is
determined during tests with trial and error. The flight level change "climb" starts with a high
level of thmst (1.4 EPR) that decreases gradually as the altitude is capture, to reach a normal
cmise operation thmst at capture point (around 1.1 EPR). In descent, the opposite is achieved
by commanding a low level of thmst and increasing the thmst level gradually as we reach the
desired altitude.

The architecture of the controller is presented in Figure 4.5:
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Figure 4.5 Controlle r architecture in Flight level change mode.

The EPR control channel has the same architecture as the normal EPR capture channel
presented in the previous section. The altitude hold channel is the normal altitude hold
channel used by the Autopilot integrated and used with the Flightsim aircraft model. The
EPR command is adjusted using the difference between the altitude command and the actual
altitude. During climb, the bigger the difference is between the command and the actual
altitude, the more important the EPR command is. During descent, the more important the
altitude is, the lower the EPR command is. Performance and results of the present controller
are presented later on in chapter 8.
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4.4 Spee

d contro l

During cmise, speed is maintained using a PID controller as presented in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.6 Spee d Controller architecture.

In fact, the DTB already presented a classical speed controller loop. The same loop is
maintained and integrated within the new autothrottle system. The parameters of the
controller may be further tuned during simulation in real-time, using the same procedure
presented in section 4.1.1, through the Flightsim menus.

At the output, the throttle position will be limited in rate to the throttle rate limit (10% of
maximum value per second) and in position to the defined speed limits, similar to the EPR
control charmel.

During tuning, the controller was tested at several points of the flight envelope to guarantee
performance over the full envelope. A single controller has been tuned and validated over the
envelope. The controller's performance and capture results are further presented in chapter 8.

CHAPITRE 5
MODERN CONTROL DESIG N
In the previous chapter, the design of autopilot and autothrottle was a single input single
output control system. In that case cross-coupling errors in speed and altitude will occur
when manoeuvring. In order to perform speed variations at constant pitch attitude without
acting on the stick, a multi-input pitch movement approach is used to coordinate the two
control channels by means of pitch and thmst control coupling. Such algorithms provide fulltime thrust and elevator control coordination for all modes and flight conditions, thus
eliminating flight path deviations due to speed manoeuvres. The problem of multi-input
multi-output control in this case is solved by using the eigenstmcture assignment technique
using state feedback. In this chapter we will present the application of eigenstmcture
assignment to our thmst control application.

5.1 Pol

e placement and Eigenstmcture metho d

The state-feedback pole assignment in control system design is an eigenvalue determination
problem. In the case of a multi-input multi-output (MIMO) system, the solution is, in general,
undetermined, with many degrees of freedom. A desirable property of any system design is
that the poles should be insensitive to perturbations in the coefficient matrices of the system
equations. This criterion may be used to restrict the degrees of freedom in the assignment
problem, and to produce a well-conditioned or robust solution.

A number of constmctive methods for pole assignment by state feedback are described in the
literature, Mayne and Murdoch (1970), Maki and Van de Vegte (1974), Bamett (1975),
Gourishankar and Ramar (1976), Moore (1976), Klein and Moore (1977, 1982), Porter and
D'Azzo (1978), Munro (1979), Wonham (1979), Flamm (1980), Varga (1981), Fahmy and
O'Reilly (1982), Minmis and Paige (1982).
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In the single-input case, where at most one solution to the pole assignment problem exists,
these methods accurately compute the required feedback. In the multi-input case, however,
where the feedback is undetermined, these methods de not generally lead to a robust solution
to the problem.

5.1.1 Pol

e assignmen t

We consider the time-invariant, linear, multivariable system with dynamic state equation
x = Ax + Bii
where x

(5.1)

is the state vector and M the control vector. A is the state coefficient matrix and B

the driving matrix, x and u are n- and m-dimensional vectors, respectively. A, B are real,
constant matrices of compatible orders. Matrix B is assumed (without loss of generality) to
be of full rank. The behaviour of system is governed by the poles of the system, that is, by
the eigenvalues of matrix ^ . It is often desirable to modify the poles of the system in order to
obtain certain properties, such as stability. This may be achieved by using a state-feedback
control:
d = -K5i

(5.2)

where K, the feedback or gain matrix, is chosen such that the modified dynamic system
x = {A-BK)x

has the desired poles.

(5.3)
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The state-feedback pole assignment problem for system (5.1) is formulated precisely as
follows:
Given real matrices (A, B), of orders nxn and nxm respectively, and a set ofn complex
numbers {\,X^,...,X„] closed under complex conjugation, find a real m x n matrix K such
that the eigenvalues of A -BKare Xj,j =

l,2,..., n.

According to the Theorem of Wonham (Wonham 1979), a solution K to the pole assignment
problem exists for every set of self-conjugate complex numbers, {A],/l2v,'^„}) if and only if
the pair (A, B) is completely controllable.

In the case of a single input single output system, the solution to the pole assignment problem
can be found using Ackerman's formula [11] which is based on the Cayley-Hamilton
Theorem which states that the matrix {A - BK) satisfies its own characteristic equation.

However in the multi-input multi-output case, the solution is, undetermined, with many
degrees of freedom. Other criterions may be considered to restrict the solution of matrix K. A
desirable property of any system design is that the poles should be insensitive to
perturbations in the coefficient matrices of the system equations. This criterion may be used
to restrict the degrees of freedom in the assignment problem, and to produce a wellconditioned or robust solution. This criterion is achieved through a proper eigenvector
assignment.

5.1.2 Robus

t eigenstmcture assignmen t

Typically, for a MIMO controllable system, a given set of eigenvalues can be assigned by an
infinity of gain matrices. This fact can be exploited to exercise the freedom "beyond"
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placement of the eigenvalues to achieve robustness or to extremize some given performance
measure.

Considering the time-invariant, linear, multivariable system with dynamic state equation
presented in equation (5.1), and considering the set ofn complex numbers {/l,,/l2,...,A„} the
robust pole assignment problem for the system (5.1) can be formulated as follows:
Given real matrices (A, B), of orders nxn and nxm respectively, find real matrix K and
non singular matrix Xsatisfying {A-BK)X =

XA where A = diag{X^,X2,-:,Z„] andX is

the matrix of eigenvectors.
Our objective is to choose eigenvectors, given by X, satisfying {A - BK)X = XA and such
that the conditioning of the eigenproblem is minimized.

A number of eigenstmcture assignment formulations and algorithms have been developed
and have been shown to be useftil tools for state and output feedback system designs. These
design approaches allow the designer to directly choose eigenvalues and to explore the
arbitrariness of admissible eigenvectors.

Differences arise among the several algorithms because of choices of criteria that generate
the closed loop eigenvectors, as well as the implementation details. The success of these
approaches depends mainly on the selection of criteria or parameter sets that explicitly
determine the closed-loop eigenvectors.

It is well known that near orthogonality of the closed-loop eigenvectors is very desirable to
minimize sensitivity of eigenvalue placement to model errors. Arbitrary selection of feasible
eigenvectors may cause the eigenvector modal matrix to be ill conditioned. If this is the case,
the associated gain matrix may not be accurately calculated, and, fijrther, the stability and
response of the closed-loo system may be highly sensitive to parameter variations. Therefore,
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generation of well-conditioned eigenvectors is a key issue for this family of pole placement
algorithms with regard to achieving both insensitive feedback design and numerical stability.

The Matlab function "place" uses the algorithm developed by Kautsky J., Nichols & Dooren
(1985) which, for multi-input systems, optimizes the choice of eigenvectors for a robust
solution. This algorithm uses the extra degrees of freedom to find a solution that minimizes
the sensitivity of the closed-loop poles to perturbations in A or B. In this algorithm, the
eigenvectors are chosen by an iterative process to minimize the measure of conditioning.

5.2 Controlle

r design

In order to perform speed variations at constant pitch attitude without acting on the stick, a
multi-input pitch movement approach is used to coordinate the two control chaimels by
means of pitch and thmst control coupling. Such algorithms provide full-time thmst and
elevator control coordination for all modes and flight conditions, thus eliminating flight path
deviations due to speed manoeuvres. Two channels (pitch and speed) will be coupled using
the state feedback control method. The pitch command will be used to maintain altitude at
actual altitude (cmise mode), while the speed charmel will be used to capture the reference
speed.

The implementation of the corresponding control law is done as the feedback gains are
calculated by using the eigenvalues and eigenvectors method (pole placement and
eigenstmcture selection). The algorithm calculates the feedback gains which are given by the
matrix K:

K=

^\.\

^\.2 ^ 1 ,

•^2,1 -^2,

2 -^2,

3 -^1,

4

3 -^2,

4

(5.4)
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The commands are therefore given by:
de, = Kp,,,G, - [K,^q + K,^u + K.^W+K.^G)
dt^=KyK-(K,^q +

(5.5)

K,,u + K,^w + K,,G)

(5.6)

The feedback loop on each channel is the sum of each measured aircraft parameter (pitch
rate, pitch angle, tme airspeed and vertical speed) multiplied by a gain, as shown in the state
feedback block in Figure 5.1.
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a- elevator state feedback

K thet a
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b-throttle state feedback

Figure 5.1 Stat e feedback blocks .
Without loss of generality, we shall apply the controller theory on the linearized model
presented in section 3.7. We will then extend our study to other equilibrium points of the
flight envelope and extend the controller design using gain scheduling techniques.
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The linear model is represented by matrices A and B:

-0.306613 -0.000529565 -0.00330512-0.000621396
-0.531057 -0.00674625
0.0195349
-9.83466
A=
237.123 -0.12062
-0.664316
-0.0195343
1

0

0

0

0.120458 0.013179 3

B=

-0.0178595 2.0990 9
1.11696 -0.0916484
0 0

5.2.1 Controllabilit

y

The best way to determine the controllability of our system is by determining the rank of the
controllability matrix. The rank has to be equal to the number of states in order that the
system is fully controllable. Using Matlab and matrices A and B, the determination of the
rank of the controllability matrix is straightforward. We find the following results:

•

per input S^ : rank=4 hence controllable

•

per input S,: raink=4 hence controllable

The condition to the application of the pole assignment technique is therefore met.
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5.2.2 Stat

e feedbac k

We choose to place poles at the following positions:

P = [-0.6+j*0.6 -0.6-j*0.6 -0.2 -0.2]

(5.7)

This choice will guarantee that the rapid mode is fast and well damped and that the phugoid
mode doesn't present any oscillation or overshooting.

The matrix of gain K found is the following:

K=

4.9105 -0.013 4 -0.023 7 2.187 5
11.2786 0.100 0 0.045 2 -2.809 5

(5.8)

We shall now observe the time response of our system using matrix K and the state feedback.

5.2.2.1 Syste

m time response to initial conditions (theta =0.5 rad )

We observe a time response of 30 seconds on the speed response, as shown in Figure 5.2.

By observing the input command in Figure 5.3, we notice that the input is very important,
since it goes beyond the value of 1. The input is normalized between 0 and 1. However this is
normal since the initial condition of 0.5 radians is far too important.
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Figure 5.2 Syste m response for initial conditions u=0 m/sec and 0=0.5 rad.
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Figure 5.3 Comman d plot for initial conditions u=0 m/sec and 0=0.5 rad.
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5.2.2.2 Tim

e response to initial conditions (u =0.5 m/sec )

Figure 5.4 shows that the system has a time response of approximately 30 seconds. Looking
at the command response in Figure 5.5, we observe a smooth command that doesn't cause
any instability and excitation at the actuator's position and rate limits.
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Figure 5.4 Syste m response for initial conditions u=0.5 m/sec an d 9= 0 rad.
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Figure 5.5 Comman d plot for intial conditions u=0.5 m/sec and 8=0 rad.

5.2.2.3 Respons e to a step input
Again, looking at Figure 5.6, we notice a 30 second time response:
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closed loop step response of u and theta
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Figure 5.6 Close d loop step response of speed and pitch, with state feedback matrix K.

5.2.3 Effec

t of various gains on feedback

To further simplify the control law, certain state feedbacks may be neglected because they
have little effect on each channel. During various tests, it is observed that the exclusion of
certain feedbacks do not affect the stability of the control law. On the pitch charmel, the
speed feedback is neglected while the pitch angle, vertical speed and pitch rate feedbacks are
kept. On the speed channel, only the speed feedback is used while all the other feedbacks are
neglected. Observing matrix K in the previous section, we can see that the effect of the "u"
feedback on the elevators input is minimal compared to other feedbacks. We cancel these
feedbacks and found the modified gain matrix Kn,:
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K„ =
m

4.9105
0

0
-0.0237
0.1
0

2.1875
0

(5.9)

The performance of the system is not affected by these simplifications since the neglected
feedbacks have little effect and small damping gains compared to the states taken into
consideration.

Thus the control laws can now be expressed by the following equations (refer to figure 4.3):
de^ = Kp„,G, - (K^q + K^w + K,G)
dt^=K,V^-K^u

(5.10)
(5.11)

where Kq, Kw, K9 and Ku are respectively Kii, Ki,3, Ki,4, and K2,2 in the matrix K presented
in equation 5.4. Kpuch and Ky are respectively the pitch scale elevator gain and the speed scale
throttle gain as presented in Figure 5.9.

Let's start by observing the pole position in the closed loop to study the system stability, the
poles are:

-0.6109 + 0.45621
-0.6109-0.45621
-0.1034
-0.4273

The system is stable. The phugoid mode is a little slower using Km compared to using gain
matrix K, but does not present any imaginary term. The fast mode is well damped.
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Now let us observe the effect of the modification to matrix K by observing the system time
response to the same step input in closed loop, and using matrix Kn,:

dosed loop step response of u and thieta
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Figure 5.7 Close d loop step response with state feedback gain matrix Kn
We observe the fact that the time response nearly doubled and is almost of 60 seconds,
compared to 30 seconds, as shown in Figure 5.7. The modified controller, using the
simplified gain matrix, will have to be validated upon integration to respect the system
requirements presented in chapter 2.
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5.2.4 Altitud

e hold

Now that the system is capable of capturing a reference pitch angle as well as a reference
speed, we will add an altitude stabilisation feedback to the pitch charmel in order to maintain
altitude at desired level. The pitch reference will then be evaluated to maintain this desired
altitude. To do so we use altitude and climb rate feedback combined with a proportional
integral derivative controller as shown in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8 PI D controller.
We can now express the control law by the following equation:

0. = K,(K„H^..„. -

//)+ K, { ( / : , / / _ - H)dt + K, ^^^'^"-or-")
at

(5.12)

Using equations 5.9 and 5.11, we can express the global elevator charmel control law by:

de^^K

pilch

K,{K„//,„„, -H^K, \{K„ //„,„, - H)dt + K, ^^^"^— "I -{K^q+K^,.+ K,e)

(5-13)
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The various tunable gains (other than the state feedback gains and the Static scaling gains)
were calculated for the selected trim point using numerical optimisation methods and
algorithms during tests and design process. Gains were calculated to ensure a system
response within predefined limits. A constraint envelope is defined that fixes upper and lower
bounds of the controlled variable, together with a number of tunable variables (the gains of
the controller). A cost function is generated consisting of a weighted maximum constraint
violation. At every iteration, each tuneable variable is perturbed in tum and the resulting
constraint values and cost function are evaluated. A gradient search direction is determined
from these results and a line search along the gradient is performed in order to minimise the
cost fiinction while simultaneously satisfying the constraint envelope criteria.
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5.2.5 Simulatio

n results

The simulation model of the state-feedback controller, with limitations and EPR protection is
presented in Figure 5.10. EPR protection will be presented in detail in the next chapter.

RjirViilCuilllMld

EPR if^per linit

EPR lower linrit

inputs

Figure 5.10 Pitch-Spee d state-feedback controller architecture.

5.2.5.1 Spee d u and altitude h

For an input command of 10 m/sec (a step of 10 m/sec with respect to the trim speed of 237
m/sec), the time response is 30 sec which is well within acceptable limits, as seen in Figure
5.11.
The altitude varies between -2 and +2 metres, a variation of aroimd 4 meters peek to peek,
before stabilizing. We will later on observe the G force variation due to this variation of
altitude to make sure this variation is acceptable.
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Figure 5.11 Spee d and altitude response.

5.2.5.2 Inpu t command on the elevators with and without limiting

The input is normalised between 0 and 1. We have limited the rate variation to 10% per
second, and limited the actuator position to +0,5 and -0,5, knowing that the lineraziation was
done at a trim point of 0. We notice that there is no saturation and hence the limiters do not
affect the command input, as seen in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12 Elevato r command.

5.2.5.3 Inpu t command on the throttles with and without limiting

The input is normalized between 0 and 1. However, at our trim position we have a trim thrust
of 75%. Hence our maximum variation from trim position is 25%. The speed variation is
limited to 0,1/second.
In Figure 5.13, we notice the saturation during almost 10 seconds. The system still reaches
stability after almost 40 seconds.
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Figure 5.13 Throttl e command .

5.2.5.4 Syste

m states

The system states variation, used as the controller feedback, is presented in Figure 5.14. Pitch
rate, pitch, aircraft X axis speed, aircraft Z axis speed are all read and returned to the
controller's input as feedback.
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5.2.5.5 Altitud e and altitude rate variation
Figure 5.15 presents the altitude and altitude variation responses. We notice that the altitude
settles at the initial altitude, after a variation of 4 meters peek to peek during 40 seconds.
Considering that the linear model is computed at 10000 meters, the variation is about 0.04%
during transition, which is well within limits, and there is no altitude variation at settle time.
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5.2.5.6 G

forces on the different axis

Figure 5.16 presents the G loads on the different body axes. Our system design requirement
indicates that the system shall keep the G force within a O.IG limit. The most important
acceleration occurs on the X axis due to the variation of u. We reach almost 0,05g which is
well within limits.
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5.3

Gain schedulin g

The selection of the gains will consider different regions of the flight envelop and the values
of these gains will be selected from a table.

The following table presents the calculated gains for different points of the flight envelope.
The various tuneable gains (other than the state feedback gains and the Static scaling gains)
were calculated for the selected trim points using numerical optimisation methods and
algorithms during tests and design process. Gains were calculated to ensure a system
response within predefined limits, as discussed in section 5.2.4
Table 5.1
Gain values over flight envelope for Speed Control law
Altitude trim

T A S trim

Kq~Ki 1

K4~Ki4

Kw~Ki 3

Ku-K2,2

Kv

Kpitch

12000

415

13.0406

3.2485

-0.0283

0.1063

0.1078

2.6457

12000

449

10.8770

2.5364

-0.0230

0.0996

0.1005

1.9585

12000

483

8.8341

1.8213

-0.0269

0.1036

0.1076

0.9358

10000

335

15.1485

3.9725

-0.0356

0.0939

0.0966

3.2988

10000

382

11.3768

2.6871

-0.0314

0,0864

0.0884

2.1076

10000

412

9.4738

2.1140

-0.0266

0.0796

0.0811

1.6055

8000

271

4.5017

1.2505

-0.0106

0.0857

0.0895

1.0752

8000

314

13.1956

3.2558

-0.0372

0.0842

0.0884

2.6544

8000

371

9.0157

2.0195

-0.0298

0.0740

0.0759

1.5295

6000

243

4.3185

1.1531

-0.0117

0.0818

0.0868

0.9933

6000

308

10.2510

2.3735

-0.0374

0.0730

0.0768

1.8798

6000

360

6.9627

1.5454

-0.0267

0.0629

0.0654

1.1174

4000

219

4.1438

1.0771

-0.0126

0.1706

0.1820

0.9408

4000

279

9.5249

2.2297

-0.0371

0.0660

0.0703

1.7497

4000

326

6.4326

1.4681

-0.0264

0.0603

0.0635

1.0855

2000

198

3.9075

0.9989

-0.0128

0.1310

0.1418

0.8874

2000

253

8.7388

2.0936

-0.0341

0.1282

0.1359

1.6811

2000

296

-1.8460

1.3769

-0.0247

0.0527

0.0562

1.0082
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The altitude hold channel gains and parameters are found to not vary with the variation of
altitude and speed. In fact, the controller with gains presented in table 5.2 was tested at all the
trim points considered in table 5.1, and the controller's performance was validated.

Table 5.2
Non varying gain values for Speed Control law
Kp

K,

KD

Altitude Tuning

0.0146

0.0022

0.0285

0.5

Initially, the parameters were computed for an initial trim point using an optimization
algorithm to respect system requirements. Using the same algorithm over several trim points,
we noticed little if no variation to the parameters. We then tested the initially computed
parameters over the envelope and validated the controller's performance.

CHAPITRE 6
CRITICAL LIMIT S AND PROTECTION S

6.1 EP

R and engines limit protection

The speed control law is coupled with EPR control laws to respect engine limitations. To be
able to achieve EPR limit protection, the EPR control laws similar to the control laws
presented in chapter 4 are used with EPR limits as the reference EPR to generate a throttle
angle position command. The throttle angle commanded by the EPR control laws is
compared to the throttle angle commanded by the speed control law as shown in Figure 6.1
on the next page.

Two EPR control laws are used, one with maximum EPR (EPRmax) as the reference and the
second with EPRmin as the reference. The first control law will generate a throttle maximum
position. This position is compared to the throttle position command given by the speed
control law and the minimal value is selected to guarantee operation within engine limits.
Similarly, the second EPR control law commands a minimum throttle position which is
compared to the throttle position command given by the speed command law and the
maximal value is selected. This logic will protect the engine from overboost and stall.
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Figure 6. 1 Controlle r wit h EP R limi t protection .

The EPR limit protection controller behavior is presented in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. Using EPR
limits of EPRmin=l and EPRmax=2, we notice that the speed command is reached within 20
seconds, with no EPR saturation at any of the limits. The EPR reaches 1.74 and then settles
around 1.59. This is shown in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2 EP R and Speed responses with no EPR limit saturation.

We now try to achieve the same speed command, but we have modified the EPR limits to
EPRmin=l and EPRmax=1.6 to highlight the behavior of the protection control loop. The
resuhs are presented in Figure 6.3. We notice that the EPR saturates at 1.6 with no overshoot
and maintains that value till the speed command is reached 200 seconds later, and then settles
at the same level of 1.59.
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Figure 6.3 EP R and Speed responses with EPR limit saturation.

6.2

Throttle position and rate limits

At the output, the throttle position will also be limited in rate and position. The system
presents two types of limits: physical or pre-defined limits that are characteristic of the
throttle actuator, and a calculated or processed limit that reflects the speed limits to guarantee
operation of the TC within the speed limits. For the first type of limitation, rate is limited to
10% of maximum position per second.
For the second type of limitation, the speed limits are used to calculate throttle position limits
and then applied to the throttle position command. This is further elaborated in the next
section.
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6.3

Speed limit s protectio n

As indicated in the previous chapter, the control laws provide a throttle position to command
the throttle actuator. First, the maximum rate allowed will be applied to limit the rate of the
throttle position signal. Then, the speed safety limits are applied to the throttle actuator
position signal.

To be able to apply such limits, a relation between thrust and speed must be given. The
normalised corresponding thrust limits will be applied to the throttle position.

Figure 6.4 Force s applied to aircraft [20] .
The required relation is obtained using the second law of Newton applied to the airspeed
(flight path) direction axis as seen in Figure 6.4 considering the longitudinal movement in the
vertical plane only. Since the aircraft is considered to be in steady flight cruise altitude, no
sideslip or bank angle are present.

Therefore:
m.a^ = T cos{aj)- D-mg

sin{y)

(6.1)
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where T is the thrust, and D is the drag and ax the longitudinal acceleration.
Using the relations given by:
T = rjT^

(6.2)

where TM is the maximum thrust, and T| is the normalized throttle position.
The drag expression can be elaborated as a function of the drag coefficient Co, air density p,
the wing surface area S (5,600 square feet or 524.9 m for a B747), and True Airspeed (TAS)

D = ^pSV'C^

(6.3)

Thus,

m.a = TjT^ cos{aj)--pSV^Ci)-mgsin{y)

(6.4)

Finally:

m.a + - pSV^C^ + mg sin{y)
V=
^^=
—
TM cos(ar)

(6.5)

Furthermore,
aj =

or - £ • (6.6

)
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with a the angle of attack and e the angle between the engines axis and the aircraft chord
line, e - 2.5° in this specific case.
The speed limits are used to find the corresponding throttle position limits to be applied. The
actual acceleration given by the sensors is used. For speed, VMO and MMO will be used and
compared. MMO will be used to calculate the corresponding indicated airspeed. The lower
limit between the two maximum speeds will be used as the maximum position allowed.

The minimal speed will be used to obtain the minimal position allowed. These limits will
then be applied to the position signal.

However, during real-time application of this method, we noticed important variation and
instability in the speed limits. The fast variation observed in the speed limits caused the
command to oscillate and introduced important instability.

An alternative similar to the control scheme used in the EPR limit control can be designed
and tested. In fact, we may use the speed controller designed previously in chapter 4, with
speed limits as the reference input, as a parallel reference controller that replaces the main
controller whenever the throttle command exceeds the command outputted by the speed limit
control loop. The design and selection logic is similar to the design presented in section 6.1.
Results of such an application are fiirther presented and discussed in section 8.2.5.

CHAPITRE 7
INTEGRATION AN D SYSTEM INTERFAC E

7.1 Th

e Dynamic Test Bed

7.1.1 Syste

m Overvie w

The DTB is used to stimulate the FMS with real aircraft environment and conditions. The
main objectives are to reduce the number of flight tests by getting flight test credit by the
certification authority; prepare and run the entire engineering and certification flight-test
before the real flight-test; and to reproduce customer problems with the same conditions
under the DTB. Systems testing can be performed under the DTB, e.g.: evaluation and test of
the dynamic performance of the Flight Management System (FMS); act as a Vertical
Navigation development test bed; demonstrate operation of all FMS modes for customers or
other interested parties.

7.1.2 Dynami

c Test Bed Overvie w

The DTB is a sophisticated flight simulation system, which is able to simulate the experience
of flying an aircraft as closely and realistically as possible. The DTB can be used to not only
stimulate an individual aircraft component (such as FMS) for design/testing purposes, but
also perform various flights and engineering tests.

The DTB can be used:

•

To stimulate the FMS with a real aircraft envirorunent and conditions
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•

To perform systems tests, e.g. evaluation and test of the dynamic performance of
systems.

•

To reproduce customer problems using real-life environmental conditions

•

To prepare and run the entire engineering and Transport Canada Civil Aviation
(TCCA) flight-test before the real flight-test

•

To reduce the number of flight tests by getting flight-test credit from certification
authority.

The DTB is divided into three sections: Aircraft Simulation (Flightsim), Hardware or
Hardware Stimulation Models (Part Task Trainer - PTT), and an Instructor Operational
Software (lOS) or Graphical User Interface (GUI). A High-level block diagram H/W and

BHS

lcp 1

|CP 1

11

MCOLC

MCDin

11

cable

Q

cable

DIG arin

BHa

m

c 429

S/W are shown in Figure 7.1 and 7.2 respectively:

Tcmp

PTT

PC 1

Figure 7.1 Hig h Level H/W Block Diagram [7].
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7.1.2.1 Aircraf

t Simulatio n

The DTB configuration presents a Boeing 747-400 aircraft configuration. It is the aircraft
model used throughout our study.

The aircraft simulation is provided by Flightsim. Flightsim is a software package that lets
you enter parameters describing the performance of a fixed-wing aircraft, and then use those
parameters to test how that aircraft will perform.
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Flightsim's purpose is to act as a high-fidelity flight performance model. It is a highly
flexible tool. Not only can it be used for flight training, but also to test aircraft designs, or to
test how existing aircrafts might perform under simulated conditions that can be controlled.
The main strength of Flightsim's performance is its flexibility. The flight model can be
quickly changed through dialog boxes or through modifying data curves.

The aircraft simulation includes the earth, ambient air conditions, winds system, Navaids,
AFCS, flight control, undercarriage, engines, weight and balance system, equations of
motion and aerodynamics models. The flight model provided presents the particularity of
being expandable and modifiable. System models can be individually developed, modified
and added to the simulation model.

The flight model also communicates with extemal processes and systems, in our case the
PTT and lOS or GUI via the interface cards with UDP/IP protocol or shared memory, as
shown in Figure 7.2 and 7.3.
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New model
Extended mode l
Figure 7.3 Flightsi m Simulation Diagram [7].

7.1.2.2 Th e Thrust Control System

The development of the thrust controller will include modifications and additional
developments on the default Flightsim model. It will expand and add to the fimctionalities
and properties of the autopilot logic and system integrated in the flight model.
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7.2 Authothrottl

e and autopilot interfac e

Many autothrottle modes are developed and integrated. These modes can be used
independently or with other autopilot modes. However, since the only panel available for
mode selection is the autopilot mode selection panel, these modes will be selected through
the new GUI developed within this project. These modes are:

1. Thrust control: To achieve a desired thrust lever position (Thrust idle command)
2. EPR thrust control: To achieve a desired EPR level
3. NI thrust control: To achieve a desired NI level
4. IAS speed control: To achieve a desired IAS
5. Mach speed control: To achieve a desired Mach number

It is important to note that the objective of this project is to develop the autothrottle to be
used with the autopilot already available on the Boeing 747 simulation in Flightsim. It is then
clear that the logic, behaviour and modes of the autopilot will affect the autothrottle and viceversa. The autopilot modes are well defined and integrated, and certain modes will require
the coupling of the autothrottle with the autopilot. These modes could not be achieved unless
the autothrottle and autopilot are coupled. They are presented hereafter:

1. Flight level change: This mode uses the autothrottle to increase or decrease thrust
while maintaining certain airspeed. The Thrust variation will cause an altitude
variation. If the flight level change mode is activated, then the Autothrottle needs to
capture a certain EPR level (or NI level), and the autopilot maintains a certain
airspeed using the elevators. This mode couples the autothrottle thrust mode with the
autopilot airspeed hold mode.

Once the desired Ahitude level is achieved, the

autopilot switches to Altitude hold mode and the autothrottle to speed mode.
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2. Airspeed capture and hold, using thrust: During airspeed capture, the autothrottle
increases or decreases thrust to capture a certain airspeed. Meanwhile the autopilot
needs to be in altitude hold mode to maintain a desired altitude using the Pitch
command. This mode couples the autothrottle Airspeed mode with the autopilot
Altitude Hold mode.

While integrating the autothrottle, it is important to integrate the new modes within the
functioning structure of the Autopilot logic. Therefore, the new autothrottle modes are added
to the logic to be able to select them independentiy. Also, in case one of the coupled modes is
selected, the autothrottle modes are called and integrated within the respective modes, and
once the level achieved a selection and transition is done to fall back on the required
autopilot or autothrottle mode. All the required integration and modifications are done in the
autopilot logic processor.

7.3 Syste
7.3.1 Flightsi

m input s
m system s

Flightsim continuously provides all required aircraft and flight information to the TC model
during the simulation. Such data are IAS measurement, EPR measurement. Air data such as
pressure and speed of sound for MACH number calculations and TAS corrections. Also all
data of other inputs such as the PTT (FMS) or the GUI are received through Flightsim Flight
Model.

Table 7.1 indicates all the variables needed to perform the Thrust Controller computations.
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Table 7.1
Thrust Controller Input Variables
Variable Label

Variables description

Data Structure

Units

autopilot.ats

Alimentation status

Flsim_Electrical_Output

N/A

data.atsmode

Autothrottle selected mode

CMC_AFCS_Logic_Output

N/A

engine [].pla

Thrust position

FlsimEnginePanelOutput

%

epr

Engine pressure Ratio

Flsim_Engine_Output

N/A

thrust

Total engine thrust

Flsim_Engine_Output

N

alpha

Angle of attack

FlsimAdcOutput

rad

cosalpha

Cosine of angle of attack

FlsimAdcOutput

N/A

gamma

Flight path angle

Flsim_Adc_Output

rad

sin_gamma

Sine of Flight path angle

FlsimAdcOutput

N/A

speedtrue

True Airspeed

Flsim_Adc_Output

m/sec

speedtruedot

True airspeed rate

Flsim_Adc_Output

m/sec'^

speedind

Indicated Airspeed

Flsim_Adc_Output

m/sec

machnum

Mach number

FlsimAdcOutput

N/A

ambienttemp

Air temperature

Flsim_Ambient_Output

K

ambient_pres

Barometric pressure

Flsim_Ambient_Output

Pa

ambientdens

Air density

Flsim_Ambient_Output

Kg/m'

Flsim_Eom_Output

rad

Altitude

FlsimEomOutput

m

body.aabscm

Accelerations vector

Flsim_Eom_Output

m/sec

body.vabscm

Velocity vector

FlsimEomOutput

m/sec

ned. euler

Angular vector

Flsim_Eom_Output

rad

ned.eulervel

Angular rates vector

FlsimEomOutput

rad/sec

underlying_area.t Pitch
beta
underlyingarea.
alt
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7.3.2 PT

T (FMS)

The TC model receives fi-om the PTT (FMS) the envelope of flight, including upper and
lower speed limits, ceilings, and engine limits (EPR limits).

Engine limits are foolproof safeguards to prevent stall and overboost of the engine for all modes
and flight conditions. It limits the forward and aft throttle motion. The forward position is set
to avoid exceeding the maximum allowable engine pressure ratio or temperature. The aft
position closely corresponds to the flight IDLE thrust value. These values are a function of
altitude and temperature. The performance and optimization computer calculates these values
and makes them available for the TC via the PTT (FMS).

Upper speed limits include VMO (Max Operating Speed IAS) and MMO (Mach Max
Operating Speed). Also, the TC will maintain the speed over the Minimum Operating Speed
to avoid stall. VMO, MMO and Minimum Operating Speed will all be received for different
flight conditions by the PTT (FMS).
Also, when the AFCS is in FMS Guidance mode, the Autopilot and Thrust Controller are
asked to capture a trajectory calculated by the FMS. The TC will then receive from the PTT
(FMS) the reference speed to be captured. The inputs are not received directiy from the PTT
(FMS), but through Flightsim. The PTT (FMS) sends the information to Flightsim which
then makes them available for the Thrust Controller.

7.3.3 GU

I

The GUI represents the AFCS and mode selector panel. The GUI allows the pilot to activate
the desired Speed mode (IAS or MACH), which is needed to initiate the capture logic. It also
allows the pilot to input the reference speed that is desired to attain. The GUI used to trigger
the different AFCS modes and speed inputs is shown in Figure 7.4.
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Figure 7.4 CM C AFCS GUL
The inputs are not received directly from the GUI, but through the FLSIM. The GUI sends
the information to Flightsim which then makes them available for the Thrust Controller.

7.3.4 Additiona

l Input s

The actual AFCS Control panel does not support EPR requests from the pilot for the Thrust
modes. A new interface process was developed to meet such needs. The TC will receive the
requested EPR from the process. It will also be possible to select EPR upper and lower limits
manually via the interface.
As cited earlier, the thrust controller will receive loop gain values that are manually selected
or from a file. This will facilitate tests and design modifications as well as gain tuning and
thus make the TC system easily adaptable to other environments.
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7.4 Syste

m output s

7.4.1 Output

s to Flightsim

The TC sends a Throttle position to the flight model. This command will act on the engines
throttles servo.

Table 7.2
Thrust Controller Output Variables
Variable Labe l

Variables descriptio n

Data Structur e

Units

rec[_throttle[i]

Requested Thrust

FlsimAutothrottleOutput

%

thetac

Pitch demand

FlsimApFccOutput

rad

7.4.2

GUI

The GUI will receive any error message or mode annunciation from the TC. If the TC can
not achieve the desired airspeed due to limits and constraints, the system will annunciate it as
discussed in the previous sections.

The messages output on the GUI are presented in Table 7.2.
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Table 7.3
GUI Output messages
Scenario
Desired EPR is above limits

Message
EPR reference above limit,
EPR reference adjusted to maximum value

Desired EPR is below limits EPR reference below limit,
EPR reference adjusted to minimum value
Desired

speed

is above Speed reference above VMO limit,

VMO limit
Desired

speed

speed reference adjusted to VMO value
is above Speed reference above MMO limit,

MMO limit
Desired

speed

speed reference adjusted to MMO value
is below Speed reference below minimum operating speed,

minimum limit

speed reference adjusted to minimum value

EPR mode armed

EPR armed

EPR mode captured

EPR captured

IAS mode armed

IAS armed

IAS mode captured

IAS captured

Mach mode armed

MACH armed

Mach mode captured

MACH captured

7.5

System code and development

The system was initially designed in Matlab for a linear system. The design presented the
linear controller architecture, but not the selection logic or output messages.
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To integrate the controller within the non linear aircraft model, the code development was
done in several steps:

1- Controller coding:
a. PID generic code
b. Different controllers gains and loops (EPR, NI, IAS, Mach...)
c. Limits protections code
2- Interface coding
a. Interfacing with the inputs and outputs of Flightsim
3- Mode selection logic coding
a. Adding the different modes to the autopilot logic
b. Modifying the autopilot logic code to incorporate new coupled modes
c. Coding a new GUI for new modes selection and definition of the
communication messages.
4- Messages, alerts and warnings output function coding

Respecting these steps during the coding process permitted the testing and integration of each
feature independently and effectively. The system was coded using C++ language to be
integrated within the Flightsim environment. Once all the code integrated, system tests could
be run within the simulation, by selecting the appropriate modes and command values,
monitoring the messages outputs and the controller outputs and performance.

7.6 Integratio

n issue s & limitations

During the integration process of the proposed controller, many technical issues arose which
limited the fianctionality and final outcome of the controller. In this section we discuss further
the limitations and the way they affected the outcome of the proposed design and
development.
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7.6.1 Pitc

h inner loop

The initial proposed controller was a multi-input state feedback controller. The inputs of the
controller are speed and altitude while the outputs are elevator deflection and thrust lever
angle. During the integration, it has been noticed that the elevator deflection could not be
controlled directly in Flightsim, and that the pitch channel could only be controlled through
the pitch inner loop, and hence through a pitch command. This caused a problem to the
integration of our controller. Two solutions were available. The first solution would see us
eliminate the pitch inner loop and replace it with the pitch channel of the state feedback
modem controller. However, if this solution was to be chosen, the whole autopilot would
require modification, a new design approach and the required integration. This approach goes
against one of our requirements, which is to be able to add new development, with easy
integration, that doesn't affect the functioning of the existing features. It would also require
extra development that would require time and resources not available for this project.

The second possible solution would integrate the Thrust chaimel without affecting the Pitch
channel since it is already stabilized using the irmer loop. However, we would loose the
multi-input controller features and pitch-thrust coupling. The integration of the Thrust
channel controller as developed in the state feedback controller also has no added value if
integrated alone without the pitch charmel, since it would represent a proportional controller
using airspeed as feedback on the thrust channel, nothing more. If this solution is to be
chosen, then a more complex controller on the Thrust channel should be used such as a
Proportional-Integral-Derivative controller, to guarantee a fast and stable response that would
not affect the Pitch charmel.

The controller we developed for integration within Flightsim supports the two possible
solutions. However if the first solution is to be used, then further development is required.
The previous autopilot design has to be redesigned using the modem state feedback
controller theory. The developed and integrated controller does provide the elevator and
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thrust commands, but these commands are not yet integrated and used by Flightsim. This
would be a potential topic for further studies or developments.

The second solution is also integrated, and a Thrust charmel PID controller is used to
guarantee a fast and stable response. Similarly to the Engine Pressure Ratio controller, the
Thrust channel controller controls a Speed input using a thrust command. The PID controller
gains are tuned during the real time simulation.

7.6.2 PID

controller integral term

During the simulation, the first order approximation of the integral function in the PID
controller caused unstable behaviour, and the controller output diverged whenever an
important Integrator gain was chosen. It would have been possible to explore higher orders of
integral approximation; however simulation results proved that to be unnecessary.
Satisfactory results were obtained using only the proportional and derivative terms in the
controller only. Stability and system response were satisfactory and the integral term was
eliminated from the controllers.

CHAPITRE 8
SYSTEM TEST AND VALIDATIO N
8.1 Qualificatio

n standard s and guideline s

DO-178B: "Software Consideration in Airborne Systems and Equipment Certification" [27]
will be used as a standard and guideline in the qualification process of the Thrust Controller
Model. The DO-178B standards cover the complete product development lifecycle from
project and product planning to final testing and system validation.

DO-178B classifies Airborne Software into two categories: Development Tools, and
Verification Tools. DO-178B defines development tools as "tools whose output is part of
airbome software and thus can introduce errors" while it defines verification tools as "tools
that cannot introduce errors, but may fail to detect them."
According to the definition, the Thrust Controller Model implemented on the DTB i s
classified as a verification tool since its outputs won't modify nor introduce errors into the
airbome software operating the DTB (i.e. Flightsim 9.1).

8.1.1 Th

e need for Tool Qualiflcatio n

According to Section 12.2 of the DO-178B, "qualification of a tool is needed only when
processes described in DO-178B are eliminated, reduced, or automated by the use of that tool
without its output being verified as specified in DO-178B Section 6".

In other words, if the results of the TC Model tool are being relied on to supply the sole
evidence that one or more objectives are satisfied, the tool is required to be qualified. If the
output of the tool is verified by some other means, then there is no need to qualify the tool.
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Notice N8110.49 "Software Approval Guidelines" [27] released by the FAA on June 2"'*
2003 provides three questions to be asked in determining whether a tool has to be qualified or
not.

1. Can the Model tool allow an existing error to remain undetected?
2. Will the Model's output not be verified per section 6 of DO-178B?
3. Are processes of DO-178B eliminated, reduced, or automated?

In the case of the TC Model, the answer of all three questions is "yes". Therefore
qualification is required.

8.1.2 Qualificatio

n Requirement s

Section 12.2.2 of DO-178B states that verification tools should be qualified by
"demonstration that the tool complies with its Tool Operation Requirements under normal
operation conditions."

We shall then prove that the TC model meets all requirements cited in chapter 4.1. The test
plans, procedures and results will be needed for qualification data and documentation. Data
showing that all of the requirements in the Tool Operational Requirements have been verified
should be documented and available for certification review. Sufficient verification data are
needed to demonstrate normal operation only.
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8.1.3 Softwar

e Integratio n Tests

Once the development of the TC Model is completed it will be integrated into the DTB
software system. This integration will be tested to ensure that the model operates without any
errors with the DTB software system, mainly Flightsim. Those tests include:

•

Input from the system to the model

•

Output from the model to the system

Those test deal with the TC Model as a "black box" they don't check how the input or the
output is received or released, they only check if an input is actually received and if an output
is actually released.

8.1.4 Requirement

s Test s

The operational requirements of the TC will be tested under normal conditions. These tests
will go into all the details of the model's architecture and coding. Requirements to be tested
are:
•

Thrust capture

•

Speed capture

•

EPR constraints and engine limits

•

Speed and acceleration limits and placards

•

Flight envelope validity

•

Pitch coupling

The explanation of those requirements is given in section 4.1.
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8.1.5 Cod

e Testing

Since the TC Model is classified as a Verification Tool, unit code testing is not required for
validation or qualification.

8.1.6 Documentatio

n

The required qualification documents aren't the subject of this study and therefore won't be
discussed. However, we should know that in order to produce the required documentation,
test reports including the following are required:

•

Operational requirement tested

•

Test case/scenario

•

Expected results

•

Obtained results

•

Corrective actions (if any)

8.2 T

C Model Functionality Tes t Procedures

This section will verify that all the functionalities of the TC model have been met according
to the Software Requirements Document for the TC Model, presented in Annex II.

The autothrottle has requirements that were set forth in the Software Requirements
Document for the TC Model. These requirements include EPR capture and EPR limits
protection, speed capture with speed limits protection, as well as pitch coupling.
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In order to assure that the testing is preformed properly and all requirements are met,
different test sections will be set up.

8.2.1

Thrust Idle

This test case will perform requirement check of the Thmst idle Mode's ability to decrease
thmst until idle position is attained. Figure 8.1 shows that Thmst idle (5%) is achieved within
20 seconds. Thmst decreases from around 68% to 5%, a variation of 63%, in just above 15
seconds.

Figure 8.1 Thrus t variation for a Thrust idle command.
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8.2.2 EP

R Arm and Reference Limi t Protection an d EPR Captur e

This test case will perform requirement check of the EPR Arm Mode's ability to respect the
EPR limits for EPR reference inputs and the functioning of EPR Arm mode logic. During
this test, EPR maximum is set to 1.8 and minimum value is set to 1. The initial EPR request
is set to 3. We have noticed the system output message during the simulation "EPR request
over maximum allowed. EPR request adjusted to maximum EPR value". Figure 8.2 shows
the EPR capture. The EPR command is adjusted to the maximum value of 1.8, and the EPR
reaches that value within 30 seconds, with no overshoot. At 120 seconds, we then request an
EPR of 0.5, and again the EPR request is adjusted to acceptable limits (EPR=1) and the
requested EPR is reached within 20 seconds with no downshoot, as shown in Figure 8.2.
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Figure 8.2 EP R capture during an EPR thrust command.
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8.2.3 EP

R Flight Level Change Climb

This test case will perform requirement check of the EPR Capture Mode's ability to increase
thmst until aircraft captures a desired altitude. The increase of thmst will cause climb and
level change and will be done at constant speed using the Autopilot IAS pitch control to
maintain speed at desired level. Figure 8.3 shows the altitude capture, with no overshoot. The
requested altitude is achieved within 250 seconds. Initially positioned at 28000 feet (8534.4
meters), the requested altitude is 33000 feet (10058.4 meters). The controller achieves 5000
feet within 250 seconds, a vertical speed of 20 feet per second (1200 feet per minute).
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The EPR rating used as reference for the Thmst controller is variable, and depends on the
distance between the actual and requested altitude, as shown in Figure 8.4. The EPR
reference variable values were chosen during tests to achieve the smoothest transition that
didn't delay the capture time response.

Figure 8.4 EP R variation durin g climb.
Figure 8.5 shows the airspeed variation during the altitude capture. The most important
variation is observed around t=50 seconds, at the beginning of the capture. The airspeed
varies around 1 m/sec at most which is well within the 1% allowable limit.
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Figure 8.5 Airspee d variation during climb.

8.2.4 EP

R Flight Level Change Descent

This test case will perform requirement check of the EPR Capture Mode's ability to decrease
thmst until aircraft captures a desired predefined altitude. The decrease of thmst will cause
descent and level change and will be done at constant speed, coupling the Autothrottle with
the Autopilot IAS mode.
Figure 8.6 shows the altitude capture, with no dowiihoot. The requested altitude is achieved
within 250 to 300 seconds. Initially positioned at 33000 feet (10058.4 meters), the requested
altitude is 28000 feet (8534.4 meters). The controller achieves 5000 feet within 250 to 300
seconds, a vertical speed of around 20 feet per second (or as it is more often referred to in
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aviation, 1000 to 1200 feet per minute). The vertical speed observed is well within
expectations, and the capture time and response well within requirements.
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Figure 8.6 Altitud e capture during descent.
The EPR rating used as reference for the Thmst controller is variable, and depends on the
distance between the actual and requested altitude, as shown in Figure 8.7. The EPR
reference variable values were chosen during tests to achieve the smoothest transition that
didn't delay the capture time response.
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Figure 8.7 EP R variation during descent.
Figure 8.8 shows the airspeed variation during the altitude capture. The most important
variation is observed aroimd t=50 seconds, at the beginning of the capture. The airspeed
varies around 1 m/sec at most which is well within the 1% allowable limit.
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Figure 8.8 Airspee d variation durin g descent.

8.2.5 EP

R Capture Speed Limits Protectio n

This test case will perform requirement check of the EPR Capture Mode's ability to respect
speed limits. Maximum speed will be chosen to correspond to a lower thmst level than the
EPR climb reference, and minimum speed will be chosen to correspond to a higher thmst
level than the EPR descent reference. The EPR capture loop should not be able to achieve the
reference EPR, while we observe the speed limitation.

During the climb phase, the EPR reference request is 1.4, while during the descent phase
EPR reference is 0.8. EPR protection limits are 1.8 and 0.6. Thmst should never be operated
outside of this range.
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We choose to restrict the speed to within a Maximum VMO value of 180 m/s, a maximum
Mach number of 0.75 and a minimum value of 120 m/s. We should observe that during
climb, the thrust is adjusted to respect the speed limits, since these limits fall outside the
normal thmst operation for climb and descent manoeuvres.

Figure 8.9 shows the EPR capture, with the climb phase at the beginning of the simulation,
and the descent phase starting at 150 seconds.

While the controller is in EPR capture mode (flight level change climb and descent), we
observe that the EPR settles at a value (EPR=1.07) different then the original request (1.4 for
climb and 0.8 for descent). In fact, the controller can not command an EPR outside of the
speed limitations and adjust the thmst to respect those placards. Figure 8.10 shows the speed
capture curve

Figure 8.9 EP R variation during speed limit protection control .
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Figure 8.10 Spee d variation with speed limi t protection.
During climb, the speed overshoots then settles at 137 m/s, which corresponds to the Mach
speed maximum limitation of 0.75 presented in Figure 8.11. The overshoot slightly reaches
the MMO value of 0.75 (0.751) and then settles at a lower level of 0.745 which is within
requirements. During descent, the speed downshoots to a value of 118 m/sec (a downshoot of
2 m/sec) then settles at minimum value of 120 m/sec with no oscillation. The downshoot falls
outside the controller's requirements tolerance, and some enhancements may be requested.
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Figure 8.11 Mac h number variation with speed limit protection.

During the speed and thmst variation, altitude is maintained at the initial level as shown in
Figure 8.12. Figure 8.13 shows the acceleration variation which is well with in tolerated G
force values.
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Figure 8.12 Altitud e variation during speed limit protection.
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8.2.6 Lo

w Altitude Speed Limit Protectio n

This test case will perform requirement check of the FAA restriction that the speed does not
exceed 250 knots at 10 000 ft or below. The speed will not be able to reach a 300 knots
reference and speed saturation at a level below 250 knots will be observed.

Figure 8.14 shows the airspeed capture, in m/s, as well as the placard to be respected (250
knots or 128.6 m/sec). The original speed request during this test was 300 knots. Since the
request is outside the tolerated limits, the following message was outputted by the controller:
"Speed Request over maximum allowed airspeed. Speed request adjusted to 250 knots", and
the speed request was adjusted to the tolerated limits. Figure 8.14 demonstrates the
controller's ability to respect that placard during flight below 10000 feet.
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Figure 8.14 Spee d variation durin g low altitude speed limit protection.
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During that manoeuvre, altitude is maintained constant at 8000 feet as shown in Figure 8.15:
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Figure 8.15 Altitud e variation during low altitude speed limit protection.
Figure 8.16 shows the acceleration variation which is well within tolerated G force values.
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Figure 8.16 Acceleratio n variation during low altitude speed limit protection.
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8.2.7 Spee

d Cruise IAS Capture

This test case will perform requirement check of the Speed Capture IAS Mode's ability to
increase or decrease thmst, and capture a desired IAS speed. This test will be performed at
Cmise conditions and altitude must be maintained throughout speed variation.
Both speed increase and speed decrease will be performed. While the aircraft at 33000 feet
and 300 knots (154.3 m/sec), a speed decrease to 250 knots (128.6 m/sec) will be requested.
After the aircraft settles at that speed, a speed increase to 300 knots will be commanded and
the controller's ability to capture speed will be observed.
Figure 8.17 shows speed capture with an initial speed of 300 knots and a speed command of
250 knots. Speed varies from 300 to 250 knots within 200 seconds (0.25 knot per second),
with no downshoot or oscillation.
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Figure 8.17 Airspee d decrease capture.
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At 250 seconds, the new speed command is 300 knots (154.3 m/sec) and speed reaches the
desired value within 200 seconds, also without any overshoot or oscillation, as shown in
Figure 8.18.
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Figure 8.18 Airspee d increase capture.

Altitude was maintained at 33000 feet (10058.4 meters) throughout the speed capture, and
accelerations are well within tolerated limits, as shown in Figure 8.19 and 8-20:
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8.2.8 Spee

d Cruise MACH Captur e

This test case will perform requirement check of the Speed Capture MACH Mode's ability to
increase or decrease thmst, and capture a desired MACH speed. This test will be performed
at Cmise conditions and altitude must be maintained throughout speed variation.

Both speed increase and speed decrease will be performed. While the aircraft at 33000 feet
and 300 knots (0.84 Mach), a speed decrease to 0.7 Mach will be requested. After the aircraft
settles at that speed, a speed increase to 0.8 Mach will be commanded and the controller's
ability to capture speed will be observed.

Figure 8.21 shows speed capture with an initial speed of 0.84 Mach and a speed command of
0.7 Mach. Speed varies from 0.84 to 0.7 Mach within 200 seconds, with no downhoot, steady
state error over 1% or any oscillation.

At 300 seconds, the new speed command is 0.8 Mach and speed reaches the desired value
within 150 seconds, also without any overshoot or oscillation, as shown in Figure 8.21.
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Figure 8.21 Mac h speed capture.

Altitude was maintained at 33000 feet (10058.4 meters) throughout the speed capture, and
accelerations are well within tolerated limits, as shown in Figure 8.22 and 8-23:
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Figure 8.22 Altitud e variation during Mach capture.
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Figure 8.23 Acceleratio n variation during Mach capture.
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8.2.9 Spee

d Capture Mode EPR Limits Protectio n

This test case will perform requirement check of the Speed Capture Mode's ability to respect
EPR limits. Maximum EPR will be chosen to correspond to a lower thmst level than the
Speed reference, and then minimum EPR will be chosen to correspond to a higher thmst
level than the Speed reference. The Speed capture loop would not be able to achieve the
reference speed and the thmst limitation at corresponding EPR limits will be observed.

EPR limits are chosen to be 1.2 and 1 for test purposes. EPR will be maintained within these
operating limits. At 33000 feet and 250 knots (128.6 m/sec), a command of 300 knots (154.3
m/sec) is requested. Figure 8.24 shows the speed capture, as the controller tries to reach the
desired airspeed but is maintained at a lower level:
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At 320 seconds, a speed command of 180 knots (92.6 m/sec) is requested. Again, Figure 8.24
shows that the airspeed settles at a higher level.

The limits at which the airspeed settles correspond to the EPR limits of 1.2 and 1 as shown in
Figure 8.25.

Figure 8.25 EP R variation with EPR limits protection durin g airspeed capture.
In fact, as EPR reaches the tolerated limits, thmst is maintained to respect these limits and
airspeed settles at the corresponding level.

Altitude is maintained during the airspeed capture and the accelerations variation is well
within tolerance, as shown in Figure 8.26 and Figure 8.27:
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Figure 8.26 Altitud e variation during speed capture with EPR limits protection.
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CONCLUSION

The main goal of the proposed controller is to achieve thmst and speed control, using the
aircraft's thmst, without affecting the aircraft's altitude. The proposed controller is to be
implemented and tested on the DTB, installed at CMC electronics facilities. The controller
would be used within the DTB, to implement effective thmst control laws and the DTB
would be used for training, testing and certification activities.

Based on the requirements proposed and requested by CMC Electronics, several designs to
the controller were suggested. Designs suggested classical and modem control laws, and
were first developed in an isolated linear simulated environment, within Matlab/Simulink.
Based on the results, many design modifications were done to achieve the different
requirements, and were validated and reviewed by CMC, as the customer. The whole design
process followed rigorous quality control.

Once the design validated and accepted, the controller was ready for implementation and
integration within the DTB. At that stage, two architectures were proposed for the controller:
a classical single input-single output controller, as well as a modem state feedback controller.
The integration of the modem controller met many difficulties and could not be done within
the DTB framework. The autopilot within the DTB was based on classical control laws, and
the autopilot's inner loops were embedded within the framework and could not be replaced
by modem state feedback control without an additional load of work that falls outside the
scope of the present study. The use of only one of the channels of the proposed modem
controller (the thmst channel) does not present any added value, as it doesn't meet the main
requirement of thmst-pitch coupling.

The classical controller proposed, on the other hand, was integrated and tested within the
DTB. Even though the controller is based on classical control laws, the proposed design
added many security features, limit protections and enhancements to the classical
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Autothrottle. It also added coupling with the pitch control law, to guarantee no altitude
variation during thmst variation. All these features, enhancements and protections were
integrated to the DTB, tested and validated. Test procedures were written within the scope of
this study to demonstrate the controller's ability to meet all the system requirements. The
tests were run and validated at CMC, at the end of which the controller was delivered. All
requirements were met, and the controller's performance was judged satisfactory.

The thmst control system proposed has proved to be able to capture thmst commands and
speed commands, at different points of the envelope, with no overshoot and no steady state
error of over 1%. Furthermore, the controller does not cause any altitude variation during
thmst variations. It has also shown to respect thmst limits, not overshooting or downshooting
beyond these limits at any time. Speed limits are also respected, however we have seen in the
results presented in chapter 8 that the controller overshoots and downshoots slightly while
respecting these limits during a thmst capture. Improvements at that point can be made and
recommendations are presented in the next section. However the results were judged
satisfactory, as the aircraft settles within the limitations. The proposed controller also
respects the G limits requested in the requirements section.

The proposed Thmst control system meets all defined requirements. Improvements can still
be made to minimize energy consumption, integrate a fully coupled pitch-thmst modem
controller and improve speed limit protection. These improvements are the subject of the
next section.

RECOMMANDATIONS

Even though a modem control concept has been studied for the Thmst controller, a fully
integrated modem Thmst controller couldn't be achieved. Integration of the proposed
controller within the DTB was problematic, and requests further study and development. The
autopilot has been developed within the DTB using classical laws, and any fiilly modem
controller would request modifications to the DTB. An independent autothrottle modem
controller without bringing any modification to the Autopilot control laws, especially the
inner loops, would not bring any additional benefit, and the value of the added modem
controller would be limited. In order to achieve the desired and essential improvements by
introducing modem control laws, a ftilly integrated controller, that would replace both the
Autopilot and Autothrottle, needs to be developed. That development would integrate full
pitch-thrust coupling, thus minimizing energy consumption during climb and descent, and
would eliminate any unwanted pitch or thmst variation due to single charmel de-coupled
control.

It is important to note that even though it was out of the scope of the present study, an
attempt was made to replace one of the Autopilot fimctionalities by a modem control law, the
pitch and altitude hold control laws, to be used with the modem Autothrottle. However, when
trying to integrate the modem elevator state feedback control law, coupled with the modem
state feedback thmst control law, an additional limitation was apparent. The framework in
which the DTB is developed (Flightsim) integrates classical inner loops into the framework,
which could not be overridden. Development is done around these Autopilot inner loops, on
the outer loops. A modem state feedback controller would need to overpass and replace these
irmer loops. An attempt was made to try and modify the framework's architecture, but in
vain. In order to integrate a modem state feedback controller that would replace both the
Autopilot and Autothrottle modifications to the framework need to be done in order to
support such integration. That kind of modification falls outside the scope of the present
study, even though a modest attempt was made to implement a similar modification. The
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modification introduced major instability when switching from classical inner loops to the
modem control law. The integration of a modem state feedback loop while keeping the
classical controller active was a painfiil experience, and therefore any integration would
request full Autopilot/Autothrottle state feedback control, or a framework which supports
multi controller environment.

Despite the fact we couldn't achieve any integrated results for the modem controller, we are
confident that the proposed controller would achieve the desired behaviour and requirements
within a proper environment, coupled with a modem Autopilot. Any fiature developments
would need to start by the development of a modem state feedback Autopilot, capable of
achieving pitch hold, altitude capture and altitude hold. Then, coupling the Autopilot with the
Autothrottle state feedback, speed capture, thmst capture and flight level change can be
achieved with the coupling between the modem controller's different inputs and channels.

On another note, within the classical controller architecture, several improvements can also
be done to achieve better results and to meet the desired requirements. One of the points
observed during the results presentation is the controller's overshoot and downshoot when
trying to respect a speed limitation during thrust control. In fact, at all times, the controller's
output is compared to a parallel controller's output. The first controller tries to achieve the
requested thmst, while the second tries to achieve the maximum speed limit. Whenever the
command of the first controller is above the command outputted by the second controller, the
second output is used as the thmst lever angle command. The opposite happens when
protecting the minimum speed limit. This logic achieves the speed protection. However we
have seen that the second controller presents overshoot and downshoot at speed limit. When
trying to modify the controller's gains to improve the control behaviour, instability was
presented when switching from one controller to another. The reason of the instability was
caused by the high slope of the response of the second controller that would resuh in a
command above the commanded thmst, thus initiating the speed protection, even tho no
speed protection was needed. The time response of the speed protection controller needs to
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be slower then the thmst controller, all while achieving acceptable control behaviour. The
results we got with the present controller were satisfying to the client; however improvement
can be made on the speed protection controller to eliminate any overshoot without affecting
the time response too much. Different controller architectures can be studied and developed,
and different gains should be tested.

Another aspect of the presented controller that can be improved is the speed capture time. In
fact we observed a speed capture time of 0.3 knots per second. No request has been done
conceming the speed capture time, and therefore the controller was well within requirements.
However it is desirable to achieve a speed capture time of 1 knot per second, as mentioned by
the client during the controller's evaluation and test session (CMC electronics). That speed
capture time is a reasonable time to achieve speed capture without causing any important
acceleration variation while guaranteeing an acceptable capture time for manoeuvres.

Many studies have been done on different controller concepts, architectures and designs. A
controller based on Total energy concept can be an interesting altemative. It is however
important to study beforehand what would be the added value of any other architecture
studied or proposed.

ANNEXI
LINEARISATION RESULT S
% ******** FLSIM Linear Model ********
%

% Aircraft

: cmc_747_ 100

% Initial Conditions: Default
%

%

Trim Conditions

% Altitude

=

12000 meters

% Speed (TAS)

=

415 knots

% Speed (IAS)

=

220 knots

% Speed (Mach)

=

0.72

%AoA

=

1.38 deg

% Throttle

=

73.71 percent

A=[0.262179 3.35594e-006 -0.00307785 -0.00055771
5.19622-0.00495275
211.266

-0.106788

0.0285191
-0.569298

-9.83355;...
-0.224814;...

1 6.57296e-030 6.57296e-030 3.76603e-027 ];

B=[0.0919853
0.0345005
0.847234

0.0125859;...
2.00458;...

-0.087522 ;...

6.57296e-028 6.57296e-028 ];
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% ******** FLSIM Linear Model ********
%

% Aircraft

: cmc_747_ 100

% Initial Conditions: Default
%

%

Trim Conditions

% Altittide

=

12000 meters

% Speed (TAS)

=

449 knots

% Speed (IAS)

=

240 knots

% Speed (Mach)

=

0.78

% AoA

=

0.48 deg

% Throttle

=

74.55 percent

A=[0.29159-0.000178953 -0.00306647-0.000189243 ;.
2.0575-0.00534325

0.0188184

-9.76962;...

228.628

-0.627252

-0.083077;...

-0.104994

1 3.99533e-031 3.99533e-031 2.28915e-028 ];

B=[0.11051

0.0131734;...

0.0116156

2.09815;...

1.01825

-0.091607;...

3.99533e-029 3.99533e-029 ];
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% ******** FLSIM Linear Model ********
%

% Aircraft

: cmc_747_l 00

% Initial Conditions: Default
%

%

Trim Conditions

% Altitude

=

12000 meters

% Speed (TAS)

=

483 knots

% Speed (IAS)

=

260 knots

% Speed (Mach)

=

0.84

% AoA

=

-0.25 deg

% Throttle

=

76.34 percent

A=[0.321544 -0.00147816 -0.00391591 0.000355335
0.985106 -0.0132263
245.471
1

-0.163503
0

B=[0.131327
0.017664

0.0144143
-0.715137

0

0.0129354;...
2.06024;...

1.21567 -0.0899521 ;...
0

0];

0];

-9.67448;...
0.0289464;...
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% ******** FLSIM Linear Model ********
%

% Aircraft

: cmc_747_100

% Initial Conditions: Default
%

%

Trim Conditions

% Altitude

=

10000 meters

% Speed (TAS)

=

335 knots

% Speed (IAS)

=

200 knots

% Speed (Mach)

=

0.57

% AoA

=

2.85 deg

% Throttle

=

67.39 percent

A=[0.260535 7.91873e-005 -0.00328878 -0.000847043 ;.
8.65105 -0.00487916
169.596

-0.11548

0.0441127
-0.579838

-9.88554;...
-0.464887;...

1 1.05979e-029 1.05979e-029 6.07216e-027 ];

B=[0.0752986
0.0549333
0.69678

0.0144808 ;...
2.30639;...

-0.100699;...

1.05979e-027 1.05979e-027];
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% ******** FLSIM Linear Model ********
%

% Aircraft

: cmc_747_l 00

% Initial Conditions: Default
%

%

Trim Conditions

% Altitude

=

10000 meters

% Speed (TAS)

=

382 knots

% Speed (IAS)

=

230 knots

% Speed (Mach)

=

0.66

%AoA

=

1.12 deg

% Throttle

=

67.93 percent

A=[0.297903 -5.93701e-005 -0.00371194 -0.000780559 ;.
3.93143-0.00527373
193.611
1

-0.118292
0

0.0345045

0

-0.685267

0

B=[0.0986665

0.914192

0.0366611

0.0154103 ;...
2.45442;...

-0.107162;...

0];

0];

-9.87453;...
-0.182349;...
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% ******** FLSIM Linear Model ********
%

% Aircraft

: cmc_747_100

% Initial Conditions: Default
%

%

Trim Conditions

% Altitude

=

10000 meters

% Speed (TAS)

=

412 knots

% Speed (IAS)

=

250 knots

% Speed (Mach)

=

0.71

%AoA

=

0.31 deg

% Throttle

=

68.77 percent

A=[0.328055 -0.000115229 -0.00381864-9.12847e-005
1.24698 -0.00689147
209.224

-0.118324

0.021157

-9.75864;...

-0.756374 -0.0558982;...

1 -3.15544e-030 -3.15544e-030 -1.80794e-027 ];

B-[0.116826

0.0163995;...

0.00296505

2.61198;...

1.07373 -0.114041;...
3.15544e-028 -3.15544e-028 ];
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% ******** FLSIM Linear Model ********
%

% Aircraft

: cmc_747_100

% Initial Conditions: Default
%

%

Trim Conditions

% Altitude

=

8000 meters

% Speed (TAS)

=

271 knots

% Speed (IAS)

=

180 knots

% Speed (Mach)

=

0.45

% AoA

=

4.64 deg

% Throttle

=

62.06 percent

A=[0.264046 0.000227709 -0.00345747 -0.000378859 ;.
11.333 -0.0047308

0.0610227

-9.80448;...

136.382

-0.579413

-0.76474;...

1

-0.112382
0

0

B=[0.245974
0.197129
2.27093
0

0.0158361 ;...
2.52225;...

-0.110124;...
0];

0];
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% ******** FLSIM Linear Model ********
%

% Aircraft

: cmc_747_ 100

% Initial Conditions: Defauh
%

%

Trim Conditions

% Altitude

=

8000 meters

% Speed (TAS)

=

314 knots

% Speed (IAS)

=

210 knots

% Speed (Mach)

=

0.52

% AoA

=

2.43 deg

% Throttle

=

62.09 percent

A=[0.302691 7.73412e-005 -0.00377749-0.000479986;.
6.87429 -0.00603746
158.685
1

-0.124237
0

0.0461256

0

-0.684872

0

B=[0.0823484

0.761076

0.0614738

0.0159314;...
2.53743 ;...

-0.110787;...

0];

0];

-9.83554 ;...
-0.397339;...
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% ******** FLSIM Linear Model ********
%

% Aircraft

: cmc_747_l 00

% Initial Conditions: Defauh
%

%

Trim Conditions

% Altitude

=

8000 meters

% Speed (TAS)

=

371 knots

% Speed (IAS)

=

250 knots

% Speed (Mach)

=

0.62

% AoA

=

0.54 deg

% Throttle

=

64.88 percent

A=[0.354166 -7.86528e-005 -0.00439394 -0.000290875
1.92233 -0.00722518
187.591

-0.125582

0.0270799

-9.79903 ;...

-0.841302 -0.0918029;...

1 6.31089e-030 6.31089e-030 3.61587e-027 ];

B-[0.11481

0.0176367;...

0.0164363

2.80904;...

1.06225

-0.122645;...

6.31089e-028 6.31089e-028];
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% ******** FLSIM Linear Model ********
%

% Aircraft

: cmc_747_ 100

% Initial Conditions: Default
%

%

Xrim Conditions

% Altitude

=

6000 meters

% Speed (TAS)

=

243 knots

% Speed (IAS)

=

180 knots

% Speed (Mach)

=

0.39

% AoA

=

4.72 deg

% Throttle

=

55.32 percent

A=[0.294493 0.000273994 -0.00395644 0.000185063 ;.
10.3285 -0.00588535
121.921

-0.123078

0.0722661
-0.652621

-9.72033 ;...
-0.781592;...

1 2.77094e-030 2.77094e-030 1.58763e-027 ];

B=[0.246452
0.193099
2.28811

0.0165399;...
2.63435;...

-0.115018;...

2.77094e-028 2.77094e-028 ];
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% ******** FLSIM Linear Model ********
%

% Aircraft

: cmc_747_100

% Initial Conditions: Default
%

%

Trim Conditions

% Altitude

=

6000 meters

% Speed (TAS)

=

308 knots

% Speed (IAS)

=

230 knots

% Speed (Mach)

=

0.50

%AoA

=

1.56 deg

% Throttle

=

58.43 percent

A=[0.364192 4.97073e-005 -0.00480233 2.62753e-005 ;.
4.38375 -0.00828477
155.411
1

-0.133566
0

0.0308598

0

-0.847254

0

B=[0.0981075

0.908744

0.0536837

0.0179827;...
2.86414;...

-0.125051 ;...
0];

0];

-9.76102;...
-0.258172;...
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% ******** FLSIM Linear Model ********
%

% Aircraft

: cmc_747_ 100

% Initial Conditions: Default
%

%

Trim Conditions

% Altitude

=

6000 meters

% Speed (TAS)

=

360 knots

% Speed (IAS)

=

270 knots

% Speed (Mach)

=

0.59

%AoA

=

0.10 deg

% Throttle

=

62.87 percent

A=[0.417206-0.000155131 -0.00509621 0.000161376
0.43087-0.00948142

0.0302727

181.549

-1.02552 -0.0244124;...

1

-0.133068
0

0

0];

B=[0.132409

0.0204092 ;...

0.00111692

3.25061;...

1.22238 -0.141925;...
0

0];

-9.72856;...
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% ******** FLSIM Linear Model ********
%

% Aircraft

: cmc_747_ 100

% Initial Conditions: Default
%

%

Trim Conditions

% Altitude

=

4000 meters

% Speed (TAS)

=

219 knots

% Speed (IAS)

=

180 knots

% Speed (Mach)

=

0.35

% AoA

=

4.80 deg

% Throttle

=

44.82 percent

A=[0.32522 0.000349073 -0.0044988 -0.00158794 ;.
9.50814 -0.00481491

0.0838567

109.348

-0.72979

-0.133333

-10.0083 ;...
-0.782902;...

1 1.24989e-030 1.24989e-030 7.16133e-028 ];

B=[0.245822 0.00798459 ;...
0.244217

1.27172;...

2.28492 -0.0555245 ;...
1.24989e-028 1.24989e-028 ];
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% ******** FLSIM Linear Model ********
%

% Aircraft

: cmc_747_100

% Initial Conditions: Default
%

%

Trim Conditions

% Altitude

=

4000 meters

% Speed (TAS)

=

279 knots

% Speed (IAS)

=

230 knots

% Speed (Mach)

=

0.44

%AoA

=

1.66 deg

% Throttle

=

53.16 percent

A=[0.401353 1.82585e-005 -0.00536301 0.000222057;.
4.22357 -0.0101635

0.0586916

139.873

-0.951125 -0.275521;...

-0.133178

-9.73642;...

1 1.26218e-029 1.26218e-029 7.23174e-027 ];

B=[0.0979098

0.0195231 ;...

0.028323

3.10948;...

0.907948

-0.135763 ;...

1.26218e-027 1.26218e-027];
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% ******** FLSIM Linear Model ********
%

% Aircraft

: cmc_747_100

% Initial Conditions: Defauh
%

%

Trim Conditions

% Altitude

=

4000 meters

% Speed (TAS)

=

326 knots

% Speed (IAS)

=

270 knots

% Speed (Mach)

-

0.52

%AoA

=

0.31 deg

% Throttle

=

58.29 percent

A=[0.458882-0.000102798 -0.00575003 0.000263279;.
1.0222 -0.0113674

0.0352458

163.85

-1.12487 -0.0580706;...

-0.141274

-9.7212;...

1 -1.57772e-030 -1.57772e-030 -9.03968e-028 ];

B=[0.132073

0.0211612;...

0.00559691

3.37038;...

1.22144

-0.147154;...

1.57772e-028 -1.57772e-028 ];
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% ******** FLSIM Linear Model ********
%

% Aircraft

: cmc_747_100

% Initial Conditions: Default
%

%

Trim Conditions -

% Altitude

=

2000 meters

% Speed (TAS)

=

198 knots

% Speed (IAS)

=

180 knots

% Speed (Mach)

=

0.31

%AoA

=

4.87 deg

% Throttle

=

33.51 percent

A=[0.358272 0.000410093 -0.00504353 -0.00144686
8.72355 -0.00566165
98.3566

-0.144644

0.0968154
-0.811139

-9.99162;...
-0.795994;...

1 1.2549e-029 1.2549e-029 7.19003e-027 ];

B=[0.247818
0.243758

0.0103835;...
1.6538;...

2.29459 -0.0722065;...
1.2549e-027 1.2549e-027 ];
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% ******** FLSIM Linear Model ********
%

% Aircraft

: cmc_747_l 00

% Initial Conditions: Defauh
%

%

Trim Conditions

% Altitude

=

2000 meters

% Speed (TAS)

=

253 knots

% Speed (IAS)

=

230 knots

% Speed (Mach)

=

0.39

%AoA

=

1.76 deg

% Throttle

=

34.42 percent

A=[0.440865 7.92893e-005 -0.00592773 -0.00159275
4.07399-0.00829118

0.0643293

126.146

-1.05764

-0.138447

-10.0323;...
-0.279605;...

1 -6.31089e-030 -6.31089e-030 -3.61587e-027 ];

B=[0.0983806
0.0780419
0.917444

0.0101515;...
1.61685;...

-0.070593 ;...

6.31089e-028 -6.31089e-028 ];
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% ******** FLSIM Linear Model ********
%

% Aircraft

: cmc_747_ 100

% Initial Conditions: Default
%

%

Trim Conditions

% Altitude

=

2000 meters

% Speed (TAS)

=

296 knots

% Speed (IAS)

=

270 knots

% Speed (Mach)

=

0.46

% AoA

=

0.43 deg

% Throttle

=

53.48 percent

A=[-0.503764 -0.00013255 -0.00647753 0.000244543 ;.
1.2615 -0.0131092

0.0417751

148.12

-1.25392 -0.0768179;...

-0.135112

-9.73185;...

1 -1.57772e-030 -1.57772e-030 -9.03968e-028 ];

B=[0.133259

0.023797;...

0.00948723

3.7902;...

1.2351 -0.165483;...
1.57772e-028 -1.57772e-028 ];

ANNEX II
SOFTWARE/SYSTEM VALIDATIO N & TEST PROCEDURE S

2.1 Introductio

n

This document will define the software and system validation procedure for the thmst control
system, which is part of the Dynamic Test Bed (DTB) for the Flight Management System
(FMS).
2.2 Scop

e

The validation of the TC model shall be preformed using the procedures outlined in this
document.
2.3 Referenc

e Document s

The following is the list of reference documents.

[Dl] Dynamic Test Bed Training Project Course Notes
[D2] FLSIM version 9.1 Reference Guide
[D3] Autothrottle Literature Review
[D4] FLSIM version 9.1
[D5] CMA-900 FMS Part Task Trainer v. Engineering, Part Number: 169-614378-014
[D6.1] CMC GUI (AFCS_CCG and COCKPIT_CCG), P/N: 169-615002-001
[D6.2] ETS TC GUI.
[D7] Software Operational Requirements Document for the Thmst Control System Revisionl
[D8] Software Design Document for the Thmst Control System Revision 3
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2.4 Tes

t Preparatio n

2.4.1 Equipmen

t Lis t

[TEl] 1 PC with 2 Monitors named DTBl
[TE2] Diskette - Microsoft Windows XP Service Pack 2
[TE3] Diskette - FLSIM 9.1 software
[TE4] Diskette -CMA-900 FMS Part Task Trainer Modifications v. Engineering, Part
Number: 169-614378-014
[TE5] Diskette - DTB simulation extension dll software
[TE6] Diskette - ets_um_tc.dll, dtb_global.h and tc_user_interface.exe
[TE7] Diskette - Snapshot/Restore Files
2.4.2 Syste

m Setu p

Software Installation and Configuration
Install Item 2 to Item 7 from the equipment list into Item 1, and set-up all required system
parameters to be able to mn the FLSIM [D4] and the PTT [D5] properly. The system
configurations are listed in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1
System Variables
System Variable s

Value

FLSIM_BASE_FEATURE

200

FLSIM_DIR

C:\eti\flsim91

LM_LICENSE_FILE

@diamonds.ele.etsmtl.ca

PTT_DIR

C:\ptt

DTBDIR

C:\DTB
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2.4.3 Use

r Model Installatio n

Install the user model to be tested. Copy the files ets_um_tc.dll [TE6] into folder:
C:\DTB\working_simulation_extension\CMC_flsim9_dll.
2.4.4 DT

B Global Header File Installation

Install the header file used to specify all message handling and data stmcture used for the
ETS TC GUI [D6.2] to communicate with the FLSIM [D4] environment. Copy the file
dtb_global.h [TE6] into the folder:
C:\DTB\working_simulation_extension\CorTmion.
2.4.5 ET

S Temporary GUI Installatio n

Install the temporary GUI [D6.2] to be used to aid in testing of the Thrust Controller model.
Copy the file tc_user_interface.exe [TE6] into the folder: C:\eti\Flsim91\bin.
2.4.6 Snapsho

t / Restore File Installation

Install the files required to recapture the testing conditions being preformed. Copy the
contents of [TE7] into the folder: C:\eti\Flsim91\data\rap.
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2.5 Softwar

e Initialisatio n

2.5.1 Initializatio

n o f PTT

This section will initialize and validate the PTT [D5] software. This will help choose a flight
plan and engage the autopilot vertical navigation for use with FMS Guidance mode tests.
Setup:
Edit the C:\ptt\code\ptt\lib\setup_flsim9.bat file as following:

@echo off
SET FLSIM_MMI_RECV_PORT=8000
SET FLSIM_SIM_RECV_PORT=8001
SET FLSIM_SCENE_RECV_PORT=8002
SET FLSIM_RE_RECV_PORT=8003
SET FLSIM_EXPORT_KEY=0x3010
SET FLSIM_SIM_MACHINE_ADDRESS=
SETCMC_FLSIM_SIM_ADDRESS=127.0.0.1
SET CMC_PTT_ADDRESS=127.0.0.1
fmsptt.exe pttconfig-DTBsoft.xml
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Configuration:
Configure the PTT as presented in table 2.2:

Table 2.2
PTT configuration steps
Step#

Actions

Expected Result(s)

1

Execute

PTT program will start, message box

c :\ptt\code\ptt\l ib\setup_fls im9. bat. "Library Load" will be displayed.
2

On the MCDU MENU 1/2 page,

Enter the FMSl 1/1 IDENT page.

select FMS 1 <REQUESTrNG>
3

On the FMSl IDENT 1/1 page,

Messages in yellow cleared

clear messages if any present in
message area by selecting CLR
from the keypad
4

5

On the FMSl IDENT 1/1 page,

Enter the FMSl INlT/REF FNDEX 1/2

select from keypad INIT/REF.

page.

On the FMSl INIT/REF INDEX

Enter the FMSl POS INIT 1/2 page.

1/2 page, select POS INIT.
6

On the POS INIT 1/2 page, type

The REF AIRPORT is now CYUL.

"CYUL" in the message area
using the Keypad, then select REF
AIRPORT.
7

On the POS INIT 1/2 page, select

Enter the FMSl ROUTE 1/1 page.

ROUTE
8

On the ROUTE 1/1 page, type

The DEST airport is now CYQB while

"CYQB" in the message area

the ORIGIN airport is CYUL

using the Keypad, then select
DEST.
9

On the RTE 1/1 page, select
EXEC from the Keypad.

Enter the FMSl ROUTE 1/1 page.

Check Box
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Table 2.3
PTT configuration steps (continued)
Step#

Actions

Expected Result(s)

10

Select from keypad DEP/ARR

Enter the FMSl DEP/ARR INDEX 1/1

Check Box

page.
11

12

13

14

15

On the CYQB ARRIVALS page,

The term <SEL> is mentioned next to

select APPROACHES ILS06

APPROACHES ILS06

On the CYQB ARRIVALS page,

The term <ACT> is mentioned next to

select EXEC from the Keypad.

APPROACHES ILS06

On the CYQB ARRIVALS page,

The term <SEL> is mentioned next to

select TRANS YQB

TRANS YQB

On the CYQB ARRIVALS page,

The term <ACT> is mentioned next to

select EXEC from the Keypad

TRANS YQB

Select from keypad DEP/ARR

Enter the FMSl DEP/ARR INDEX 1/1
page.

16

On the FMSl DEP/ARR INDEX

Enter the CYUL DEPARTURES page.

1/1 page, select DEP.
17

18

On the CYUL DEPARTURES

The term <SEL> is mentioned next to

page, select RUNWAY 10

RUNWAY 10

On the CYUL DEPARTURES

The term <ACT> is mentioned next to

page,

RUNWAY 10

select

EXEC

from

the

Keypad.
19

20

Select PROG from the Keypad to

Enter the FMSl ACT PROGRESS 1/4

monitor progress

page.

On the PTT lef^ side, select "HDG

the green "HDG SEL" button turns into

SEL" button

a yellow "AUTO

ON" button to

indicate LNAV is ON
21

On the PTT left side, select "ALT

the green "ALT SEL" button turns into

SEL" button

a yellow "VS SEL" button to indicate
VNAV is ON
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2.5.2 Initialisatio

n o f FLSIM

The FLSIM [D4] is the main software program used in this test. The user models that were
created will be added to the FLSIM [D4] as an extension. The fianctional requirements of the
TC model are to be tested under the FLSIM [D4] platform. This section will initialize and
validate the FLSIM [D4] software. It will also initialise the plots to be used during tests
procedures. NOTE: The following set-up is that used at ETS.
Setup:
Edit the C:\eti\flsim9\setup_flsim9.bat file as following:

@echo off
SET FLSIM_DIR=C:\eti\Flsim91
SET XENVIRONMENT=C :\eti\flsim91 \X_Flsim_Resources
SET FLSIM_MMI_RECV_PORT=8000
SET FLSIM_SIM_RECV_PORT=8001
SET FLSIM_SCENE_RECV_PORT=8002
SET FLSIM_RE_RECV_PORT=8003
SET FLSIM_EXPORT_KEY=0x3010
SETFLSIM_ATLAS_COLOR_FILE=C:\eti\flsim91\data\Atlas_Colors_NEW
SET FLSIM_SIM_MACHINE_ADDRESS=
SETFLSIM_SHARED_LIB_DIR=c:\dtb\working_simulation_extension\CMC_flsim9_dll
SET FLSIM_BASE_FEATURE=200
SET CMC_PTT_ADDRESS=127.0.0.1
SET CMC_FLSIM_SIM_ADDRESS= 127.0.0.1
cdbin
start flsimde.exe -g CMC_747_100 -s FlsimSceneUser.exe
start cmd.exe /K flsimsim.exe
pause
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start AFCS_CCG.exe -geometry 512x300+0+0 -norefresh -WinGdi
pause
start cockpit_ccg.exe -geometry 512x300+513+0 -norefresh -WinGdi
pause
start tc_user_interface.exe
Configuration:
Configure FLSIM as presented in Table 2.3:
Table 2.3
FLSIM configuration steps
Step#

Actions

Expected Result(s)

1

Execute

The FLSIM [D4] program will launch

c:\eti\flsim91\setup_flsim9.bat

including FlsimDE, flsimsim, the 2
VAPS user control panels [D6.1] and
the TC User Interface [D6.2]

2

Select the window labeled

The three user panels will now be

setup_flsim9.bat, press the space

activated:

bar three times.

On the left, afcsccg panel [D6.1],
On the right, cockpitccg panel [D6.1 ],
In the middle, the TC User Interface
panel [6.2].

3

On the FlsimDE menu, Aircraft ~

The user model will be loaded into the

- Identification, replace the

FLSIM [D4].

default Autothrottle model with
the user model: ETSTC
On the FlsimDE menu, Aircraft —

The Aircraft profileloaded into the

- Identification, select SAVE and

FLSIM is now ETS_747_100

save Aircraft Profile as
ETS_747_100
4

On the Identification menu, select

Identification menu window will be

Close.

closed.

Check Box
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Table 2.3
FLSIM configuration steps (continued)
Step#

Actions

Expected Result(s)

5

On the FlsimDe menu, select

Plots menu window will be displayed.

Utilities — Plots.
6

7

8

On the Plots menu, select Enable

Plots are now activated in the FLSIM

Plots.

[D4].

On the Plots Menu - Tab 0, Select

The Parameter Selection menu will be

Variables.

displayed.

On the Parameter Selection menu,

"EPR" will be displayed in the Select

choose Tab Engl, select variable

Variable window.

" E P R l " (Engine Pressure Ratio).
9

10

11

On the Plots Menu - Tab 0, enter

"EPR" will be displayed in the Axis

Axis Name as "EPR".

Name window.

On the Plots Menu - Tab 0, enter

"3" will be displayed in the Maximum

Maximum as "3".

window.

On the Plots menu - Tab 0, select

The "EPR" plot will be displayed.

Show Plot.
12

On the Plots Menu, select Tab 1.

The Tab 1 window will be displayed.

13

On the Plots Menu - Tab 1, Select

The Parameter Selection menu will be

Variables.

displayed.

On the Parameter Selection menu,

"IAS" will be displayed in the Select

choose Tab std, select variable

Variable window.

14

"Vi" (Indicated Airspeed).
15

16

17

18

On the Plots menu - Tab 1, select

"Speed" will be displayed in the Units

Unit as "Speed (Knots)".

window.

On the Plots Menu - Tab 1, enter

"IAS" will be displayed in the Axis

Axis Name as "IAS".

Name window.

On the Plots Menu - Tab 1, enter

"600" will be displayed in the

Maximum as "600".

Maximum window.

On the Plots menu - Tab 1, select

The "IAS" plot will be displayed.

Show Plot.

Check Box
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Table 2.3
FLSIM configuration steps (continued)
Step#

Actions

Expected Result(s)

19

On the Plots Menu, select Tab 2.

The Tab 2 window will be displayed.

20

On the Plots Menu - Tab 2, Select

The Parameter Selection menu will be

Variables.

displayed.

On the Parameter Selection menu,

"Mn" will be displayed in the Select

choose Tab std, select variable

Variable window.

21

"Mn"
22

23

24

On the Plots Menu - Tab 2, enter

"Mach" will be displayed in the Axis

Axis Name as "Mach".

Name window.

On the Plots Menu - Tab 2, enter

" 1.2" will be displayed in the

Maximum as "1.2".

Maximum window.

On the Plots menu - Tab 2, select

The "Mach" plot will be displayed.

Show Plot.
25

On the Plots Menu, select Tab 3.

The Tab 3 window will be displayed.

26

On the Plots Menu - Tab 3, Select

The Parameter Selection menu will be

Variables.

displayed.

On the Parameter Selection menu,

"h rad" will be displayed in the Select

choose Tab std, select variable "h

Variable window.

27

rad" (Radar Altitude).
28

29

30

31

32

On the Plots menu - Tab3, select

"Height" will be displayed in the Units

Unit as "Height (m)".

window.

On the Plots Menu - Tab 3, enter

"Radar ALT" will be displayed in the

Axis Name as "Radar ALT".

Axis Name window.

On the Plots Menu - Tab 3, enter

"12000" will be displayed in the

Maximum as "12000".

Maxunum window.

On the Plots menu - Tab 3, select

The "Radar ALT" plot will be

Show Plot.

displayed.

On the Plots Menu, select Tab 4.

The Tab 4 window will be displayed.

Check Box
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Table 2.3
FLSIM configuration steps (continued)
Step#

Actions

Expected Result(s)

33

On the Plots Menu - Tab 4, Select

The Parameter Selection menu will be

Variables.

displayed.

On the Parameter Selection menu,

"V_dot_x" will be displayed in the

choose Tab std, select variable

Select Variable window.

34

"V_dot_x".
35

36

On the Plots menu - Tab4, select

"Acceleration" will be displayed in the

Unit as "Acceleration (m/s2)".

Units window.

On the Plots Menu - Tab 4, enter

"Forward acceleration" will be

Axis Name as "Forward

displayed in the Axis Name window.

acceleration".
On the Plots Menu - Tab 4, enter

"10" will be displayed in the Maximum

Maximum as "10".

window.

On the Plots menu - Tab 4, select

The "Forward acceleration" plot will

Show Plot.

be displayed.

39

On the Plots Menu, select Tab 5.

The Tab 5 window will be displayed.

40

On the Plots Menu - Tab 5, Select

The Parameter Selection menu will be

Variables.

displayed.

On the Parameter Selection menu,

" V d o t z " will be displayed in the

choose Tab std, select variable

Select Variable window.

37

38

41

"V_dot_z".
42

43

44

45

46

On the Plots menu - Tab5, select

"Acceleration" will be displayed in the

Unit as "Acceleration (m/s2)".

Units window.

On the Plots Menu - Tab 5, enter

"Climb Rate" will be displayed in the

Axis Name as "Climb rate".

Axis Name window.

On the Plots Menu - Tab 5, enter

"10" will be displayed in the Maximum

Maximum as "10".

window.

On the Plots menu - Tab 5, select

The "Climb rate" plot will be

Show Plot.

displayed.

On the Plots Menu, select Tab 6.

The Tab 6 window will be displayed.

Check Box
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Table 2.3
FLSIM configuration steps (continued)
Step#

Actions

Expected Result(s)

47

On the Plots Menu - Tab 6, Select

The Parameter Selection menu will be

Variables.

displayed.

On the Parameter Selection menu,

"pilengthrO" will be displayed in the

choose Tab std, select variable

Select Variable window.

48

"pil_engjhr0".
49

50

51

On the Plots menu - Tab6, select

None will be displayed in the Units

Unit as None.

window.

On the Plots Menu - Tab 6, enter

"Throttle" will be displayed in the Axis

Axis Name as "Throttle".

Name window.

On the Plots menu - Tab 6, select

The "Throttle" plot will be displayed.

Show Plot.
52

On the Plots menu, select SAVE

The plots profile loaded into the

ans save plot profile under the file

FLSIM is now ETS_plots_profile

name ETS_plots_profile
53

On the FlsimDE menu, Aircraft -

The Aircraft profile loaded into the

- Identification, select SAVE and

FLSIM is now ETS_747_I00_plots

save new Aircraft Profile
including plots as
ETS_747_100j3lots

Check Box
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2.6 T

C model validation procedure s

TC Model Functionality Test Procedures
This section will verify that all the functionalities of the TC model have been met according
to the Software Requirements Document for the TC Model [D7].
The autothrottle has requirements that were set forth in the Software Requirements
Document for the TC Model [D7]. These requirements include EPR capture and EPR limits
protection, speed capture with speed and acceleration limits protection, as well as pitch
coupling.
In order to assure that the testing is preformed properly and all requirements are met,
different test sections will be set up.
2.6.1 Thrus

t Idle

This test case will perform requirement check of the Thmst idle Mode's ability to decrease
thmst until idle position is attained.

Configure FLSIM as presented in Table 2.4:
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Table 2.4
Thmst Idle test simulation startup steps
Step#

Actions

1

On

2

the

Expected Results
FlsimDe

menu,

Confrol

Record and Playback menu will

Execution, click RAP tab.

be displayed.

On RAP tab, select Playback, click on

The simulation is set to resume

Filename, choose file 'Thrustidle',

flight at altitude of 30000 feet and

click on Snapshot/Restore, click on

speed of 400 Knots

Start Time and enter 00:09:30.

3

4

5

On

the

FlsimDe

menu,

Control

The Plot Duration window will be

Execution, click Plot Duration.

displayed.

On the Plot Duration window, enter

Plotting duration is set to 300

300.

seconds.

On

the

FlsimDe

menu,

Control

Execution, click Run.

The simulation starts and A/C is
flying at altitude of 30000 feet
and speed of 400 Knots

6

Press escape.

7

On

the

FlsimDe

Exit simulation to FlsimDe.
menu,

Control

Execution, click Resume no RAP.

The simulation starts and A/C is
now held at altitude of 30000 feet
and speed of 400 Knots

Run test procedures presented in Table 2.5:

Check Box
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Table 2.5
Thrust Idle test procedures
Check Box

Step#

Actions

Expected Result(s)

1

In the Maximum allowed EPR box of

On the ETS Temporary GUI

the ETS TC Temporary GUI [D6.2],

[D6.2]

enter an EPR of 1.8. In the Minimum

following message is announced:

allowed EPR box, enter a value of 1.1.

"New EPR limits set"

message

section,

the

Click on Activate.
2

On the ETS TC Temporary GUI

On the ETS Temporary GUI

[D6.2], check Thrust idle. Click on

[D6.2]

Activate.

following message is announced:

Select and activate ATS mode on CMC

"Thrust idle Mode Armed".

message

section,

the

Temporary GUI [D6.1].
3

Observe

A/C

thrust

and

altitude

Throttles slowly decrease till they

variation on OTW (Out-The-Window)

reach

required

idle

position.

scene and display.

Observe A/C descent and altitude
variation on the OTW display.

4

Select Plot 6, "Throttle".

The

Capture

Trajectory

is

displayed. A/C throttles position
will

eventually

reach

and

maintain the reference idle value
of 5% (pilot selected idle of 0)
Select Clear on ETS TC temporary

All messages will be cleared for

GUI [D6.2].

ETS TC temporary GUI [D6.2].

6

Press the escape key on the keyboard.

Simulation will be terminated.

7

On the Plots menu, select Clear All.

All plots will be cleared.

5
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2.6.2 EP

R Arm and Reference Limit Protectio n

This test case will perform requirement check of the EPR Arm Mode's ability to respect the
EPR limits for EPR reference inputs and the functioning of EPR Arm mode logic.

Configure FLSIM as presented in Table 2.6:

Table 2.6
EPR Arm and Reference Limit test simulation startup steps
Step#

Actions

1

On

2

the

Expected Results
FlsimDe

menu.

Control

Record and Playback menu will

Execution, click RAP tab.

be displayed.

On RAP tab, select Playback, click on

The simulation is set to resume

Filename, choose file 'eprarm', click

flight at altitude of 30000 feet and

on Snapshot/Restore, click on

speed of 400 knots.

Start Time and enter 00:09:30.
3

4

5

On

the

FlsimDe

menu,

Control

The Plot Duration window will be

Execution, click Plot Duration.

displayed.

On the Plot Duration window, enter

Plotting duration is set to 300

300.

seconds.

On

the

FlsimDe

menu,

Control

Execution, click Run.

The simulation starts and A/C is
flying at altitude of 30000 feet
and speed of 400 knots.

6

Press escape.

7

On

the

FlsimDe

Exit simulation to FlsimDe.
menu,

Control

Execution, click Resume no RAP.

The simulation starts and A/C is
now held at altitude of 30000 feet
and speed of 400 knots.

Run test procedures presented in Table 2.7:

Check Box
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Table 2.7
EPR Arm and Reference Limit test procedures
Check Box

Step#

Actions

Expected Result(s)

1

In the Maximum allowed EPR box of

On the ETS Temporary GUI

the ETS TC Temporary GUI [D6.2],

[D6.2]

enter an EPR of 1.8. In the Minimum

following message is announced:

allowed EPR box, enter a value of 1.1.

"New EPR limits set"

On the ETS TC Temporary GUI

On the ETS Temporary GUI

[D6.2], check EPR control and enter an

[D6.2]

EPR Reference value of 3. Click on

following message is announced:

Activate.

"Selected

2

message

message

EPR

section,

section,

not

the

the

within

acceptable limits, EPR Reference
value

adjusted

to

maximum

EPR".
3

On the ETS TC Temporary GUI

On the ETS Temporary GUI

[D6.2], keep EPR control checked and

[D6.2]

enter an EPR Reference value of 0.5.

following message is announced:

Click on Activate.

"Selected

message

EPR

section,

not

the

within

acceptable limits, EPR Reference
value adjusted to minimum EPR".
4

On the ETS TC Temporary GUI

On the ETS Temporary GUI

[D6.2], check EPR control and enter an

[D6.2]

EPR Reference value of 1.6. Click on

following message is announced:

Activate.

"EPR Capture Mode Amied".

Select and activate ATS mode on CMC

ATS button light turns on.

message

section,

the

Temporary GUI [D6.1].
Select Clear on ETS TC temporary

All messages will be cleared for

GUI [D6.2].

ETS TC temporary GUI [D6.2].

6

Press the escape key on the keyboard.

Simulation will be terminated.

7

On the Plots menu, select Clear All.

All plots will be cleared.

5
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2.6.3 EP

R Capture Flight Level Change Clim b

This test case will perform requirement check of the EPR Capture Mode's ability to increase
thrust and capture a desired predefined climb EPR. The increase of thmst will cause climb
and level change and will be done at constant speed using IAS pitch control to maintain
speed at desired level.

Configure FLSIM as presented in Table 2.8:

Table 2.8
EPR Climb capture test simulation startup steps
Step#

Actions

1

On

2

the

Expected Results
FlsimDe

menu.

Control

Record and Playback menu will

Execution, click RAP tab.

be displayed.

On RAP tab, select Playback, click on

The simulation is set to resume

Filename, choose file 'eprclimb'.

flight at altiUide of 20000 feet and

click on Snapshot/Restore, click on

speed of 300 knots.

Start Time and enter 00:05:30.
3

4

5

On

the

FlsimDe

menu,

Control

The Plot Duration window will be

Execution, click Plot Duration.

displayed.

On the Plot Duration window, enter

Plotting duration is set to 300

300.

seconds.

On

the

FlsimDe

menu,

Confrol

The simulation starts and A/C is
flying at altitude of 20000 feet

Execution, click Run.

and speed of 300 knots.
6

Press escape.

7

On

the

FlsimDe

Exit simulation to FlsimDe.
menu,

Confrol

Execution, click Resume no RAP.

The simulation starts and A/C is
now held at altitude of 20000 feet
and speed of 300 knots.

Check Box
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Run test procedures presented in Table 2.9:

Table 2.9
EPR Climb capture test procedures
Step#

Actions

Expected Resuh(s)

1

In the Maximum allowed EPR box of

On the ETS Temporary GUI

the ETS TC Temporary GUI [D6.2],

[D6.2]

enter an EPR of 1.8. In the Minimum

following message is announced:

allowed EPR box, enter a value of 1.

"New EPR limits accepted".

message

Check Box

section,

the

Click on Activate.
2

Select an Altitude Reference of 25000

On

feet in the input box of ALT on

Temporary GUI [D6.1], "25000"

afcsccg panel of CMC Temporary

is displayed in ALT window.

afcsccg

panel

of

CMC

GUI [D6.1] which corresponds to 180
m/s
3

Select a Speed Reference of 350 knots

On

in the input box of Speed on afcs_ccg

Temporary GUI [D6.1], "350" is

panel of CMC Temporary GUI [D6.1]

displayed in Speed window.

afcs_ccg

panel

of

CMC

which corresponds to 180 m/s
4

Activate IAS MODE on afcsccg panel

IAS button light turns on.

of CMC Temporary GUI [D6.1] by
clicking on the IAS button.
5

Select plot 1, "IAS" Plot.

A/C IAS Speed reaches

and

maintains reference value of 180
m/s
6

Select and activate ATS mode on CMC

ATS button light turns on.

Temporary GUI [D6.1].
7

Observe

A/C

variation

on

climb
the

and

OTW

window) scene and display.

altitude
(out

the

Throttles

slowly

increase.

Observe A/C climb and altitude
variation. Speed does not vary.
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Table 2.9
EPR Climb capture test procedures (continued)
8

Select Plot 0, "EPR" Plot.

The

Capture

Trajectory

is

displayed. A/C EPR will reach
and maintain the reference preset
Climb EPR value of 1.7 without
ever overshooting 0.1.

9

Select Clear on ETS TC temporary

All messages will be cleared for

GUI [D6,2].

ETS TC temporary GUI [D6.2].

10

Press the escape key on the keyboard.

Simulation will be terminated.

11

On the Plots menu, select Clear All.

All plots will be cleared.

2.6.4 EP

R Capture Flight Level Change Descen t

This test case will perform requirement check of the EPR Capture Mode's ability to decrease
thmst and capture a desired predefined descent EPR. The decrease of thmst will cause climb
and level change and will be done at constant speed.

Configure FLSIM as presented in Table 2.10:
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Table 2.10
EPR Descent capture test simulation startup steps
Step#

Actions

1

On

2

the

Expected Results
FlsimDe

menu,

Control

Record and Playback menu will

Execution, click RAP tab.

be displayed.

On RAP tab, select Playback, click on

The simulation is set to resume

Filename, choose file 'eprdescent',

flight at altitude of 30000 feet and

click on Snapshot/Restore, click on

speed of 350 knots.

Start Time and enter 00:07:30.

3

4

5

On

the

FlsimDe

menu,

Control

The Plot Duration window will be

Execution, click Plot Duration.

displayed.

On the Plot Duration window, enter

Plotting duration is set to 300

300.

seconds.

On

the

FlsimDe

menu.

Control

The simulation starts and A/C is
flying at altitude of 30000 feet

Execution, click Run.

and speed of 350 knots.
6

Press escape.

7

On

the

FlsimDe

Exit simulation to FlsimDe.
menu,

Confrol

Execution, click Resume no RAP.

The simulation starts and A/C is
now held at altitude of 30000 feet
and speed of 350 knots.

Run test procedures presented in Table 2.11:

Check Box
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Table 2.11
EPR Descent capture test procedures
Step#

Actions

Expected Result(s)

1

In the Maximum allowed EPR box of

On the ETS Temporary GUI

the ETS TC Temporary GUI [D6.2],

[D6.2]

enter an EPR of 1.8. In the Minimum

following message is announced:

allowed EPR box, enter a value of 1.

"New EPR limits set"

message

Check Box

section,

the

Click on Activate.
2

Select an Altitude Reference of 25000

On

afcs_ccg

panel

of

CMC

feet in the input box of ALT on

Temporary GUI [D6.1], "25000"

afcsccg panel of CMC Temporary

is displayed in ALT window.

GUI [D6.I] which corresponds to 180
m/s
3

Select a Speed Reference of 350 knots

On

afcs_ccg

panel

of

CMC

in the input box of Speed on afcs_ccg

Temporary GUI [D6.1], "350" is

panel of CMC Temporary GUI [D6.1]

displayed in Speed window.

which corresponds to 180 m/s
4

Activate IAS MODE on afcsccg panel

IAS button light turns on.

of CMC Temporary GUI [D6.1] by
clicking on the IAS button.
5

A/C IAS Speed reaches

Select plot 1, "IAS" Plot.

and

maintains reference value of 180
m/s
6

Select and activate ATS mode on CMC

ATS button light turns on.

Temporary GUI [D6.1].
7

Observe A/C descent and altitude

Throttles

variation

Observe A/C descent and altitude

on

the

OTW

window) scene and display.

(out

the

slowly

decrease.

variation. Speed does not vary.
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Table 2.11
EPR Descent capture test procedures (continued)
8

Select plot 0, "EPR" Plot.

The

Capture

displayed.

A/C

Trajectory

is

EPR

will

eventually reach and maintain the
reference
value

of

preset
1.1

EPR
without

descent
ever

overshooting 0.1.
9

Select Clear on ETS TC temporary

All messages will be cleared for

GUI [D6.2].

ETS TC temporary GUI [D6.2].

10

Press the escape key on the keyboard.

Simulation will be terminated.

11

On the Plots menu, select Clear All.

All plots will be cleared.

2.6.5 EP

R Capture Speed Limits Protectio n

This test case will perform requirement check of the EPR Capture Mode's ability to respect
speed limits. Maximum speed will be chosen to correspond to a lower thmst level than the
EPR climb reference, and minimum speed will be chosen to correspond to a higher thmst
level than the EPR descent reference. The EPR capture loop would not be able to achieve the
reference EPR and the thmst limitation at corresponding speed limits will be observed.

Configure FLSIM as presented in Table 2.12:
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Table 2.12
EPR Capture Speed Limits test simulation startup steps
Step#

Actions

1

On

2

the

Expected Resuhs
FlsimDe

menu,

Control

Record and Playback menu will

Execution, click RAP tab.

be displayed.

On RAP tab, select Playback, click on

The simulation is set to resume

Filename,

flight at altitude of 20000 feet and

choose

'eprspeedjimits',

file

click

on

speed of 300 knots.

Snapshot/Restore, click on
Start Time and enter 00:05:30.

3

4

5

On

the

FlsimDe

menu.

Control

The Plot Duration window will be

Execution, click Plot Duration.

displayed.

On the Plot Duration window, enter

Plotting duration is set to 300

300.

seconds.

On

the

FlsimDe

menu.

Control

Execution, click Run.

The simulation starts and A/C is
flying at altitude of 20000 feet
and speed of 300 knots.

6

Press escape.

7

On

the

FlsimDe

Exit simulation to FlsimDe.
menu,

Control

Execution, click Resume no RAP.

The simulation starts and A/C is
now held at ahitude of 20000 feet
and speed of 300 knots.

Run test procedures presented in Table 2.13:

Check Box
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Table 2.13
EPR Capture Speed Limits test procedures
Step#

Actions

Expected Result(s)

1

In the Maximum allowed EPR box of

On the ETS Temporary GUI

the ETS TC Temporary GUI [D6.2],

[D6.2]

enter an EPR of 2. In the Minimum

following message is announced:

allowed EPR box, enter a value of 1.1.

"New EPR limits set"

Check Box

message

section,

the

Click on Activate.
2

3

4

5

In the Maximum allowed IAS box of

On the ETS Temporary GUI

the ETS TC Temporary GUI [D6.2],

[D6.2]

enter an IAS of 200 m/s. In the

following message is announced:

Minimum allowed IAS box, enter a

"VMO limit set -

value of I60m/s. Click on Activate.

operating speed set"

In the Maximum allowed Mach box of

On the ETS Temporary GUI

the ETS TC Temporary GUI [D6.2],

[D6.2]

enter a Mach number of 0.8. Click on

following message is announced:

Activate.

"MMO limit set"

On the ETS TC Temporary GUI

On the ETS Temporary GUI

[D6.2], check EPR control and enter an

[D6.2]

EPR Reference value of 1.8. Click on

following message is announced:

Activate.

"EPR Capture Mode Armed"

Select and activate ATS mode on CMC

ATS button light turns on.

message

section,

message

the

Minimum

section,

message

the

section,

the

Temporary GUI [D6.1].
6

7

Observe A/C altitude variation on the

Throttles

slowly

OTW (out the window) scene and

Observe A/C climb and altitude

display.

variation.

Select plot 0, "EPR" Plot.

The

Capture

increase.

Trajectory

is

displayed. A/C EPR tries to reach
reference
eventually
level,

value

of

saturates

1.8

but

at

lower

conesponding to

speed

limit as seen on speed plot.
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Table 2.13
EPR Capture Speed Limits test procedures (continued)
8

Select "IAS" Plot.

The

Capture

displayed.

Trajectory

A/C

is

IAS

will

eventually reach and maintain the
maximum value of 200m/s.
9

10

On the ETS TC Temporary GUI

On the ETS Temporary GUI

[D6.2], check EPR control and now

[D6.2]

enter an EPR Reference value of 1.1.

following message is announced:

Click on Activate.

"EPR Capture Mode Armed"

Select and activate ATS mode on CMC

ATS button light turns on.

message

section,

the

Temporary GUI [D6.1].
11

12

Observe A/C altitude variation on the

Throttles

slowly

OTW (ou t the window) scene and

Observe A/C descent and altitude

display.

variation.

Select plot 0, "EPR" Plot.

The

Capture

decrease.

Trajectory

is

displayed. A/C EPR fries to reach
reference
eventually

value

of

1.1

but

saturates

at

lower

level, corresponding

to

speed

limit.
13

Select "IAS" Plot.

The

Capture

displayed.

A/C

Trajectory
IAS

is
will

eventually reach and maintain the
minimum value of 150 m/s.
Select Clear on ETS TC temporary

All messages will be cleared for

GUI [D6.2].

ETS TC temporary GUI [D6.2].

15

Press the escape key on the keyboard.

Simulation will be terminated.

16

On the Plots menu, select Clear All.

All plots will be cleared.

14
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2.6.6 Low

Altitude Speed Limit Protection

This test case will perform requirement check of the FAA restriction that the speed does not
exceed 250 knots at 10 000 ft or below. The speed will not be able to reach a 300 knots
reference and speed saturation at 250 knots will be observed.
Configure FLSIM as presented in Table 2.14:

Table 2.14
Low Altitude Speed Limit test simulation startup steps
Step#

Actions

1

On

2

the

Expected Resuhs
FlsimDe

menu,

Control

Record and Playback menu will

Execution, click RAP tab.

be displayed.

On RAP tab, select Playback, click on

The simulation is set to resume

Filename,

flight at altitude of 8000 feet and

choose

'epr_speed_limits',

file

click

on

speed of 200 knots.

Snapshot/Restore, click on
Start Time and enter 00:02:30.

3

4

5

On

the

FlsimDe

menu,

Confrol

The Plot Duration window will be

Execution, click Plot Duration.

displayed.

On the Plot Duration window, enter

Plotting duration is set to 300

300.

seconds.

On

the

FlsimDe

menu.

Control

The simulation starts and A/C is
flying at altitude of 8000 feet and

Execution, click Run.

speed of 200 knots.
6

Press escape.

7

On

the

FlsimDe

Exit simulation to FlsimDe.
menu,

Confrol

Execution, click Resume no RAP.

The simulation starts and A/C is
now held at ahitude of 8000 feet
and speed of 200 knots.

Run test procedures presented in Table 2.15:

Check Box
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Table 2.15
Low Altitude Speed Limit test procedures
Step#

Actions

Expected Result(s)

I

In the Maximum allowed EPR box of

On the ETS Temporary GUI

the ETS TC Temporary GUI [D6.2],

[D6.2]

enter an EPR of 2. In the Minimum

following message is announced:

allowed EPR box, enter a value of 1.1.

"New EPR limits set"

message

Check Box

section,

the

Click on Activate.
2

3

4

5

In the Maximum allowed IAS box of

On the ETS Temporary GUI

the ETS TC Temporary GUI [D6.2],

[D6.2]

enter an IAS of 200 m/s. In the

following message is announced:

Minimum allowed IAS box, enter a

"VMO limit set -

value of lOOm/s. Click on Activate.

operating speed set"

In the Maximum allowed Mach box of

On the ETS Temporary GUI

the ETS TC Temporary GUI [D6.2],

[D6.2]

enter a Mach number of 0.8. Click on

following message is announced:

Activate.

"MMO limit set"

Select

an

IAS

of

300

knots,

message

section,

message

the

Minimum

section,

the

On the ETS Temporary GUI

corresponding to a speed of-150 m/s,

[D6.2]

in the input box of IAS on afcsccg

following message is announced:

panel of CMC Temporary GUI [D6.1].

"Speed Capture mode armed"

Activate ATS MODE on

On

afcsccg

message

afcsccg

section,

panel

of

the

CMC

panel of CMC Temporary GUI [D6.1]

Temporary GUI [D6.1], 300 is

by clicking on the ATS button on the

displayed in IAS window. The

mode selection panel.

ATS mode button's light is on.

Observe A/C speed increasing on the

A/C increases speed.

OTW (out the window) scene and
display
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Table 2.15
Low Altitude Speed Limit test procedures (continued)
6

Select "IAS" Plot.

The

Capture

Trajectory

is

displayed. A/C IAS increases and
tries to reach the reference value
of 150 m/sec without success,
saturating at maximum value of
129 m/sec (250 knots).
On the ETS Temporary GUI
message section the following
message is announced: "Speed
tracking error greater then 10
knots"
Select Clear on ETS TC temporary

All messages will be cleared for

GUI [D6.2].

ETS TC temporary GUI [D6.2].

8

Press the escape key on the keyboard.

Simulation will be terminated.

9

On the Plots menu, select Clear All.

All plots will be cleared.

7

2.6.7 Spee

d Arm and Reference Limit Protection

This test case will perform requirement check of the Speed Arm Mode's ability to respect the
Speed limits for Speed reference inputs (Mach and IAS) and the functioning of Speed Arm
mode logic.

Configure FLSIM as presented in Table 2.16:
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Table 2.16
Speed Arm and Reference Limit test simulation startup steps
Step#

Actions

1

On

2

the

Expected Results
FlsimDe

menu.

Control

Record and Playback menu will

Execution, click RAP tab.

be displayed.

On RAP tab, select Playback, click on

The simulation is set to resume

Filename, choose file 'speedarm',

flight at altitude of 30000 feet and

click on SnapshofRestore, click on

speed of 350 knots.

Start Time and enter 00:07:30.
3

4

5

On

the

FlsimDe

menu.

Control

The Plot Duration window will be

Execution, click Plot Duration.

displayed.

On the Plot Duration window, enter

Plotting duration is set to 300

300.

seconds.

On

the

FlsimDe

menu.

Control

Execution, click Run.

The simulation starts and A/C is
flying at altitude of 30000 feet
and speed of 350 knots.

6

Press escape.

7

On

the

FlsimDe

Exit simulation to FlsimDe.
menu,

Confrol

Execution, click Resume no RAP.

The simulation starts and A/C is
now held at ahitude of 30000 feet
and speed of 350 knots.

Run test procedures presented in Table 2.17:

Check Box
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Table 2.17
Speed Arm and Reference Limit test procedures
Step#

Actions

Expected Result(s)

1

In the Maximum allowed IAS box of

On the ETS Temporary GUI

the ETS TC Temporary GUI [D6.2],

[D6.2]

enter an IAS of 250 m/s. In the

following message is aimounced:

Minimum allowed IAS box, enter a

"VMO limit set -

value of 120m/s. Click on Activate.

operating speed set"

In the Maximum allowed Mach box of

On the ETS Temporary GUI

the ETS TC Temporary GUI [D6.2]

[D6.2]

enter a Mach number of 0.9. Click on

following message is announced:

Activate.

"MMO limit set"

Select an IAS of 585 knots in the input

On the ETS Temporary GUI

box of IAS on afcs_ccg panel of CMC

[D6.2]

Temporary

following message is announced:

2

3

GUI

[D6.1]

which

corresponds to 300 m/s.
Activate ATS MODE on

message

message

message

"Selected

Speed

Check Box

section,

the

Minimum

section,

the

section,

not

the

within

afcsccg

acceptable

panel of CMC Temporary GUI [D6.1]

Reference

by clicking on the ATS button on the

maximum IAS". The reference

mode selection panel.

IAS is now 250 m/sec (486 knots)

limits,
value

speed

adjusted

to

The ATS mode button's light is
on.
4

Select an IAS of 195 knots in the input

On the ETS Temporary GUI

box of IAS on afcsccg panel of CMC

[D6.2]

Temporary GUI [D6.1].

following message is announced:

Activate ATS MODE on

afcsccg

message

"Selected

Speed

panel of CMC Temporary GUI [D6.1]

acceptable

by clicking on the ATS button on the

Reference

mode selection panel.

minimum IAS"

section,

not

limits,
value

the

within
speed

adjusted

to

The reference IAS is now 120
m/sec (233 knots)
The ATS mode button's light is
on
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Table 2.17
Speed Arm and Reference Limit test procedures (continued)
5

Select a Mach number of 3 in the input

On the ETS Temporary GUI

box of Mach Number on afcsccg

[D6.2]

panel of CMC Temporary GUI [D6.1].

following message is announced:

Activate ATS MODE on

"Selected

afcsccg

message

Speed

section,

not

panel of CMC Temporary GUI [D6.1]

acceptable

by clicking on the ATS button on the

Reference

mode selection panel.

maximum Mach number"

within

limits,
value

the

speed

adjusted

to

The reference Mach is now 0.9
The ATS mode button's light is
on
6

Select a Mach number of 0 in the input

On the ETS Temporary GUI

box of Mach Number on afcsccg

[D6.2]

panel of CMC Temporary GUI [D6.1].

following message is announced:

Activate ATS MODE on

"Selected

afcsccg

message

Speed

section,

not

panel of CMC Temporary GUI [D6.1]

acceptable

limits,

by clicking on the ATS button on the

Reference

mode selection panel.

minimum Mach number"

value

the

within
speed

adjusted

to

The reference Mach is now 0.2
The ATS mode button's light is
on

Select Clear on ETS TC temporary

All messages will be cleared for

GUI [D6.2].

ETS TC temporary GUI [D6.2].

8

Press the escape key on the keyboard.

Simulation will be terminated.

9

On the Plots menu, select Clear All.

All plots will be cleared.

7
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2.6.8 Spee

d Cruise IAS Capture

This test case will perform requirement check of the Speed Capture IAS Mode's ability to
increase or decrease thmst, and capture a desired IAS speed. This test will be performed at
Cmise conditions and altitude must be maintained throughout speed variation.

Configure FLSIM as presented in Table 2.18:

Table 2.18
Airspeed Cmise Capture test simulation startup steps
Step#

Actions

I

On

2

the

Expected Results
FlsimDe

menu.

Control

Record and Playback menu will

Execution, click RAP tab.

be displayed.

On RAP tab, select Playback, click on

The simulation is set to resume

Filename,

flight at altitude of 30000 feet and

choose

'spd_cruise_ias',

file

click

on

speed of 400 knots.

Snapshot/Restore, click on
Start Time and enter 00:09:30.
3

4

5

On

the

FlsimDe

menu,

Control

The Plot Duration window will be

Execution, click Plot Duration.

displayed.

On the Plot Duration window, enter

Plotting duration is set to 300

300.

seconds.

On

the

FlsimDe

menu.

Control

Execution, click Run.

The simulation starts and A/C is
flying at ahitude of 30000 feet
and speed of 400 knots.

6

Press escape.

7

On

the

FlsimDe

Exit simulation to FlsimDe.
menu,

Confrol

Execution, click Resume no RAP.

The simulation starts and A/C is
now held at ahitude of 30000 feet
and speed of 400 knots.

Run test procedures presented in Table 2.19:

Check Box
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Table 2.19
Airspeed Cruise Capture test procedures
Check Box

Step#

Actions

Expected Result(s)

1

In the Maximum allowed IAS box of

On the ETS Temporary GUI

the ETS TC Temporary GUI [D6.2],

[D6.2]

enter an IAS of 400 m/s. In the

following message is announced:

Minimum allowed IAS box, enter a

"VMO limit set -

value of lOOm/s. Click on Activate.

operating speed set"

In the Maximum allowed Mach box of

On the ETS Temporary GUI

the ETS TC Temporary GUI [D6.2]

[D6.2]

enter a Mach number of 1. Click on

following message is announced:

Activate.

"MMO limit set"

2

3

Activate

ALT

HOLD

MODE

on

message

message

section,

the

Minimum

section,

the

ALT HOLD button light turns on.

afcsccg panel of CMC Temporary
GUI ID6.1] by clicking on the ALT
HOLD button. The reference altitude is
the current ahitude of 30000 feet.
4

Select an IAS of 486 knots in the input

On the ETS Temporary GUI

box of IAS on afcsccg panel of CMC

[D6.2]

Temporary GUI [D6.1]. (corresponding

following message is announced:

to 250m/sec)

"Speed Capture mode armed"

Activate IAS MODE on afcs_ccg panel

On

of CMC Temporary GUI [D6.1] by

Temporary GUI [D6.1], 486 is

clicking on the IAS button.

displayed in IAS window. The

Activate ATS MODE on

afcsccg

message

afcsccg

section,

panel

by clicking on the ATS button on the
mode selection panel.
Observe A/C speed increasing on the
OTW (out the window) scene and
display

CMC

ATS mode button's light is on.

panel of CMC Temporary GUI [D6.1]

5

of

the

A/C increases speed.
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Table 2.19
Airspeed Cmise Capture test procedures (continued)

6

Select "IAS" Plot.

The

Capture

displayed.

Trajectory

A/C

is

IAS

will

eventually reach and maintain the
reference value of 250 m/sec
without

ever

overshooting

10

m/sec and without ever violating
speed

limits

of

400

m/sec

maximum value and 100 m/sec
minimum value,
7

Select "Height" Plot.

The

Altitude

Trajectory

is

displayed. A/C Altitude will be
maintained at hold value and
never vary more then 200 ft from
reference value of 30 000 feet.
8

Select "Forward Acceleration" Plot.

The

forward

displayed.

acceleration
A/C

is

forward

acceleration never exceeds O.lg.
9

Select "Climb rate" Plot.

Climb rate is displayed. A/C
climb rate never exceeds O.lg.

10

Wait a while after system stabilizes at
reference input of 250m/sec IAS.

11

Select a reference IAS of 389 knots,

On the ETS Temporary GUI

corresponding to 200 m/s, in the input

[D6.2]

box of IAS on afcsccg panel of CMC

following message is announced:

Temporary GUI [D6.1].

"Speed Capture mode armed"
On

message

afcsccg

section,

panel

of

the

CMC

Temporary GUI [D6.1], 389 is
displayed m IAS window.
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Table 2.19
Airspeed Cmise Capture test procedures (continued)
12

Observe A/C speed decreasing on the

A/C decreases speed.

OTW (out the window) scene and
display
13

Select "IAS" Plot.

The

Capture

Trajectory

is

displayed. A/C IAS decreases and
will

eventually

reach

and

maintain the reference value of
200

m/sec

overshooting
without

ever

without
10

ever

m/sec

violating

and
speed

limits, of 400 m/sec maximum
value and 100 m/sec minimum
value.
14

Select "Height" Plot.

The

Altitude

Trajectory

is

displayed. A/C Ahitude will be
maintained at hold value and
never vary more then 200 ft from
reference value, of 30 000 feet.
15

Select "Forward Acceleration" Plot.

The

forward

displayed.

acceleration
A/C

is

forward

acceleration never exceeds O.lg.
16

Select "Climb rate" Plot.

Climb rate is displayed. A/C
climb rate never exceeds O.lg.

Select Clear on ETS TC temporary

All messages will be cleared for

GUI [D6.2].

ETS TC temporary GUI [D6.2].

18

Press the escape key on the keyboard.

Simulation will be terminated.

19

On the Plots menu, select Clear All.

All plots will be cleared.

17
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2.6.9 Spee

d Cruise MACH Captur e

This test case will perform requirement check of the Speed Capture MACH Mode's ability to
increase or decrease thmst, and capture a desired MACH speed. This test will be performed
at Cmise conditions and altitude must be maintained throughout speed variation.

Configure FLSIM as presented in Table 2.20:
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Table 2.20
Mach Cmise Capture test simulation startup steps
Step#

Actions

1

On the FlsimDe menu. Control Record and Playback menu

Expected Results

will be displayed.

Execution, click RAP tab.
2

On RAP tab, select Playback, The simulation is set to
click on Filename, choose file resume flight at altitude of
'spd_cmise_mn',

click

on 30000 feet and speed of 400

Snapshot/Restore, click on

knots.

Start Time and enter 00:09:30.
3

On the FlsimDe menu, Control The Plot Duration window
Execution, click Plot Duration.

4

On the Plot Duration window, Plotting duration is set to
enter 300.

5

will be displayed.

300 seconds.

On the FlsimDe menu, Control The simulation starts and
Execution, click Run.

A/C is flying at altitude of
30000 feet and speed of 400
knots.
Exit simulation to FlsimDe.

6

Press escape.

7

On the FlsimDe menu, Control The simulation starts and
Execution, click Resume no A/C is now held at altitude
RAP.

of 30000 feet and speed of
400 knots.

Run test procedures presented in Table 2.21:

Check Box
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Table 2.21
Mach Cmise Capture test procedures
Step#

Actions

Expected Result(s)

1

In the Maximum allowed IAS box of

On the ETS Temporary GUI

the ETS TC Temporary GUI [D6.2],

[D6.2]

enter an IAS of 400 m/s. In the

following message is announced:

Minimum allowed IAS box, enter a

"VMO limit set -

value of lOOm/s. Click on Activate.

operating speed set"

In the Maximum allowed Mach box of

On the ETS Temporary GUI

the ETS TC Temporary GUI [D6.2]

[D6.2]

enter a Mach number of 1. Click on

following message is armounced:

Activate.

"MMO limit set"

2

3

Activate

ALT

HOLD

MODE

on

message

message

Check Box

section,

the

Minimum

section,

the

ALT HOLD button light ttims on.

afcsccg panel of CMC Temporary
GUI [D6.1] by clicking on the ALT
HOLD button. The reference altitude is
the current altitude of 30000 feet.
4

Select a Mach number of 0.85 in the

On the ETS Temporary GUI

input

[D6.2]

box

of

Mach

numbers on

message

section,

afcs_ccg panel of CMC Temporary

following message is announced:

GUI[D6.1].

"Speed Capture mode armed"

Activate ATS MODE on

afcsccg

On

afcsccg

panel

of

CMC

panel of CMC Temporary GUI [D6.1]

Temporary GUI [D6.1], "0.85" is

by clicking on the ATS button on the

displayed

mode selection panel.

window. The ATS mode button's

Activate MACH MODE on afcsccg

light is on.

in

Mach

panel of CMC Temporary GUI [D6.1]
by clicking on the MACH button.
5

the

Observe A/C speed increasing on the
OTW (out the window) scene and
display

A/C increases speed.

number
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Table 2.21
Mach Cmise Capture test procedures (continued)
6

Select "Mach number" Plot.

The

Capture

Trajectory

is

displayed. A/C Mach number will
eventually reach and maintain the
reference value of 0.85 without
ever

overshooting

0.02

and

without ever reaching maximum
Mach value of 1.
7

Select "Height" Plot.

The

Ahitude

Trajectory

is

displayed. A/C Ahitude will be
maintained at hold value and
never vary more then 200 ft from
reference value of 30000 feet.
8

Select "Forward Acceleration" Plot.

The

forward

displayed.

acceleration
A/C

is

forward

accelerafion never exceeds O.lg.
9

Select "Climb rate" Plot.

Climb rate is displayed. A/C
climb rate never exceeds O.lg.

10

Wait till system stabilizes at reference
input of 0.85 Mach.

11

Select a reference Mach number of 0.6

On the ETS Temporary GUI

in the input box of Mach number on

[D6.2]

afcsccg panel of CMC Temporary

following message is announced:

GUI[D6.1].

"Speed Capture mode armed"
On

message

afcsccg

section,

panel

of

the

CMC

Temporary GUI [D6.1], "0.6" is
displayed
window.

in

Mach

Number
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Table 2.21
Mach Cmise Capture test procedures (continued)
12

Observe A/C speed decreasing on the

A/C decreases speed.

OTW (out the window) scene and
display
13

Select "Mach Number" Plot.

The

Capture

Trajectory

displayed. A/C Mach
decreases

and will

is

number

eventually

reach and maintain the reference
value

of

0.6

without

ever

overshooting 0.02
14

Select "Height" Plot.

The

Altitude

Trajectory

is

displayed. A/C Altitude will be
maintained at hold value and
never vary more then 200 ft from
reference value of 30 000 feet.
15

Select "Forward Acceleration" Plot.

The

forward

displayed.

acceleration
A/C

is

forward

acceleration never exceeds O.lg.
16

Select "Climb rate" Plot.

Climb rate is displayed. A/C
climb rate never exceeds O.lg.

Select Clear on ETS TC temporary

All messages will be cleared for

GUI [D6.2].

ETS TC temporary GUI [D6.2].

18

Press the escape key on the keyboard.

Simulation will be terminated.

19

On the Plots menu, select Clear All.

All plots will be cleared.

17
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2.6.10 Spee

d Capture Mode EPR Limits Protectio n

This test case will perform requirement check of the Speed Capture Mode's ability to respect
EPR limits. Maximum EPR will be chosen to correspond to a lower thmst level than the
Speed reference, and then minimum EPR will be chosen to correspond to a higher thmst
level than the Speed reference. The Speed capture loop would not be able to achieve the
reference speed and the thmst limitation at corresponding EPR limits will be observed.

Table 2.22
Speed Capture EPR Limits Protection test simulation startup steps
Step#

Actions

1

On

2

the

Expected Results
FlsimDe

menu,

Control

Record and Playback menu will

Execution, click RAP tab.

be displayed.

On RAP tab, select Playback, click on

The simulation is set to resume

Filename,

flight at ahitude of 30000 feet and

choose

'spdeprlimits',

file

click

on

speed of 400 knots.

Snapshot/Restore, click on
Start Time and enter 00:09:30.

3

4

5

On

the

FlsimDe

menu.

Control

The Plot Duration window will be

Execution, click Plot Durafion.

displayed.

On the Plot Duration window, enter

Plotting duration is set to 300

300.

seconds.

On

the

FlsimDe

menu,

Confrol

Execution, click Run.

The simulation starts and A/C is
flying at ahittide of 30000 feet
and speed of 400 knots.

6

Press escape.

7

On

the

FlsimDe

Exit simulation to FlsimDe.
menu.

Control

Execution, click Resume no RAP.

The simulation starts and A/C is
now held at ahitude of 30000 feet
and speed of 400 knots.

Check Box
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Configure FLSIM as presented in Table 2.22 and Run test procedures presented in Table
2.23:

Table 2.23
Speed Capture EPR Limits Protection test procedures
Step#

Actions

Expected Result(s)

1

In the Maximum allowed EPR box of

On the ETS Temporary GUI

the ETS TC Temporary GUI [D6.2],

[D6.2]

enter an EPR of 1.5. In the Minimum

following message is announced;

allowed EPR box, enter a value of 1.3.

"New EPR limits set"

message

Check Box

section,

the

Click on Activate.
2

3

4

5

In the Maximum allowed IAS box of

On the ETS Temporary GUI

the ETS TC Temporary GUI [D6.2],

message section the following

enter an IAS of 300 m/s. In the

message is announced: "VMO

Minimum allowed IAS box, enter a

limit set - Minimum operating

value of 120m/s. Click on Activate.

speed set"

In the Maximum allowed Mach box of

On the ETS Temporary GUI

the ETS TC Temporary GUI [D6.2],

[D6.2]

enter a Mach number of 0.9. Click on

following message is armounced:

Activate.

"MMO limit set"

Select

an

IAS

of

545

knots,

message

section,

the

On the ETS Temporary GUI

corresponding to a speed of -280 m/s,

[D6.2]

in the input box of IAS on afcsccg

following message is announced:

panel of CMC Temporary GUI [D6.1].

"Speed Capture mode armed"

Activate ATS MODE on

On

afcsccg

message

afcsccg

section,

panel

of

the

CMC

panel of CMC Temporary GUI [D6.1]

Temporary GUI [D6.I], 545 is

by clicking on the ATS button on the

displayed in IAS window. The

mode selection panel.

ATS mode button's light is on.

Observe A/C speed increasing on the

A/C increases speed.

OTW (out the window) scene and
display
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Table 2.23
Speed Capture EPR Limits Protection test procedures (continued)
6

Select "IAS" Plot.

The

Capture

Trajectory

is

displayed. A/C IAS increases and
tries to reach the reference value
of 280 m/sec without success,
saturating

at

a

point

corresponding to the enguie EPR
limit.
On the ETS Temporary GUI
message section the following
message is announced: "Speed
fracking error greater then 10
knots"
7

Select "EPR" Plot.

The

Capture

displayed.

Trajectory

A/C

is

EPR

will

eventually reach and maintain the
maximum value of 1.5.
8

Select a reference IAS of 253 knots,

On the ETS Temporary GUI

corresponding to 130 m/s, in the input

[D6.2]

box of IAS on afcsccg panel of CMC

following message is announced:

Temporary GUI [D6.1].

"Speed Capture mode armed"
On

message

afcsccg

section,

panel

of

the

CMC

Temporary GUI [D6.1], 253 is
displayed in IAS window.
9

Observe A/C speed decreasing on the
OTW (out the window) scene and
display

A/C decreases speed.
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Table 2.23
Speed Capture EPR Limits Protection test procedures (continued)

10

Select "IAS" Plot.

The

Capture

Trajectory

is

displayed. A/C IAS decreases and
fries to reach the reference value
of 130 m/sec without success
saturating

at

a

point

conesponding to the engine EPR
limit.
On the ETS Temporary GUI
message section the following
message is announced: "Speed
tracking error greater then 10
knots"
11

Select "EPR" Plot.

The

Capture

displayed.

A/C

Trajectory
EPR

is
will

eventually reach and maintain the
minimum value of 1.3.
Select Clear on ETS TC temporary

All messages will be cleared for

GUI [D6.2].

ETS TC temporary GUI [D6.2].

13

Press the escape key on the keyboard.

Simulation will be terminated.

14

On the Plots menu, select Clear All.

All plots will be cleared.
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